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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, February 19, 1969

10* Per Copy

Eleven Persons Are
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn

Pueblo Hearing Drums On
As Most Accounts Jibe

;ale?
Murray, Ky.

M.0. Wrather Is
Named To Head
Easter Seal Drive

te

NG

$90 Million In Bonds Are
Issued By State Authority

Eleven persons were charged, entered pleas of guilty, and
Caine before he was commis- were fined in the City Court of
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
Atty. Gen. William Gilbreath,
By ROBERT CRADLE
sioned, when he was still In City Judge William H. (Jake) FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — representing Breckinridge, who
CORONADO, Calif. (UPI) — officer
candidate school.
Jos Cresson in his column Joe
Dunn this week. Records show The Kentucky Turnpike Auth- was ill.
The Navy sent the 83 men of
There, he was told about the the following occurred:
ority, overriding objections of
The toll roads would connect
Cie's Kentucky
satu had
ay the
a foultthe USS Pueblo on a spy mis- U.S.
government's official Code
last
J. R. Ellis, reckless driving, Democratic Mate Atty. Gen. Henderson - Owensboro, Owensil
sion to the edge of a Oammun- of Conduct for
men who be- fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
John B. Breckinridge, Tuesday boro - Bowling Green, Bowling
some Murrayans.
ist country without telling them
J. M. Grogan, disregarding issued $90 million of bonds at Green • Somerset, and London(Continued On Page 13)
how to behave if captured
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs a net interest rate of 5.93 per Hazard.
"Although high schools were
That was the testimony of
cent to finance four toil roads.
Gilbreath previously had preslow in adopting track, Ken$4.50.
Puede,
of
the
three officers
K. J. Bugg, reckless driving, The vote was 41 to issue the sented a statement challenging
tucky no doubt had an onlybefore a Navy court of inspirit
bonds, with Republican Gov, the legality of engineering confined $20.00 costs $4.50.
one-of-his-kind coach 40 years
into the ship's capture oft the
U. L. Knight, driving while Louie B. Nunn, Democratic Lt.
gage. The coach's name w a
(Continued On Pao* 13)
coast of North Korea Jan. 23,
intoxicated, amended to reck- Gov. Wendell H. Ford, state
'Lowry Rains, and Ted Sanford,
1968. The hearing is in its third
Commissioner
William
Highway
$100.00
costs
less driving, fined
now commissioner of the Kenphase, dealing with the co
B. Hazelrigg and state highway
$4.50.
tucky High School Athletic Asof the men in captivity.
J. L. Young. reckless driv- engineer A. 0. Neiser voting
sociation, was the first to reTestimony resumed today befor the borrowing.
ing fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
cognize his talent,
fore a board of five admirals,
Voting "no" was Asst. State
D.
H.
Bracy,
drinking
beer
in
"Sanford then was coaching
waitwitnesses
four
more
with
public,
fined
$25.00
costs
$4.50.
at Murray and Rains, a track
11
rameths
ing to describe their
M. W. Cauley, drinking beer
buff, was teaching at a rural
CRETE, Neb. (UPI) — Farin a Korean prison.
Calloway
mers know about anhydrous in public, fined $25.00 costs
in
County.
One
school
At Witness 'Table
$4.50.
year Rains challenged Murray
Still at the witness Wile ammonia. Injected into the
N. E. Kaufman, reckless driv-to a track meet, and the dare
when today's session opened ground as a fertilizer, it proing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
'
,
was accepted.
was to be IA. j.g. Timothy Har- duces better crops. ConcentratL D. McClain, drinking beer
"Since he was about the only
Phillip D. Mitchell, local busris, 23, Jacksonville, Fla., wilts.ed, it will kill people.
in public, fined $25.00 costs
person around who ever had
R
had
been
foggy
Tuesday
iness man, is the newest membegan, telling the court his
sees a track meet, Rains was
The case of the Common- ber of the Murray-Calloway Codory Tuesday. Harris was to morning, but those in this farm- $4.50.
.1. D. Smith, drinking beer in wealth of Kentucky vs. James unty Airport Board.
running the show. When he
be followed today by CWO, ing community who saw the
public, fined $25.00 costs $4.50. Manning of Kirksey is on the
lined up the boys for the 100County Judge Hail McCuiston
Gene H. Lacy, 37, Seattle, cloud of anhydrous ammonia
yard dash, he was reminded
swelling through the mists
docket for the Calloway Circuit appointed Mitchell to the board
Wash.
knew
they
that there was no finish tile
might
die.
Court
on
Thursday,
according to serve the five year term
Like two other officers wh
The fumes were rel
to the offiee of Circuit Court from August 1, 1968, to August
judge.
testified before him, Harr
when 20 cars of a 120-car
"That's all right," he said,
Clerk James Blalock.
1, 1973.
said his only advice on how
Miss Judy Adams and Bill Heiese
ight train derailed and crashed
Manning has been charged
"after the boys start up here,
Mitchell suffered a heart atbehave as a prisoner of
into two tank cars filled with
with breaking, and entering of tack on Friday, January 17,
*Ill just jog down there and
anhydrous ammonia. One of the
a smokehouse, according to while on a business trip to
judge the finish myself."
tank cars, standing next to the
Blalock's office.
"Which he did. He set them
Dallas, Texas. He is improving
tracks on a siding, ruptured,
This morning the case of the and is now convalescing at his
off, then outran the pack to the
'!Whoosh-like an aerosol can."
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs. home In Murray.
wire, thus undoubtedly becomEight persons died, three of
Janie Wall *est was to be triing the only man ever to start
Other members of the Airport
them unidentified transients
ed, but after the jury was Board are Dr. H. L. Oakley,
and judge the finish of the
M.
0.
Weather
riding
the
race!':
has
been
namfreight.
Lung-searing
selected,
same dash
the case was settled chairman, H. Glenn Doran,
County's
4,400 out of court, Blalock said.
Calloway
ed chairman of the 1969 Easter
fumes killed the rest, residents
James Garrison, Dr. J. D. OutMayfield
the
of
owners
The
are
to
receive
school
children
of this farm and college comMaurice Ryan is president of Seal Campaign for Calloway
The case this morning In- land, and Gaylord Forrest, Cohad
a
have
Plans
Shopping
skin
tests
beginntuberculin
munity of 3,500 about 30 miles
volved the property at 12th and unty Judge McCuiston and City
the Kentucky School Board As- County, according to Coach
Two Murray High School stu- foreclosure suit amounting to southwest of Lincoln in south- ing Monday, March 3, accord- Chestnut Streets.
Osociation. Maurice has'risen in Frank Camp, assistant athleof Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
against
filed
$860,000
more
than
ing
to
Calloway
County
Health
east Nebraska. Scores were InCircuit Judge James M. Las- are exofficio members.
the field of education having tic director at the University dents. Judy Adams, a junior,
LinNational
First
the
them
by
Department Administrator R. L
jured.
served on the local school of Louisville, state campaign daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Dr. Oakley said applications
siter is presiding for the ow.
coln Bank of Louisville.
Cooper.
C. Adams, and Bill Heise,
Residents Evacuated
board for several years, serv- chairman.
are now being taken to hire a
rent
term
of
court.
Barton's
The suit is against
The tests, which will run thr,
The annual appeal will begin senior, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ing as chairman for some time
Authorities evacuated most
manager for the airport known
(Continued On Pmpa 12)
March 1 and continue through Paul R. Heise, Sr., have been Inc., and is seeking payment of residents, and 500 persons were lough Wednesday, March 5, will
as Kyle Field, located about five
also.
selected to sing in the 1960 $816,500 for an interim loan kept from their homes on the be given by medical teems
Beater Sunday, April 6.
miles north of Mayfield HighContributions to the cun- All-State Chorus. Both are plus $43,500 in interest. Also west side of the town today as from the Calloway County
way 121 haat off the Penny
Below Maurice is shown greetaiissa by the Sew Mataners of. Murray High chor- named as defendants in the
Road.
the ammonia pervaded,the area. Health DepartmenL The Kening Slate iMpadateedent of
under the direction were Mr. and Mrs. Reece
Easter Seal Society for us
The board has made applicaPublic Instruction Wendell P
Those returning to their homes tucky TB and Respiratory Diston and Lon Carter Barton: all were warned to check their ease Association also is cooption to extend the runaway anoCrips4ed Children and Adults of Mrs. Joan Hawker.
Butler. •
of
the
Corstockholders
major
erating
in
the
all-out
effort.
to pretide care and treatment
Auditions for the chorus
other 1000 feet which will infood for contamination. Police
The tests are to be given oy
for
physically
crease it to about 4000 feet
handicapped were held last November. On- poration.
and National Guardsmen patInsurCommonwealth
Life
This will enable the larger type
children throughout the state. ly a small percentage could be
roled the streets, guarding a- a new' type jet injector apparThe
Calloway
County
Farm
Paving
ComMayfield
Co.,
atus by which tuberculin is inairplanes to be able to land at
Easter Seal centers operated serected from each district. ance
gainst looters.
Bureau,
Inc.,
has
purchased
the
Engineering
Owensboro
jected into the arm very rapidthe local field.
by the Kentucky Easter Seal The dates for the chorus to pany,
ly and painlessly. Mr. Cooper brick building at South 5th and
Society include. Cardinal Hill meet are April 9, 10 and 11 in Co., Inc., Wright and Crouch
Elm
Streets,
the
former
locatsaid. "Reading" of the tests
Convalescent Hospital and Car- Louisville. A performance will Construction Co., Mayfield, and
will take place a few days af- ion of the Blalock-Coleman
dinal Hill Nursery School in be given on Friday evening at the State Department of ReFuneral Home.
venue, 'are also defendants in
ter they are given.
Lexington. the West Kentucky 7:30 p.m. on April 11.
Leon Chambers, president of
Mr. Cooper noted that the
Center for Handicapped ChildRobert K. Bear of the Mur- the suit.
Carroll Hubbard, Mayfield atmass testing is part of an all- the Farm Bureau, said t he
ren, Paducah; Northern Ken- ray State University faculty will
out effort to eradicate tuber- building was purchased from
tucky Treatment Center and be the All-State Chorus direct- torney for Barton's Inc., said a
long term loan is in the process
culosis in Kentucky. He said Grayson MeClure and Ailene
Opportunity School in Coving- or.
that a "positive" test does not McClure.
ton; the Hearing and Speech
The group will sing "Regina this week of being finalized
Mason Evans, local business
The Bureau is making plans
necessarily mean that a perCenter, Louisville; and Camp Voeli" by Mozart and "Song of with another lending institutemployee for 38 years. died
to
remodel
the
building
for
the
Hubbard
said
with
this
reson has tuberculosis. It does
Kysoc, Carrollton.
Democracy" by Howard Han- ion.
Tuesday at 8:45 p in. at the
mean, however, that TB germs offices of the Federation and Murray-Calloway County
son based on a poem by Walt venue to pay the bank, it is
Hosson
of
Lee
Vance,
Goraon
hoped the suit will be dropped
are in the body and that pre- the Insurance of the Farm Bu- pital.
Whitman.
Mrs. Odelle Vance of Murray, cautions, such as preventive reau. Other offices on the first
This is the second year Judy by next week.
The deceased was 64 years
received his Helicopter Wings drugs, should be taken. Per- floor will be for lease or rent.
has been selected for the Allof age and his death followed
It has always amazed us that
in a special ceremony at Fort sons with "positive" skin tests Chambers said it has not been
State
Chorus,
She
has
also
par.
an extended illness.
so many statewide organizatRucker, Alabama, on Tuesday, are urged to have chest x-rays decided as yet what action will
ticipated in the Quad State
Evans was employed at the
ions have called on Murrayans
be
taken
on
the
upstairs
part
11.
February
or other diagnostic tests, Mr.
Chorus for two years. She has
Murray Marble Worts for 38
to
of
the
advanced
building.
was
also
Vance
Cooper added
been accompanist for the Mix(Continued On Page 13)
•
Rob Gingles, W. H. Brooks, years and had also worked at
Lieutenant
He said further that skin
ed Chorus two years and is voFuneral services for'haymon the rating of First
the _Outland Loose Leaf Floor
Noble
Cm, Ray Broach, and'
ceremony.
special
the
in
testing of school children is
calist in the youth choir and Puckett of Paducah, formerly
He was a member of the BapLeon
has
now
Chambers
were
man
appointed
Murray
The
especially important "because
soloist in the First Baptist of the Dexter community, were
tist Church and of the Woodmen
to
the
Eustis,
committee
to
make
to
Fort
plans
assigned
'positive' reactions often lead
Church choir. She is a piano held this morning at the cha- been
of the World.
student of Miss Lillian Watters pel of the Linn Funeral Home, Va., for at least three months to discovery of TB among ,the for the remodeling.
The Murray man was born
This committee will report
reactors' family".
and has won superior ratings Benton, with Bro. Kenneth of special training.
April 16, 1904, to the late Pate
Douglas Shoemaker, Calloto the Farm Bureau memberFirst Lt. Vance entered the
in the Murray State University Hoover officiating. Burial WAS
Evans and Angie Culpepper
way' County Court Clerk, has
ship at the next regular meetfestivals. She is a member of in the Brooks Chapel Cemetery service in December 1966 and
Evans,
issued a special appeal to y
ing
.to
be
held
at
Fort
on
Tuesday,
basic
training
took
his
Tri-1-11-Y.
near Dexter.
lie is survived by his wife,
Calloway car end truck (under
March 4, at the new Farm BuOfficers
Bill has been outstanding as
Mrs. Mary A. Evans, and cols.,
Puckett, a retired conductor Knox. He attended
18,000 pounds) owners to purreau
Sills,
building
at
South
Fort
5th
and
School
at
Candidate
a member of the football team for the IC Railroad, died Mondaughter, Miss Marilyn Evans,
achase their 1909 license plates
Elm Streets.
at Murray High having won the day at Lourdes Hospital, Pa- Oklahoma, where he was coni,
1106 Vine Street; one son, Meimmediately.
Officers
of
the
Bureau
Second
Lieutenant.
are
a
missioned
following awards: 1967 and ducah. He was 68 years of age.
son Evans, Jr., and two grandShoemaker said the sale had
Chambers,
president;
Noble
assigned
to
Fort
Vance
was
Cadettes and Senior Girl
1908 Best Defensive Linesman,
daughters, Loy Kay and Marla
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
been going slow sad the office
1967 and 1968 Western Ken- Ora Mae Thomasson Puckett; Wolters. Texas, for basic heli- Scouts of the Bear Creek Girl Cox, vice-president; Ray Broach, Evans, Dallas, Texas; one sister,
would need to sell at least 400
secretary.
The
1968
member- Mrs. Fred Laster
tueky Conference Class 'A' De- two daughters, Mrs. Mary Jane copter training and later sent Scout Council are participating
of Hickman;
per day to meet the deedline
fensive Teams, 1967 and 1968 Sanderson and Mrs. Nancy Lou to Fort Rucker, Ala., for three in a council wide conference ship was listed at 1128, and the two brothers, Milburn Evans
of March 1.
to be held at Murray State Uni- 1989 membership has already of Murray Route Six and 'nom
Overall Western Kentucky Con- Mathis; two sons, Joe Ed and months of advanced training.
Gary Graffmen
He is a graduate of Murray versity, Murray, Ky., on March reached over 900, Chambers Evans of Centralia, Ill.;
ference Teams. Honorable Men- Jimmie Ray Puckett; two sissevere]
Mur- 1 and 2. The conference, en- said.
nieces, nephews, and cousins.
tion 1967 and 1968 All State ters, Mrs. Lois Huddleston and High School and attended
before
University
ray
State
titled
"It's
The
Campus
Thing",
Funeral services will be held
football squad, 1968 All State Mrs. Jewel Sills; half sister,
joining the Army.
will be highlighted by workThursday at two p. in. at the
Class A. He has been in the Mrs. Cora Grimm; three bromothhelicopter
pilot's
The
shops in the Physical and Fine
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Mixed Chorus two years, has thers, Sam, Noble, and Essie
er, Mrs. Vance of Murray, Was Art Department.
Funeral Home with Rev. Norbeen in Quad State Chorus and Puckett; four grandchildren;
ceremonies
at,
present
for
the
man Culpepper and Rev. Lloyd
These workshops will be givis a member of the Wesley two great grandchildren.
Fort Rucker, and enrourte home en by Murray faculty and other
Miss Debbie Johnson, daugh- Wilson officiating.
Gary Graafian will be pre- ion may attend by presenting Choir of the First Methodist
visited her other son, Capt. volunteers of the community. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Interment will be in the Murowned by the Murray Music their membership cards. No Church.
John Dale Vance. Mrs. Vance,
Dr. Tesseneer, Dean of the Johnson, Coldwater Road, has ray Cemetery with the arrangewill
tickets
admiration
single
concert
FebruAssociation in
and children, John, Jr., and Graduate School will address been elected as queen of the ments by the J. H.
Churchill
soy 23 in the Fine Arts Build- be mold.
Ann, at Fort Knox,
the girls on Sunday morning. Calloway County Riding Club. Funeral Home.
and
volvolatile
Graffman,
a
ing on the Murray State nilCapt. Vance is now attend- The Scouts will attend church
Dear Mr. Williams:
She
will
compete
later
w.th
uble man ivhoee intensity is
vershy campus.
ing an officers career school in Murray at the close of the contestants from the various
thafted Pros* latersofiesal
Local members of the enociat- offset by an engaging grin and
On Monday night, February at Fort Knox.
conference.
other riding clubs in the Westready wit, is blessed by an ob17th, it was my privilege as a
In Jupe Capt. Vance will be
The girls will be housed in ern Kentucky Horseman's Asvious gest for life which en- by United Press lnt.rn.tionaT taxpayer to sit with the Cal- assigned to Yuma. Arizona, for the gyms on the Murray Campsociation's queen contest to be
Fair and cool today Clear to loway County Board of Educaables him to enjoy exploring
the Cheyenne program for the us, swim in their pool and eat held at Paducah.
the four corners of the earth partly cloudy and cold tonight. tion as an invited member of testing of a new helicopter. in the Campus cafeteria. MurMiss Johnson is a freshman
while at the same Wile develop- Thursday increasing cloudiness 0 citizens committee.
The tests for Drivers LicensCapt. Vance was one of 35 of ray State University has been at
Calloway
County
High
ing his extraordinary musical and a little warmer with slight
The matter of schools for the firers and 300 enlisted men generous in the use of their School, She has won ribbons in es are given each Monday in
chance of rain late Thursday children of our county was disThe Home Department of the Ob.
selected to work in this special staff and facilities. 225 Girl her appearances in numerous the office of Circuit Clerk JamThe years that have elapsed afternoon. Highs today mainly cussed at length. Mr. Jim Me program.
es Blalock.
Murray' Woman's Club will
Scouts are expected to take horse shows in the area.
meet Thursday, February 20, since his debut as a teen-aged in the 40s Lows tonight 20s ton, from the Finance Division
Kentucky State Troopers Tom
Capt. Vance was wounded in part in this event.
of the State Department o f Vietnam about three years ago.
Cahoon and Buck Brien are in
at two p.m. at the club house prizewinner have indeed been east to 30s west.
work,
multitudinMurray each. Monday to give
Mrs. G. B. Scott. past presi- of dedicated
Education gave a very clear Since that time the family has
ELM GROVE STUDY
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
and detailed presentation o f been in Germany for his tour of
the tests.
dent of the Murray Club, now ous experiences and solid a.
Temperatures
will
average
2
GROUP
MEET
chairman of the Alpha Depart- chievement. Now "among the
facts slid 'figures that must be duty there before being sent
During the morning the road
tests are conducted by the
ment, will give a history of the elite circle of pianists headed to 8 degreet bellow normal thr- considered seriously and quick- to Fort Knox.
Baptist
The
Elm
Grove
oughout
rentucky Thursday ly by both the county and city
troopers to those who have
Murray Woman's Club. Mrs.
(Continued on Page Ten)
The Annie Arn.sirong mis- Church Woman's Missionary
through Miinday with normal Boards of Education if proper
passed the written tests toward
David Henry is program leader
FIVE
CITED
have
a
book
study
Society
will
sionary
Group
of
the
Hazel
highs 46 to 55.
school facilities are to be Proreceiving their drivers licenses.
NOW YOU KNOW
for the day.
Baptist Church will meet in at the church on Thursday,
Normal lows will he 26 to 34 vided for our boys and girls_
The written tests for those
Hostesses will be Mesdames by United Press IMarnational
by
cited
were
Mrs'.
persons
at
ten
'a.m.
Five
February
20,
the
home
of
Mrs
Brent
Langdegrees Slow warming trend
applying for drivers licenses
Near the close of the meet- the Murray Police Department
Claud Miller, Owen Billington,
Peru, the center of the by the end of the week is exthe
Cornell
will
give
Lloyd
ston,
Thursday, February 20,
are given each Monday from
ing, Mr. Lubie Parish, a memR. 1.1 Miller, E. W. Riley, 'G. sprawling Inca empire, was
pected, but colder weather will ber of the Calloway CmintY on Tuesday. They were all for at 'Seven p.m. Mrs. Velda Rey- study on Hawaii A potluck one to 3:30 pm. in the office of
Ashcraft, Quinton Gibson, coequered in 1531.1533 by
p.issessand
drinking
,in
public
and
the
nolds will be in Charge of ar- lunch will be served
prevail again the first of next
the Calloway County Circuit
and John Livesay.
ion of airahat
Francisco Pizarm with 180 men week
nursery will be open.
rangements.
•
Keenness U. Fags 111
Court Clerk.

Eight Die
As Ammonia
Covers Town

to
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Mitchell Is
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On Thursday
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Buys Building

Mason Evans
Dies Tuesday
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Puckett Services
Are Held Today
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To Get Licenses

& Wife may
are $75,000
Insured
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iblic Relations
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Council Wide Meet
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PEESS INTERNATIONAL

HAWTHORN, Nev. — Al7 Force spokes
man, describing search for airliner, missing with 35
aboard:
"We had some planes over the area but the
weather
Is terrible with thunderstorms, snow,
anti icing conditions. We can only see the ground about
5 per cent of
the time because the mountain peaks
make it necessary for the search planes to stay above
1,000 feet."
BERLIN — We Berlin police captain,
commenting
on East Germany's harasament of traffic
between Berlin
and West Germany:
"The Esst Germans without doubt were
showing
they can context traffic to and from West
Berlin. We can
certainty expect mire of this kind of
thing until the
election is over."

WEDIORIDAY—FEBRUARY 19, 1969

Cliff Robertson's Roles: From JFK to a Coward

PUBLISHED by LEDGER • TIKES
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lac, OonsoLidaUon of the Murray
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Steptistmon Bios.. Detroit. Mick.

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

A Real Woman Will

Find the Right Man
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am 53 and have been a widow for three
years. I keep my band in business to keep occupied, but I have
no money worries.
I dress fashionably, am well-groomed, I wear glasses and
my figure is "so-so." I'm no beauty, and I look my age
I would like to get married again, but I don't like old mask
and young amen don't like me. Don't tell me to travel. Fa*
traveled plenty and all I meet Is other women looking for men.
Deal tell me to develop my personality. I have more
"personality" than most men I know. Don't suggest contact
lenses. I've tried them and can't wear them. And don't tell
Inc to tint my hau: I already do. What can you do for me?
LOOKING
DEAR LOOKING: Netkiag. No man weals a woman whir
asticipales all the questions and knows all the mowers. If yen
really waist a maa. you'll have te come across mere
like a

Sy AMAT ARCHGED
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOUTWOOD — Cliff Robert.
sow who portrayed John F.
Kennedy as a Navy Lieutenant
in "PT109" is ,,gain in blue, and
with the seine rank--but in a
totally different kind of role in
Bob A ldrisili's (he just gays us

honor that's never happened to
anyone with a living president,"
Cliff said.
• • •
"THAT was the reason I ac-

cepted it and was most grateful because it did focus attegc
Uon from a publicity point 8t

--rile Killing Of Sister George")

Too Late The Hero."
"He couldn't be more different from the part of President
Kennedy in 'PT 109'," admitted
Cliff of the role of LA. Sam
Lawson in the World War II
film being made in the Philippines and Hollywood.
,
When we visited him on the
set here, Robertson. in the sloppiest possible dress irnagineable
- -for a Navy officer—was being drempe0 down by his skipper, played by Henry Fonda. Cliff
Robertson tells Army A
srd all about his new Navy role
Aso a veteran of films in which
JFK role. Could it have hurt
re's been uniformed.
movie--the last day of shootMatter of fact. Fonda's most his progress in the industry?
"No," Cliff said, "every year 11111. You sort of automatically
recent feature with Lucy Ball,
I've
cut
it off. It's a chapter in
progressed .a little—of
-Yours, Mine and Ours" had
sun last as a Navy officer. His course this past year has been your life that's gone and that's
the
It.
biggest
You
. lost famous role in blue, of
may have fond memprogress due to
aurae, Was as -Mr. Roberts." 'Charly.• But, you try, when ones and you remember a lot of
• • •
you finish a role—a play or a nice things about it.
iit
FONDA in the scene, in per
"You're usually grateful for
fect dress, accuses Robertson of
the experience but you try not
being everything from a no-acto have any hangovers from
count to a coward in the- openthat character into the next.
rig of the film. We'll have to
see the rest to find out if he by United Frees International Obviously, however, if you're
Today Is Wednesday, Feb. 19, playing military roles there
made the correct judgment!
Robertson accepted this role the 50th day of 1969 with 313 have to be overlapping edges.
"In the case of Kennedy it
:ter the accolades for his role to follow.
The moon is between its new was unique. r will always be
in "Charly.•' It's as difficult
grateful and honored because
for an actor to follow a fine phase and first quarter.
h
Aendditdnacthoosem
ni
e wasfor the
a ururq
oluee.
e as- -to find one. But Cliff
The morning stars are Meritself
:splained why he accepted the cury, Mars and Jupiter.
cils of Sam Lawson:
The evening stars are Venus
"Whereas the young Kennedy and Saturn.
,
as an officer was the intrepid.
On this day In history:
courageous, inspired leader of
In 1922, Ed Wynn of vaudehis men. Sam is a very indeville and musical comedy faale
pendent maverick, rather color-

Almanac

view, on me. (I was never particularly overjoyed at my performance in that, but on the
other hand I don't think the
script was exactly deathless
prose and I'm not knocking any
writers, living or dead).
"I have no real misgiving
about it--it was a great break
for me—it gave me national
and international attention.
--I couldn't have everythin
I will always treasure
memories and the relationships
I had with the late President.
"Now for Sam--I can forewarn you a lot of people aren't
going to like Sam. But a lot of
people will understand him and
maybe even sympathize with
him. He's colorful and he's a
character,"
And he's also as different 1
role as Cliff could find nowafter "Charly."
a

•

.

A cricket is able to leap a
hundred
times its
length. ,
*

*

The first votin4 machine was
used in the lotion in 1892.
•
•
*
,

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are expecting our first
Ancient herbalists believe.
baby in about a month. We've alITIMIled to have a woman
that sage, a staple in many dresscome in [afternoons) to help willi fbe cooking and cleaning
ings
u,reidmipurz
ielidfethe memory and
the first two weeks.
a3R0(ADO. Oat —
• The problem is my saber Ms Yarned us that she is
(34.) *ilia/tea C. Schumacher, operations officer on the
Pueblo, tigUng a Navy coming as soon as the baby is hers se she can "help"-me.
court of inquiry why he signed a confess
ion while being Abby, I wrote her some time ago, telling her that I wanted her
held prisoner by the North Koreans:
to wait until the baby is a month old, but she apparent
ly.
"It was fear of the unknown. It was
not knowing ignored my suggestion.
became- the first big name in
why you were alive. All the bad stories
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
My
mother
is
extremely critical and I am her I.averiOnc,
you'd heard in
show business to sign for a
ful,
looking
after
Number
the past about torture were workin
One
IN W. Main Street
target. She makes me nervous. The last time !be -whited
Pima 753-201
g on you."
regular
radio program.
os.," --and Number One is Sam.
my husband threatened to send her packing if she didn't lay eft
In
1965, U.S. Marines landed
"His main concern is getting
CRETE Neb. — Mrs. Helen Meyers,
out of the war as soon as he In Iwo Jima to start one of the
relating What me.
she did when a train derailed near
How can I tell my mother to please stay home
can p.sid getting back to the bloodiest battles in the Pacific.
her home releasing
that first
anydrous ammonia which killed eight
Staten and making the scene.
month without causing a major rift'
Also In 1945, War Mobilisatpersons:
1
In a way—thodgh it was 25 ion Director James Byrnes
"I tried to keep it out by pluggin
'amDi
orUPSET MOTHER-TO-BE
g windows and door
years ago he might have a dered a midnight
cracks with rags but it didn't work.
curfew
on all
It was so thick I
certain
fdentity with young places of entertai
DEAR UPSET: Tell year mother agate. just as yea have
couldn't see out the windows, but I
nment.
knew I wasn't gOing laid me, that yes will weicease
men today who object to being
In 1964, King Constantine of
her wbea the baby is see esentli
outside because I knew it would
drafted
and going into .'the Greece
kill me."
* TODAY thru
.14 bat nst before. If it causes a Major rift, he prepared
- SATURDAY
was
named regent upon
M
service. Although his reasons
worsening of the condition of
accept N. Otherwise prepare to be criticised. AND upsets
are Rot exactly pacifist, they're
MOW PICTURES ATERMTIC101.....
his father, King Paul.
moro selfish.
.
A
thought
for
the
day
—
"Basical
ly.
Sam is saying,
DEAR ABBY: This is in reference to the letter
from
British
playwrig
ht
David
'That's
Sid
Gar
not
my
ill
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
thing, I don't
eSradar
"FRIGHTENED," the 77-year-old woman whose
.
.
65-year-cdd
dig war. I don't dig military rick, born on this day in 1717,
father-in-Law wanted a kiss on the lips, Abby, I think
you went
service I don't dig discipline amid, "Let others hail the rislaughin
g and losing in PH.
Marine Pfc. Larry W. Woodall, son of
though I'm an officer' (the old ing sun; I bow to that whose
Mr. and Mrs. very rough on the old man.
Kenton Woodall of Dexter, took part
I, too, am an old man and a widower, and I don't
films
course
always
kas
in the 18th annihad
the
officers
run."
think
versary celebration of the 2nd Marine
We
as rather clean and playing It
Division February many young folks realize how desperately lonely and hungry
$ at Camp Lejeune, N.C.
-by the book
for a little affection an old man can be at times.
He's really a
Not
for
Ctiaracter."
of
Dr. and Mrs. Hensley C. Woodbridge,
Brown pelicans while fishing
1016 Sharpe SEX—just a touch of the hand.
BETHESDA
• • •
Street, have recently published a
may
dive
on
prey
from
as
high
as
translation of "Rip"SAM doesn't ask any quarDEAR BETHESDA: I'm all for shswieg affection
Rip", a short story, by Manuel
60 or 70 feet, says the National
and
ter and he doesn't give any quarGuterrex Nalera This plenty a it, but
when a man tries I. FORCE his
tranalation appeared in the January
4110
ter. And when he finds he's got Geographic.
1959 issue of Mexi- ilasighter-ia-law is kiss bias..
0,1016111...111.1.110.1G COIP011.41.004
IN COLOR
can Live, a monthly magazine
the bps I as was plainly stated In
to join a bunch of Limeys on
published in Mexico City. the letter I I draw the
_
line. II k's geed clean fee, Dad, a hag or
The Philippines number more
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter of New
some mission just as he's ready
Concord have a kiss am the cheek will party the
affecti•aate message.
returned home after spending the
to go on leave, he couldn't be than 7.(.6K) islands.
winter in Louisville
•
•
•
nore disgusted with the whole
with their son, Clary Lasidter, who
is assistant superinAbout
peration
I()
per
,'
Cliff
cent
of the
CONFID
said.
ENTIAL TO WORRIED PARENTS IN PITTStendent of Jefferson Ocemty Schools.
"And it's not one of those world's rople
.are kit-handed.
BURGH: Ns. We don't seed •"mew- cede of
Mrs. Olga Freeman will speak on
amorals. What we
roles where, after he gets into
"Americanism" at need is the courage
I
sad wisdam SO ilye up to the aid ears.
the meeting of the American Legion
:he thick of battle there is a
Auxiliary to be held
The first set of the:Encyclotonight Mrs Max Churchill is
zatalytic
* TODAY *
change
in
the
°3
man
Arnericanflin chairman.
paedia Britannica, published in
41.1HLATRIE
Everybody hes a problem. What's veers? For a perinea
arhere he then gains a whole
1771,
numbere
three
d
volumes.
i
Reply write is Abby, Mac WM. Los Anodes, CoL, ISIS aM
iew insight into himself and
•
•
411
iis fellow man, the war and
arises a stewed. soff-addressed envelope.
Orion is the most brilliant
then dies a martyr. No sirree!
sow -...... mar immix PININIMINI
RATS TO WRITE Lamas? SEND Si TO AMT. ROE
He's consistent to the final reel. constellation in the northern Features 1, 3,30, 7, 9,30
LEDGER
TIMES FUR
And don't give the ending away, skies.
SW LOS ANGWLEE, CAL, Medi, FOR ABBY'S DOOELRT,
• •
•
please!°MOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR ALL OCCASIOPM"
. • •
The
Indian
elephant
lives aMrs Marian Myers, age 28, died FebnarY 17
it ESEKVED
WE wondered if Cliff and his bout 60 to 70 ',sears.
at the
Murray General Hospital of complications followi
career were affected by the
ng a
PERFORMANCE
ten days illness of pneumonia.
TICKETS ON SALE
Recruit Joe S. Reader, son of Mrs. Eva Reader
of
Murray Route Two, has been promoted to Private
•
in VI*
FOR 7 P.M311th Reconnoissance Troops. now stationed in Japan.
"
WLAC—TV s"
WS1X—
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Robinson of Memphis, Tenn.,
Chaanel 4
Channel 5
Chasse s
fierriserly of Murray, announce the birth of a daughte
Adults $2.00
r,
WEDNESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Unda Joette, born February 17.
Saes News
m•
Sew.
•
,rs
6 "s1'4.7:1,,,:,rAnne Lowry and Wilma Loving of Murray have been
Children El.
Glen Campbell
Here(arm, Me
WEN PatisviSiOit.- sETROCOUSt
selected as members of the east of the play, "Ladies
GIYttlifere HOW
9,Men
7 A .4;;;;Irt
In
Gnat Gory*
To Co Announced
Retirement" to be staged by Alpha Psi Omega, dramat
seveo,
HIltbalW1
ic
8 .1 Ma'
s:C Hell
erten Acres
fraternity, at Murray State Auditorium on
Vb. nom se
March 34
Harwell F,ye 0
It Air
and 25.
9 PrAro7V SPOr11 Hawaii
Fre•-0
,..11
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a space odyssey
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And the peace of God, which passeth all deestanding, shall keep your hearts and minds through
Christ Jesus. —Philippbuas 4:7.
We experience the Peace of God when we love Christ
and trust our Heavenly Father.
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THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
x-12 noon, Ch. 4 What's happening in Nashville? Let Jud
Collins aitd Mann. Beale Fletcher show you at NOON!
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PENSION, UPS
AND HEALTH
INS. PAYMENTS
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30%
Stintsri S. iiinispcs brother Mimi: an/ his mother
enter
the courtroom
in Los Angeles. where Sirhan
is on trial in
the assassination of Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy.
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FRINGE ggpseptys -This is how the employer's 522 cents
per
payroll hour in employe benefits is divided, says
the N•hostel Industrial Conference Board New York The
corn potation was made from Department of Commer
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6:30 AM Country Junction
3:30 PM Cilligan's Island
I

II
A" Abs°
'

Data teams in with Bobbi Darin, Phyllis
Diller, the Mills Brothers, Bob Newbart, and Don Rice for
a winner!
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TiOURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

PAM) VACATIONS,
HOLIDAY AND
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o a Coward

honor that's never happened to
anyone with a living president,"
Cliff said.
• • •
-THAT was the reason I accepted It and was most grateful because it did focus tate%
Uon from a publicity point Et
view, on me. (I was never parUcularly overjoyed at my performance in that, but on the
other hand I don't think the
script was exactly deathless
prose and I'm not knocking any
writers, living or dead).
"I have no real misgiving
about it—it was a great break
for me—it gave me national
and international attention.
—I couldn't have everything.
went ihto it with my eyes o
I will always treasure
memories and the relationship! had with the late President.
-Now for Sam—I can forewarn you a lot of people aren't
going to like Sam. But a lot of
)eople will understand him and
maybe even sympathize with
iirn. He's colorful and he's a
tharacter."
And he's also 02 different
role as Cliff could find now-Liter "Charly."
•
•
yr
A cricket is able to leap a
undred times its length. '
•
*

Ancient herbalists believe
at sage, a staple in many dressup, improved the memory and
isured Iona life..

Dan Co.
1QUARTERS
Phase 753-2421
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111

TIMER

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

SPORTS
Georgia Tech
Players Expected To Reject Trips
Florida
State 84 to 76
Owners Pension Offer Today

WEDNESIDAY—FleIRIJARY 19, 1969

University Hi
Rolls Over
Farmington
The Murray
University School Colts defeated the Farmington Wildcats 7153 here Tuesday night.
The Colts moved out to a 16-12
lead 31 the end of the first
quartet and built the lead to
10-36-26—at the half. Then they
coasted to the 18-point victory.
Murray was led in scoring by
Don Overby with 21, Jay Richey
added 15, Hal Kemp had 13 and
Steve Willoughby added 11.
Farmington was led by Alfred
Delk with 14, Gary Barnes had
12 and Gary Sanderson scored
11.

Southeast College Basketball
training boycott to include seven Hy United Press International
more clubs.
Georgia Tech's tight zone deThe rejection of the owners'
NEW YORK UPI - The major offer to add $200,000 to the pen- fense stymied Florida State in
leagues' strike-conscious playe- sion fund was due from Marvin the second half Tuesday night
rs are expected to reject the cl- Miller, executive director of the and sophorrtore Rich Yunkus conubowners' latest pension offer Major League Players' Associat- tributed 33 points to an 84-76
today and widen their spring ion, who said Tuesday. "The
The Seminoles jumped off to
players will stick together...There's no question the offer will a lead early in the first half, Murray I
16 36 51 71
but couldn't hard on; The Yellow Farmmatonniveralla
be overwhelmingly rejected."
12 RI 36 33
MI.'11RAY UNIVICRSITY (rii—krint
The players are expected to Jackets had a 43-37 lead by
J. Richey
Waldom G. &mu
make further show of strength intermission and were never be- Overby 31, 15,
Willoughby 11.
FARMINGTON ,53)—Raroes 1.1. San
by boycotting the opening of spr- hind again.
deraon 11. Adams 2, De& 14, Darnel:
Yunkus, in addition to taking 4, Johnsoa
ing training by the New York
2.
Mets in St. Petersburg, the Bal- top scoring honors, also pulled
timore Orioles in Miami.the Oak- down 15 rebounds for theJackets.
FSU's leading point - makers
land Athletics in Mesa, Ariz.,the
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
Atlanta Braves and Montreal EP- were Dave Cowen and Skip Young,
Per Week of Feb. 14, 11169
Team Standings:
W. L pos in West Palm Beach, the both with 18.
In the only other game in the
Sparemakers
48 28 Chicago Cubs in Scottsdale, ArBefuddled Four
41% 34% iz., and the Pittsburgh Pirates Southeast Tuesday night, Miami
led all the way to beat Tampa
Twisters
39 37 in Bradenton.
The Chicago White Sox and 95-79. Don Curnutt got 31 points
Trumpets
3937
Four Seasons
37% 38% New York Yankees opened their and Wayne Carat 26 for the
CINCINNATI UPI - Bill Jack
4 Fantastics
36% 39% training sites ,Tuesday without a Hurricanes, but Tampa's John
Astros
34% 41% single veteran regular in atten- Napier was high scorer with 37 owski, who umpired in thr
Glory Stompers
World Series and four All-Star
30 46
dance. Pitcher Dan Osinski and points,
No games are scheduled in 'aines in addition to more than Charles Rushing (32) of the Lakers and hake Flood
- SIOnfay Hight Allen Hudspeth (52) jumps to make
catcher Russ Nixon, each considHigh Team Game
ered a marginal player, were the Southeast until Saturday nig- 2600 National'League Games dur- of the Pirates battled for this rebound in last.nightie
OM Oboe tit bit night's game with Lone Oak. Looting Sparemakers
612
ing a 17-year mayor league car game at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Watching the battle
the
only veterans at the White ht.
On Is tee.mmate Lee Crites (54).
Astros
683
eer, retired Monday because o Jimmy Lassiter (42) of Calloway County.
Sox' first drill and pitchers Doti
Staff Photo by Charles Tubbs Befuddled Four
eye ailment and was replaced by
Nettebart, Bill Burbach, Allan
Staff Photo by Charlet M311011111
High Teem Series
Dave Davidson of the Eastern
Speremakers
1757 Closter, Jim Fink, Mickey Scott
League.
Astro.
,
1607 and George Bechtold plus catch*"Bill was universally respectBefuddled Four
1.587 ers John Orsino, Charley Sands,
ed by managers, coaches and
John Ellis and Thurman Munson
High Ind. Game Scratch
players," said NL PresItientWa213 were the Yankees who reported.
Mary Smith
*
rren Giles in making the announYankee
Manager
Ralph
Houk
202
Hilda Bennett
cement. "Umpires of his exper200 warned that the rookies who rePeggy Tobey
ience and caliber are impossible
ported could take away jobs from
High Ind. Game H. C.
By 05146 McCUTCHRON
a
the Tigers hit 36 field goals
to replace."
257 those who did not show up and
The Murray High Tigers fell! while Lone Oak only hit 30 from Hilda Bennett
goal infillach of the first three
Sy GENE McCUTCHEON
MURFREESBORO, Tenn, UPIJackowski, 54, was purchased
Mary Smith
346 Michael Burke, the New York
to the Lone Oak Purple nub the field.
The Calloway County Lak- quarters and added three in the
362 Club's president, took a verbal Romeo's Mary Queen, the world by the National League from the ers were defeated by the
in overtime lag night by the Murray High's downfall was Peggy Tobey
Heath fourth quarter to give them a
champion amateur Tennessee W- American Association on Aug. 18,
swipe at Miller.
High Ind. Series Stretch
o wore of 83 to 81,
at the free throw line where
1952, An Army veteran of World Pirates in a slow moving game total of 6 field goals out of 31
alking
wad
1962,
1960
Horse
"The
in
only
person
without
a
Mary
Smith
520
Ei
fantastic
hit
a
Oak
Lone
at Jeffrey Gymnasium Last night attempts for a field goal perthey only managed to hit 9
510 stake in this is Marvin Miller," was killed Sunday in a fire whi- War II, during which he directed 35-30.
of 25 attempts from the free of 18 attempts for an average Jean Chancey
centage of 19.4 per cent. Cal
the
athletic
program
said
ch
a
destroyed
barn
at
on
Ft.
the
Burke.
DevH.
"He
can
always
go
Hilda'.
Bennett
506
throw • line with four points of 50% compared with Low
loway hit 8 of 29 free throw
ens,
Mass.,
Wilson,
Jr.
to
farm
another
Jackowski
in
Rutherford
started
High
union
but
the
Ind.
players
Series
H.
C.
from free throws coming in the Oak's tremendous 92% average
Action in the first half was
his career as an umpire in 1946 held to a minimum as Heath attempts for an average of 27.6
Hilda Bennett
664 and the owners-where do they County.
closing seconds of the over- at the gift stripe.
per cent. The Lakers grabbed
in
the
Class
D
Jean
go?"
Blue
Chancey
other
Five
horses
Ridge Leag- used a slow-down type of ofand two
621
time period.
The Tiger attack was paced
off
2.5 rebounds and had 15 perue,
Commenting on statements by ponies were also killed in the
619
After regulation play had by Allen Hudspeth with 74 Verona Grogan
fense to try to break the Lakers sonal fouls chatied against
619 some general managers that they blate. Wilson estimated his toss iJaekOweirt also umpireddn the
ended in a 73 to 73 deadlock, points and Pat Lamb was close Mary Smith
-zone • defense. there.
Splits Converted
have signed many of their regul- at $100,000. He said the'barn Class C Florida Intermit:mai Le‘i the Purple Flash broke a 79 behind with 22. Albert Scott
Pete Roney scored first in the
Heath hit on 10 of 34 field
5-74 ar players, Miller said, "It's was insured but the -horses were agile and the Class B Inter-State game on a layup with 6:38 re- goal
to 79 tie in the extra stoma added 19 points to the Tigers Kay Addison
attempts for an averate
Rowena Emerson
5-10 the general manager's iob to de- not.
League. He lives in North Walt aintrig in the fir* period. The of 29.4 per cent and
on a pair of clutch free throws CRUSE.
they dropJean Richerson
54-10
pole,
N.
H.,
I by Steve Roussel to forge awhere
he
feat
"You
the
players."
just
replace
Lakers
was
can't
born
that
He
only
other
points
added
in the ped in 13 of 23 free throw Mt
that
Lone Oak had all five start5-10 no new date has been set for a mare because there is no other in 1915.
head 81 to 79 with 30 seconds ers to score in double figures Martha Gardner
first stanza came on free throws tempts for an average of 56.5%.
3-10 (2) meeting between the clubowners horse in the world that was the
left on the clock.
by Roney, Darrell Cleaver and The Pirates pulled down 2,1
led by Hollis Hughes with 26. Jean Chancey
4-5-7 and players.
Lone Oak's Fred Harned waa Harried collected 18, Don Hoop- Hilda Bennett
Mike Ernstburger.
world chatnpion those two yearebounds and had 20 personal
Ramona
Roberts
5-4
fouled with six seconds remain- er added 15 Roussel had 13 and
rs," said Wilson. One of the
The Pirates were scoreless for fouls charged againet them.
Hill
Glenda
54-7
ing in the overtime period and John Powell added 11.
other horses killed competed in
the first six minutes of the conThe Lakers last game of the
Ona Birdsong
3-10
he sank both shots of a one
ACTING MANAGER
Hurray High's next game will
test but Dan Cooper sank 3 regular season will be this Fri'.
the Juvenile Class of the World
Top
Averages
plus one situation to give the be Friday night at University
jump shot with 2:03 remaining day night, February 21, at home
Walking Horse Celebration at
Shirley Wade
153
Purple Flash their final total School.
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. in the quarter to put Heath in against Trigg County. This game
Shelbyville
year.
last
Mary
Smith
153
for the night. Murray took the
Jerry McGhee, 25, who was CPI — Johnny Johnson, the 47- the scoring columns, trailing will be the Homecoming celeJean Chancey
1411
ball out of bounds and then Murray
16 36 58-73-81 Margaret
living
in an apartment in the barn, year-old vice president in charge the Lakers 4 to 2. The Pirates bration for Calloway County
Marton
147
4 raced down the court to make Lone Oak
16 33 50-73-83 Polly
narrowly
escaped the blaze when of minor league operations for other baskets came on a free High School.
Owen
144
a last second field goal which
Murray High (81) — Hudsapparently
he
was awakened by the New York Yankees, Tues- throw by Brent Gresston and
140
left the final score Lone Oak peth 23, Lamb 22, Scott 19, Martha Alla
day was named acting general another field goal by Cooper Heath
5 15 27 — 33
his
dog
,
a
swi
small
g.
collie. The dog
Peggy Tobey
140
83, Murray 81.
manager until Lee MaePhail re- and the first period ended with Calloway Co.
Crate 7, Taylor 6, Gish 4,
5 11 18-30
died
in
the
fire.
One Birdsong
The contest was hard-fought Hale.
140
cuperates from a mild heart the score tied 5 to 5.
Heath (3$) — Horecamp 10,
The barn contained 7,5 tons
Salle Guy
and the lead changed hands
140
attack suffered Sunday.
Charles Rushing sank both dresston 9, Flood 3, Bobo 1, .
Lone Oak (113) — Hughes WI,
and
of
1,800
feed
bales
of
hay.
Verona Grogan
many times. The first period Harried 18, Hooper 15,
136
tries of a one plus one situa- Cooper 9, Turner 3, Jett.
Russell Glenda Hill
129
ended In a 16 to 16 tie but the 13, Powell 11, Goode.
MAKES DEBUT
tion to start off the scoring
Calloway Co. (30) — HaneValada
Stuart
129
BATON ROUGE, La, UPI Tigers got hot in the second
in the second period and put line 4, Ernstburger 3, Cleaver
frame and carried a 36 to 35
ASSISTANT COACH
Louisiana State's Pete Maravich,
NEW YORK mat — Richmond Calloway in front at 7-5. David 12, Rushing 7, Roney 3, Sears
advantage to the kicker room
who makes a habit of getting 40
Flowers, University of Tennes- Horecamp of the Pirates then 1, Lassiter,
at halftime.
or more points a game, got so- CINCINNATI MO — Vince see flanker back and outstand- sandwiched a tip-in and a layBy the end of the third quermething different Monday night- Costello, a 36-year-old 12-year ing hurdler, will make his 1969 up around a free throw by
.
ter the Murray quintet had
veteran linebacker with Cleve- indoor track debut Friday in Gary Bobo to put Heath in
the boot,
widened the gap to six points.
With 1:52 left in the Tigers' land and New York of the Na- the U. S. Oimpic Inv:tational front 10 to 7 with 3:56 left in
Wesleyan
56 to 30.
game with Vanderbilt, Maravich tion Football League, Tuesday track meet at Madison Square the half. The Lakers scored four
Murray High pulled down 54
was ejected from the game to was named assistant coach of Garden it was announced Tees more points in the half, two on
rebounds while the Purple Plash
free throws by rushing and two
referee Joe Caldwell in the fa( e the Cincinnati Bengals of the day.
were limited to only 47 end
since their inception 10 weeks for a controversial call.
American League
on a field goal by Cleaver,
By STEVE SMILANICH
while Heath managed to add
ago.
UPI Sports Writer
The display of emotion marred
five points to their score on
NevadaLas Vegas retained a 35-point performance by Maratwo field goals by Cooper and
NEW YORK UPI - Ashland third place with 198 points but tich in the 85-83 loss, a point
a free throw by . Horecamp to
College's defensive demons cap- Fairmont, which completed Hi total that made him the highest
make the icore at halftime 15
ped their season-long drive to regular season campaign with career scorer in Southeastern
to 11 in favor of Heath.
reach the top today by ousting an impressive 22-1 record, jump- Conference history.
The Pirates . finally found a
Kentucky Wesleyan as the nat- ed from eighth to fourth, trading
Hitting 14.-of '33 field goal attfew holes in the Lakers deDAYTONA BEACH, Fla. UPI ion's top-ranked small college positions with Central State of empts and 'seven of eight from
fense in the third period and Cale Yarborough of TimmonsvilOhio.
basketball team.
the free throw line, Maravich
they
-scored
12
points
on four le, S. C., defending champion of
Southwest Louisiana jumped fr- pushed past the old SEC mark
The Ohio school, national leafield goals and four free throws
der in team defense, was voted om seventh to fifth while South- set by Bailey Howell of Mississthe Daytona 500, led the field of
while Calloway could only manto the No. 1 position in the Ilth west Missouri held down the No. ippi State, Howell scored 2,030
r.ge seven points on one field 12 cars qualifying Tuesday for
; GRAND JUNCTION, Tenn. UPI weekly United Press internation- 6 spot. Cheyney State 19-2 also points in three seasons.
goal and five free throws mak. the big race Sunday.
Yarborough averaged 189.621
4 Drug's Joe Delivery was pair- al ratings. The 35-member UPI made a big advance, moving from Maravich, a junior, now has
irig the score at the start of
2,059.
.4 lid with Raney's John today in Coaches Rating Board gave Coa- 10th to seventh.
the final frame 27 to 18 in fa- JO a 1969 Ford, the best time
Rounding out the top 10 were
recorded so far in the qualify.
The shooting spree also left
the morning round of the 70th ch Bill Musselman's Eagles a
vor of Heath.
annual National Bird Dog Cham- total of 275 points based on a Central State, Puget Sound and Maravich 37 points short of the
Mike Flood of Heath sank two ing rounds.
S. F. Austin College,
Second fastest time of 189.374
foul shots with 7:38 to go in
NCAA two-year record held by
pionship Field Trials at the Am- 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 breakdown.
Kentucky Wesleyan,the defendthe game to put the Pirates in was clocked by Donnie Allison
Elvin Hayes of Houston who scores Plantation.
front 29-18 but Darrell Cleaver of Hueytown, Ala., also in a Ford.
ed 2,095 points in his junior and
Homer on Johnny was braced ing NCAA College Division chamadded two points to the Lakers
with Fast Joe Delivery for the pion and the top-ranked team in
sealor years, Maravich leading
Other leaders were Bobby Allscore with a layup at 7:21 to go
the nation with a 438 average,
three-hour afternoon session du- the 10 previous weekly ratings,
TOURING TEAM
and two more on a jump shot ison, Donnie's brother, 188.091
has five games left this season.
ring the third day's running of slipped to second place with 271
from the top of the foul circle in a Dodge Charger; LeRoy Yarpoints.
the 12-day event.
to make the score 29-23 with brough, Columbia, S. C., 187.503
NEW YORK era — The New
Ashland, whose players take
Sugar Shack, a Mississippi po8:35 left in the game.
in a 1969 Ford; Richard Petty,
inter, appeared the top contender pride in their defensive abilities, York Generals of the North
Dennis Sears and Cleaver Randleman, N. C., 183.669 in a
of the four dogs running Tuesday. pushed their record to 20-I last American Soccer League decid-*mem Haywood, the sussank a free throw apiece ind 1969 Ford; Bennie Parsons of
Sugar Shack, owned by cattle- weekend with a 28-14 verdict over ed Tuesday against membership pended University of Detroit
in the revamped league but mid
Charles Rushing added two Detroit, 183.012 in a 1969 Ford,
Waynesburg.
The
tremendous
debasketball player, is the Chicaman J. Frank Stout of Madison,
points from the gift stripe to and Swede Savage, Costa Mesa,
the club would remain in exig- go Press Club selection for the
Miss., and handled by Bob Lamb fensive effort in limiting an opp.
cut the Pirates lead to three Calif., 182.182 in a 1969 Mercury.
ence In some capecity--pertisps 1969 Abe Saperstein Memorial
of Concord, Ga., opened the day onent to 14 points and Kentucky as a touring team.
points. 29-26, with 3:14 remainTrophy. Haywood was suswith Fast Fake's Delivery, own- Wesleyan's 61-60 loss to Gannon
ing. The Pirates added six more
Belgian grand prix ace Jackie
pended for two of Detroit's
ed by Cameron McElroy of Mar- apparently convinced the coaches
points on free throws and held Ickx crashed into a retiring wall
games after striking a referee
shall, Texas and handled by John rating board the Eagles belonged
ADDITIONAL ROST
the Lakers to four points to on turn fonr'in a 1969 Mercury
last week.,
In the top position.
Rex Gates of Leesburg, Ga.
make the final score 35 to 30 in Cyclone prepared by Junior JoAshland,
yielding
an
average
Delivery pointed without birds
NEW YORK Pori — The New
floor of Heath.
20-year4ld
hnson, putting the car out of Suna
Fernaess,
of
Dal
30.5
points
a
game,
received
York Rangers Tuewlay decided
•three times in less than an hour
All of Heath's 8 points in day's race but not seriously instrong
Norwegian,
finished
in
14
first
place
votes to six for to give Riling Coach Bernie
and was picked up.
the last quarter were scored juring the driver. Ida said the
the final race yesterday at DeSugar Shack weakened toward Kentucky Wesleyan. Other schoo- "Boom" "Boom" Gedfrion an venter, Netherlands and won
at the free throw line.
car went out of control and pullthe end of the run but scored ls receiving, first place.. votes additional rest from handling the world speed skating chamCalloway was led in scoring ed to the right into the wall.
were
Nevada
Las
Vegas,
and
Fairthe
team
announced
he
rinds
and
meritorious
tour
by Darrell Cleaver with 12
two
pionship ... Nevie DeZorde of
points followed by Charles Fastest qualifier Tuesday
More points, two in the final 15 mont State, Southwest Loulslana, would wort scouting and other Italy swept the Worldewo-man
for
Southwest
Missouri,
important
tasks
Puget
while
General
Sound,
minutes.
Rushing with 7.
bobsledding championship NcsSaturday's Daytona - Permatex.
Way riel Storm and Heir Storm Alcorn A & M, Howard Payne Manager Emile Francis remains terday after posting record
Top man for Heath was David 300 for the late model
sportsman
NO "OLE!" HMI At this nionicniointaivraktee lasiitodor Fidel
as coach through the remainder and near-record times during
Horecamp with 10 poirits and cars. was Red Farmer of
ran in the afternoon session but and Eastern New Mexico.
ean Just"
Huey- ".
oily to give up thu bullfighting business.
Brent Gresston and Don Coop- town, in a 1,966
failed to show well enough to be A series of upsets resulted in of the National Hockey League the two-day competition at
Ford. He averagwas gored slightly by it wi.unthd hull but.rnunaged to - er
the biggest shakeup In the ratings season.
Lake Placid, N.Y. .
added nine points each.
• listed a s contenders,
ed 178.1165 m.p.h.
IcriiintiteWp the hohier'iind avoid "orisons intim: In Madrid.- •
isThe Lakers hit crwiren e flit
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
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honor that's never happened to
anyone with a living president,"
Cliff said.

HOLLYWOOD — Cliff Robert.
who portrayed John F.
Kennedy as a Navy Lieutenant

• • •
"THAT was the reason I ac-

son,
In "PT109" is again in blue, and

with the same rank—but in a
NATIONAL REPRIEWMTA
TIVIC
totally different kind of role in
Illechnon Ave, Memphis, Tenn.; S WALLACZ WITMER 00., MO
Mate & Life Mg..Sew York.
Bob Aldrich's (he just gays us
Bldg_ Detroit. Mich.
-The Killing Of Sister George")
intend at the Poet Office,
'Too Late The Hero."
Murray. Kentucky, for trensmi
esion
"He couldn't be more differSecond Class Matter
ent from the part of President
SUBSCRIPTION RATER: By
Kennedy in 'PT 109'," admitted
Illentsk $1.10. In Calloway andCarrier In Murray, per week Mc. per
Cliff of the role of Lt. Sam
Zones I•2. $11.00; elsewhere &dimming counues, per year. DILM;
$13.00. All service subscrtptions
Lawson in the World War II
MAO.
film being made in the Philip"Elis fleilMandiag Ode
Amin of a CosamannIty h the
pine* and Hollywood.
,
Integrity el Re Neerapisper
When we visited him on the
set here. Robertson, in the slopWEDNESDAY--FEBRUARY 19,
DEAR ABBY: I am 53 and have been a widow for three
piest possible dress imagineable
1909
years. I keep my band in business to keep occupied, but I have
- -for a Navy officer— was being dremeel down by his 'kipno money worries.
per, played by Henry Fonda,
I divas fashionably, am well-groomed, I wear glasses and
Cliff Robertson fells Army A
iirti all about his new Navy role
also a veteran of films in which
my figure is "so-so." I'm no beauty, and I look my age
JFK role. Could it have hurt
By UNITED FRS= DITIOLNATI
he's
been
unifor
med.
ONAL
I would like to get married again, but I don't like old
Matter of fact. Fonda's most his progress in the industry?
movie—the last day of shootmen,
and young men don't like me. Don't tell me to
"No," Cliff said, "every year ing, you sort of automatically
recent feature with Lucy Ball,
HAWTHORNE, Nev. — Air Force
travel. Fee
spokesman, de- traveled plenty and all I meet is
other women looking far Reis.. "Yours, Mine and Ours" had I've progressed ,a little—of cut it off. Its a chapter in
scribing search for airliner, missing
with 35 aboard:
him last as a Navy officer. His course this past year has been your life that's gone and that's
Don't tell me to develop my personality. I have more
"We had some planes over the area
the biggest
..iost famou
It. You
but the weather "personality" than most men
Is terrible with thunderstorms,
I know. Don't suggest contact ,.ourse, was sas role in blue, of 'Charly.' But,progress due to ones and may have fond memyou try, when
"Mr.
you remember a lot of
Robert
snow, and
s,"
bares. I've tried them and can't wear them. And don't NB
Lions. We can only see the groun
• • •
you
finish a role—a play or a nice things about it.
d about 5 per cent
me
tint
to
my
hair.
I
alread
y
do.
What
can you do for me?
the time because the mountain
FONDA in the scene, in perpeaks make it
"You're usually grateful for
fect dress, accuses Robertson of
Nary for the search planes to stay
LOOKING
_
above 1,000 feet's- -the experience but you try not
being everything from a no-acDEAR LOOKING: Neshiag. Ns seas wean a woman wha count to a coward
to have any hangovers from
in the openBERLIN — West Berlin police
that character into the next.
.ng of the film. We'll have to
captain, commenting anticipates all the questions and knows al Mk answers. I/ Yoe
on East Germany's harassment of
see the test to find out if he by United Press international Obviously, however, if you're
traffic between Berlin really want a aim you'll have to come aeries mere like a
and West Germany:
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 19, playing military roles there
made the correct judgment!
woman.
Robertson accepted this role. the 50th day Of 1969 with 315 have to be overlapping edges.
"The East Germans without doubt
were showing
"In the case of Kennedy it
fter the accolades for his role to follow.
they can control traffic to and from
DEAR ABBY: My -husband and I are expecting
West Berlin. We can
in "Charly." It's as difficult
The moon Is between its new was unique. I will always be
our first
certainly expect more of this kind
grateful and honored because
of thing until the baby In about a month. We've arranged to have a woman
'or as actor to follow a fine phase and first quarter.
election is over."
come in [afternoons) to help with the cooking and
tee.
a'e as—to find one. But Cliff
The morning stars are Mer- he dindtdhacthooLnsietDre wasafor theunirqou
cleaning
itself
:xplained why he accepted the cury, Mars
the rust two weeks.
and
Jupiter
.
•
ole of Sam Lawson:
NADO, 11I. — LL (j.g.) Freder
The problem is ay metber Ms informed us that
The evening stars are Vent!
ick C. Schushe is
"Whereas the young Kennedy and
macher, operations officer on the
Saturn.
Pueblo, telling a Navy coming as soon as Billeby is born so she can -help" me.
MurrayAi
as
an
officer
was
the
intrepi
court of inquiry why he signed a
d,
On this day in history:
confession while being Abby. I wrote her eons time ago, telling her that I wanted her
courag
eoui,
inspire
d
leader of
held prisoner by the North Korea
In
19211,
Ed
to wait men the Wig, is a month old, bit she
Wynn of vaudens:
his men, Sam is a very indeapparently
"It was fear of the unknown. It
pendent maverick, rather color- ville and musical comedy fame
was not knowing ignored my _p

litimmion

A Real Woman Will
Find the Right Man
By Abigail Van Buren

Quotes From The News
icing

Almanac

why you were alive. All the bad
stories you'd heard in
the past about torture were worki
ng on you."

beeline the first big name in
-skew business to sign for' a
teggskar radio program.
la 1945, U.S. Marines landed
in Iwo Jim. to start one of the
bloodiest battles in the Pacific.
Also in 1945, War Mobilisation Director James Byrnes or-

14 MOW is extremely critical and I am her favorit
e.
target The Mikes me nervous. The last time she
visited us,'"
my husband Mireatened to send her packing if she didn't
lay off

ful, looking after Number One
-- and Number One is Sam.
"His main concern is getting
CRETE, Neb. — Mrs. Helen Meyer
Me.
s, relating what
out of the war as soon as he
she did when a train derailed
How
can
I tell my mother to please stay borne that rust
near her home releasing
can. and getting back to the
anydrous ammonia which killed
month without causing a major rift?
States and making the scene.
eight persons:
"I tried to keep it out by pluggi
In a way—though it was 25
ng windows and door
UPSET MOTHER-TO-BE
cracks with rags but it didn't
years ago he might have a dered a
midnight curfew on all
work. It was so thick I
DEAR UPSET: Tell year mother again.
certain identity with young places
eouidn't see out the windows, but
test as yea have
of entertainment.
I knew I wasn't going laid me, that
men today who object to being
yen will weiconie her whes the baby is one
outside because I knew it would
Ift ED64, King Constantine of
walk
kill me."
drafted and going into the
old but ase he/ere. If it causes a major rut.
Greece was named regent upon
be prepared Oe
service. Although his reasons
accept IL Otherwise prepare to be criticised. AND
worsening of the condition of
upset.
are not exactly pacifist, they're
his father, King Paul.
moms, selfish.
, DEAR ABBY: This is in reference to the
"Basically. Sam is saying, .A thought for the day —
letter from
ispoga b Toms FILE
'That's not my thing, I don't British playwright David Oar
"FRIGHTENED," the E7-year-old woman
whose 65-year-old
g war. I don't dig military rick, born on this clay in 1717
father-in-law wanted a kiss on the lips, Abby,
I think you were
--rvice. I don't dig discipline said, "Let others hail the risMarine Pfc. Larry W. Woodall,
very
rough
on
the old man.
son of Mr. and Mrs.
!nough I'm an officer' i the old ing sun; I bow to that whose
Kenton Woodall of Deiter, took
I, too, am an old man and a widower, and
part in the leth anni'Ams always had the officers course has run."
I don't think
versary celebration of the 2nd
As rather clean and playing it
Marine DIVISTMI February many young folks realise bow desperately lonely and hungry
3 at Camp Lejeune, N.C.
for a little affection an old man can
•by the booki, He's really a
be
at
times.
Not
for
Dr. and Mrs. Hensley C. Woodb
Character."
Brown pelicans while fishing
ridge, 1016 Sharpe SEX—just a touch of the hand.
BETHESDA
. • •
Street, have recenny published
may dive on prey from as high m
a translation of "RipDEAR BETHESDA: I'm all for showin
"SAM doesn't ask any quarRip", a short story, by Manue
g affection sad
60 or 70 feet, says the National
l Guterres Najera. This plead,' of
ter and he doesn't give any quarit, but when a man tries in
translation appeared In the
Geographic.
FORCE his
January 1959 issue of Mexi- danglat
ter.
And
when
finds
he
he's
got
er-in-law is bag him se the lips I as was
*
can Live, a monthly magazine
•
•
plainly stated is
published in Mexico City. Ike letter! I
to join a bunch of Limeys on
draw the See. If it's geed clean foe. Dad,
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter
The Philippines number more
a hag or
some mission just as he's ready
of New Concord have a kiss.. the cheek
will convey the aliectienate message.
returned home after spending the
to go on leave, he couldn't be than 7,000 islands.
winter in Louisville
•
*
*
with their son, Oury Lassiter.
store disgusted with the whole
who is assistant superiniperation.• Cliff said.
CONFIDENTIAL TO WORRIED PAREN
About
tendent of Jefferson Cotmty School
Ill per cent of the
TS IN PITTSs.
"And it's not one of those world's teopie
BURGH: Ne. We isn't need a "mew" code
.are.
Mrs. Olga Freeman will speak on
Ieft-handed.
el merals. What we
"Americanism" at need is the
roles where, after he gets into
the meeting of the American
courag
e
sad
wisdom
is
five up Is the *Id gees.
Legion Auxiliary to be held
:he thick of battle there is a
The first set of the Encyclotonight. Mrs Max Churchill is
.7atalytic change in the man
Americanism chairman.
paedia liritannica, published in
Everybody hes • probbein. What's years? Fee • permem
where he then gains a whole
l
1771, numbered three volumes.
reply write Is Abby, soz arra. Las Aseeks, Cal..
sew insight into himself
mem and
and
•
•
•
Isdan a stampe& sell-addressed sevelape.
us fellow man, the war and
Orion is the most brilliant
then dies a martyr. No sirree!
MATE TO MUTE 1LEITERST SEND $I TO ABBY.
He's consistent to the final reel. constellation in the northern
ROT
1J11.131111:•TIMIS FILL
arms, UM APKIALZS, CAL, 94889, FOR 839T$ BOOKL
And don't give the ending away, skies.
ET,
• •
•
please"'
"WOW TO inirri LETTERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS.
"
• • •
The
Indian
elephant Bees
Mrs. Marian Myens, afe 311„_ died
Febriarr 11 at tilir
WE wondered if Cliff anditia
to 70
Murray General Hospital of complication
career were affected by the
s following a

Ten Years Ago Today

Wad 60

ten days illness of pneumonia.
Recruit Joe 8. Reader, son of Mrs. Eva
Reader of
Murray Route Two, has been promoted to
Private in the
25th Reconnaissance Troops, now statio
ned in Japan.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Robinson of Memph
is, Tenn.,
formerly of Murray, announce the birth
of a daughter,
Linda Joette, born February 17.
Anne Lowry and Wilma Lovins of Murray
have been
selected as members of the cast of the play,
"Ladies In
Retirement" to be staged by Alpha Psi Omega
, dramatic
fraternity, at Murray State Auditorium
on March 24
and 115.
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x-12 noon, Ch. 4

What's happening in Nashville? Let Jud
Collins and Maria 13eisiLFIVer show you at NOON)

12

=MAN g. soNAere brother Munir
and his mother enter
the courtroom in
LOPI Angeles. where Radian is
on trial in
the assassination of fien Robert
F. Kennedy
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Roberson's TV Service
Now Open In Coldwater
• • . • • •
We Service All Makes and Models
Osier, Black and White
—
USED TVs FOR SALE
ID 489-3993
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FONG( BENEFITS This is how the employer's 82 2 cents
per
payroll hour in employe benefits is divided,
mys the National Industrial Conference Board. New York.
The corn.
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will always treasure MI
memories and the relationship
I had with the late President.
"Now for Sam--I can forewarn you a lot of people aren't
going to like Sam. But a lot of
people will understand him and
maybe even sympathize with
him. He's colorful and he's a
character."
And he's also as different 1
role as Cliff could find now--after "Charly."
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And the peace of God, which paseeth all understanding, shall keep your hearts and minds throu
gh
Christ Jesus. —Philippians 4:7.
We experience the Peace of God when we love Christ
and trust our Heavenly Father.
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Lion from a publicity point
view, on me. (I was never parUcularly overjoyed at my performance in that, but on the
other hand I don't think the
script was exactly deathless
prose and I'm not knocking any
writers, living or dead).
"I have no real misgiving
about It—it was a great break
for me—it gave me national
and international attention. qfi
--I couldn't have everything.
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a Coward
anor that's never happened to
riyone with a living president,"
tiff said.
• • •
THAT was the reason I acppted it and was most grated because it did focus atteik
on from a publicity point fft
iew, on me. (I was never parcularly overjoyed at my persrmance in that, but on the
ther hand I don't think the
yript was exactly deathless
rose and I'm not knocking any
riters, living or dead),
"I have no real misgiving
tsout it—it was a great break
ir me—it gave me national
sci international attention. qk
-I couldn't have everything, It
.ent into it with my eyes ope
will always treasure thl
,emories and the relationship.
had with the late President.
"Now for Sam--I can foreamn you a lot of people aren't
Ding to like Sam. But a lot of
iople will understand him and
aybe even sympathize with
In. He's colorful and he's a
iaracter."
And he's also as different
de as Cliff could find now—
ter "Charly."
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A cricket is able to leap a
mdred times its lent&
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The first votinic machine was
ed in the nation in 1892.
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Ancient herbalists believe.
at sage, a staple in many dressp, improved the memory and
aired long life.
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— Gene McCutcheon, Sports Miter —

Georgia Tech
Players Expected To Reject Trips
Florida
State 84 to 76
Owners Pension Offer Today

WEDNESDAY—FEBRUARY 19, INS

University Hi
Rolls Over
Farmington
The Murray
University School Colts defeated the Farmington Wildcats 7153 here Tuesday night.
The Colts moved out to a 16-12
lead at the end of the first
quarter and built the lead to
10-36-26--at the half. Then they
coasted to the 16-point victory
Murray was led in scoring by
Don Overby with 21, Jay Richey
added 15, Hal Kemp had 13 and
Steve Willoughby added 11.
Farmington was led by Alfred
Delk with 14, Gary Barnes had
12 and Gary Sanderson scored
.11.

Southeast College Basketball
training boycott to include seven By United Press International
more clubs.
Georgia Tech's tight zone deThe rejection of the owners'
NEW YORK UPI - The major offer to add $200,000 to the pen- fense stymied Florida State
in
leagues' strike-conscious playe- sion fund was due from Marvin the second half Tuesday night
rs are expected to reject the cl Miller, executive director of the and sophonfore Rich Yunkus
conubowners' latest pension offer Major League Players' Associat- tributed 33 points to an 84-76
today and widen their spring ion, who said Tuesday. "The victory.
The Seminoles jumped off to
players will stick together...There's no question the offer will a lead early in the first half,
Murray I uroral.,
16 36 51 71
but couldn't hold on. The Yellow Farmington
be overwhelmingly rejected."
12 36 36
The players are expected to Jackets had a 43-37 lead by
MURRAY 1/ND'S:MUTT (71)--Armn
Richey 15. Walgror 5. Kra. 1::.
make further show of strength intermission and were never be- .i,
&fluty 21. Willoughby 11.
FARMINGTON 33)----Barneg Lt. Sanby boycotting the opening of spr- hind again.
derwin 11, Adams 11, Dell 14, Darnel:
Yunkus, in addition to taking 6,
ing training by the New York
Johnson 5.
Meth in St. Petersburg, the Bal- top scoring honors, also pulled
down
15 rebounds for theJackets.
timore Orioles in Miami,the OakFSU's leading point - makers
land Athletics in Mesa, Arias the
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
Atlanta Braves and Montreal Ex- were Dave Cowen and Skip Young,
Far Week ef Feb. 14, 1969
Team Standings:
W. L pos in West Palm Beach, the both with 18.
In the only other game in the
Chicago Cubs in Scottsdale, ArSparemakera
48 M
Befuddled Four
4114 34% iz., and the Pittsburgh Pirates Southeast Tuesday night, Miami
led all the way to beat Tampa
Twisters
39 37 in Bradenton.
Trumpets
The Chicago White Sox and 95-79. Don Curnutt got 31 points
39 37
Four Seasons
3714 38% New York Yankees opened their and Wayne Canady 26 for the
4 Fantastic'
3614 39% training sites Tuesday without a Hurricanes, but Tampa's -John
CINCINNATI UPI - Bill Jack
Astro.
34% 41% single veteran regular in atm- Napier was high scorer with 37 owski, who umpired in Mr
Glory Stompers
30 ea
dance. Pitcher Dan Osinski and points.
World Series and four All-Sta
Maim High's Allan Hudspeth (52) jumps to make
No games are scheduled in Games in addition to more than Charles Rushing (32) of the Lakers and liEtke Mood
catcher Russ Nixon, each considHigh
Team
Game
.IBM 1111ot in last night's game with Lone Oak. Looking
ered a marginal player, were the Southeast until Saturday nig- 2600 National League Games dur- of the Pirates battled for Uais rebound in Wit niglitra
Sparemakers
812
OD Is teammate Lee Crites (54),
the only veterans at the White ht.
ing a 17-year major league car- game at Jeffrey Gymnasium_ Watching the
Autos
_
582
Staff Photo by Charles Tublis Befuddled Fcase
eer, retired Monday because o Jimmy Lassiter (42) of Calioway County.
5/0 Sor'fest chi:tread Pitchers lkin
_
Nettetert, Bill Burbach, • AlanHigh Tealf-Seilies
eye ailment and was replaced by
NWT Photo by
1737 Closter, Jim Flak, Mickey Scott
Dave Davidson of the Eastern
Sparemakers
1607 and George Bechtold plus catchAstros
League.
as
.5
ers John Orsino, Charley Seeds,
Befuddled Four
"Bill was universally respectNigh Ind. Game Sc
John Ellis and Thurman Munson
ed by managers, coaches and
players," said NL President WaMary Smith
1 213 were the Yankees who reported.
rres Giles in making the announHilda Bennett
302 • Yankee Manager Ralph Houk
cement. "Umpires of his experPeggy Tobey
300 warned that the rookies who reported could take away jobs from
ience and caliber are impossible
By GINE MeCUTCHION
Nigh hat Game H. C.
the Tigers hit 38 field goals
those who did not show ap and
to replace."
Hilda Bennett
The Murray High Tigers fell while Lone Oak only
4
hit 30 from
By GENE McCDTCSIEON
MURFREESBORO, Tenn, UPIJackowski, 54, was purchased
/ to the Lone Oak Purple Flash the field.
Mary Smith
goal in each of the first three
246 Michael Burke, the New—York
,
4 in overtime last night by the
263 Club's president, took a verbal Romeo's Mary Queen, the world by the National League from the The Calloway County Lak- quarters and added three in the
Murray High's downfall was Peggy Tobey
swipe at Miller.
score of 83 to 81.
champion amateur Tennessee W- American Association on Aug. 18, era were defeated by the Heath fourth quarter to give them a
Nigh Ind. Series Screech
at the free throw line where
Pirates in a slow moving game total of 6 field goals out
Mary Smith
• Lone Oak hit a fantastic 72 they only managed
530 "The only person without a alking Horse in 19603 apd, 1962, 1952. An Army veteran of World at
of 31
to hit 9
Jeffrey Gymnasium last night attempts for a field goal
Lot 25 attempts from the free of 18 attempts for an average Jean Chancey
510 stake in this is Marvin Miller," was killed Sunday in a fire whi- War II, during which he directed 33_30.
per'a throw line with four points of 50% compared
said
Hilda Bennett
Burke.
centage of 19.4 per cent. Cal,
"He can always go ch destroyed a barn on the H. the athletic program at Ft. Dev508
with Lone
!from free throws coming in the Oak's tremendo
Nigh
Ind. Series It C.
to another union but the players Wilson, Jr. farm in Rutherford ens, Mass., Jackowski started
loway hit 8 of 29 free throw
us 92% average
Action in the first half was attempts for an
, dosing seconds of the over. at the gift stripe.
Hilda Bennett
ame and the owners-where do they County.
average of 27.6
his career as an umpire in 1946'
... time period.
per cent. The Lakers grabbed
Five other horses and two in the Class D Blue Ridge LeagThe Tiger attack was paced Jean Chancey ----used
a
slow-down
type
of
ofAfter regulation play had by Allen
off 25 rebounds and had 15 perCommenting on statements by ponies were also killed in the ue.
821
819 go?
Hudspeth with 23 Verona Grogan
fense to try to break the Lakers sonal fouls
ended in a 73 to 73 deadlock, points and Pat
Mary Smith
619 some general managers that they blate. Wilson estimated his floss )14ackOwstfl also umpired‘in the
charged against
Lamb was close
well-oiled
:zone
.
defense.'
the Purple Flash broke a 79 behind with 72.
Splits Converted
them.
have signed many of their regula at $100,000. He said the'liarli Class C Florida International LeAlbert Scott
Pete
Roney
scored
first ia the
:to 79 tie in the extra stanza added 19 points
Kay Addison
Heath hit on 10 of 34 BM
5-74 ar players, Miller said, "It's was'insured but the horses were ague and the Class B Inter-Stat
to the Tigers
e game on a layup with 6:38 re- goal
a on a pair of clutch free throws cause.
Rowena Emerson
attempts for an avers&
5-10 the general manager's job to de- not.
League. He lives in North Wal- maininj in the first period.
II by Steve Roussel to forge aThe
a41-10 feat the players." He added that
Lone Oak had all five start- Jean Richerson
"You just can't replace that pole, N. H., where he was born Laker.,only other points in the of 29.4 per cent and they drophead 81 to 79 with 30 seconds ers to score
Martha Gardner
ped in 13 of 23 free throw at5-10 no new date has been set for a mare because there is no other in 1915.
in double figures
first stanza came on free throws tempts for an
'left on the clock.
average of 56.5as.
1-10 (2) meeting between the clubowners horse in the world that
led by Hollis Hughes with 38. Jean Chancey
was
the
by Roney, Darrell Cleaver and The Pirates
Lone Oak's Fred Harried was Harried
pulled down 21
4-5-7 and players.
collected 18, Don Hoop- Hilda Bennett
world
champion
those two yeaMike Ernstburger.
fouled with six seconds remain- er added 15
Ramona Roberts
rebounds and had 20 persona)
54
Roussel had 13 and
rs," said Wilson. One of the
the Pirates were scoreless for' fouls charged against them.
Glenda Hill
ing in the overtime period and John Powell
54-7
added 11.
other horses killed competed in
the first six minutes of the conbe mnk . both shots of a one
The Lakers last game of the
3-10
Murray High's next game will One Birdsong
ACTING MANAGER
the Juvenile Class of the World
test but Dan Cooper sank
plus one situation to give the be Friday
regular season will be this Fri'.
Tee Avereges
night at University
Walking Horse Celebration at
jump
shot
remaining
with
2:03
Purple Flash their final total School.
Shirley Wade
day night, February 21, at home
153
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. in the quarter to put Heath in against Trigg
Shelbyville last year.
for the night. Murray took the
Mary Smith
County. This game
153
rties
—
Johnny
Johnson,
the
47Jerry
the
scoring
McGhee,
columns,
trailing will be the Homecoming celeas, who was
ball out of bounds and then Murray
Jean Chancey
148
1.6 38 58-73-.41
year-old
vice
president
in
charge
living
in an apartment in the barn,
the Lakers 4 to 2. The Pirates bration for Calloway County
11 raced down the court to make Lone Oak
Margaret Morton
147
18 33 50-73-83
narrowly esciaed the blaze when of minor league operations for other baskets came on a free High School,
a last second field goal which
144
Murray Nish (111) — Huds- Polly Owen
the
New
York
Yankees,
Tuesthrow by Brent Gresston and
he apparentIrwas awakened by
Martha Ails
left the final score Lone Oak peth 22,
140
Lamb 22, Scott 19,
his dog ,a small collie. The dog day was named acting general another field goal by Cooper Heath
83, Murray 81.
5 15 27 — 35
140
Crites 7, Taylor 8, Giah 4, Peggy Tobey
manager
until
Lee MacPtiail re- and the first period ended with Calloway Co.
One Bird/song
died in the fire.
The contest was hard•fought Hale.
5 11 18 — 30
140
cuperates
from a mild heart the score tied 5 to 5.
and the lead changed hands
- The barn contained 7.5 tons
Heath (35) — Horecamp 10,
140
Lens Oak (83) — Hughes 76, Sallie Guy
Charles Rushing sank both Gresston 9, Flood 3, Bobo
Verona Grogan
many times. The first period Harried
of feed and 1,800 bales of hay. attack suffered Sunday.
138
1,
18, Hooper 15, Russell
tries of a one plus one situa- Cooper 9, Turner 3, Jett.
Glenda Hill
ended in a 18 to If tie but the 13, Powell
129
11, Goode.
MAKES DEBUT
tion to start off the scoring
Valada Stuart
Tigers got hot in the second
Calloway
Ce. (30) — Hane129
BATON ROUGE, La, UPI in the second period and put line 4, Ernstburger 3. Cleaver
frame and carried a 38 to 33
Louisiana State's Pete Maravich,
ASSISTANT COACH
NEW YORK reo — Richmond Calloway in front at 7-5. David 12, Rushing
advantage to the locker room
7, Roney 3, Sears
who makes a habit of getting 40
Flowers, University of Tennes- Horecamp of the Pirates then 1, Lassiter.
a at halftime.
or more points a game,sot soCINCINNA
TI
Vince
CPO
—
see
flanker
sandwiche
is
hack
d
and
a
w
tip-in
-outstandand
By the end of the third quer
a laymething different Monday night- Costello, a 38-yearald 12-year ing hurdler, will make
ter the Murray quintet had
his 1969 up around a free throw by
the boot.
veteran linebacker with Cleve- indoor track debut Friday
widened the gap to six points,
in Gary Bobo to put Heath 'in
With 1:52 left in the ,Tigers' land and New York of the Na- the U. S. (ample Inatational front 10 to 7 with 3:56 left in
58 to 50.
game with Vanderbilt, Maravich tion Football League, Tuesday traca meet at Madison
Murray High pulled down 54
Square the half. The Lakers scored four
was ejected from the game by was named assistant coach of Garden it was announced
rebounds while the Purple Flash
Tues- more points in the half, two on
Cincinnati
Bengals
the
the
of
referee
Joe Caldwell in the face
free throws by rushing and two
day.
were limited to only 47 and
By STEVE SMILANICH
since their inception 10 weeks for a controvers
American
League.
pn a field goal by Cleaver,
ial call.
UPI Sports Writer
agoThe display of emotion marred
while Heath managed to add
Nevada Las Vegas retained a 35-point
five points Co their score on
performance by MaraNEW YORK UPI - Ashland third place with 198 points but
two field goals by Cooper and
vich in the 85-83 loss, a point
College's defensive demons cap- Fairmont, which completed its
a fret throw by Horecamp to
total that made him the highest
ped their season-long drive to regular season campaign with
make the score at halftime 15
career scorer in Southeastern
reach the .top today by ousting an impressive 22-1 record, jumpto 11 in favor of Heath.
Conference history.
Kentucky Wesleyan as the nat- ed from eighth to fourth, trading
The Pirates finally found a
Hitting 14 of 33 field goal attion's top-ranked small college positions with Central State of
few holes in the Lakers deempts and seven of eight from
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. UPI basketball team.
Ohio.
fense in the third period and
the free throw line, Maravich
"Cale Yarborough of TimmonsvilThe Ohio school, national leaSouthwest Louisiana jumped tr- pushed
they
scored 12 points oh four
past the old SEC mark
der in team defense, was voted om seventh to fifth while Southfield goals and four free throws le, S. C,, defending champion of
set by Bailey Howell of Mississto the No. 1 position in the llth west Missouri held down the No,
while Calloway could only man- the Daytona 500, led the field of
ippi State. Howell scored 2,030
z.ge seven points on one field 12 ears qualifying Tuesday for
GRAND JUNCTION, Tenn. Ual weekly United Press Internation- 6 spot. Cheyney State 19-2 also points in
three seasons.
goal and five free throws mak- the big race Sunday.
- Drug's Joe Delivery was pair- al ratings, The 35-member UPI made a big advance, moving from
Maravich, a junior, now has
Yarborough averaged 189.621
ing the score at the start of
* ad with Raney's John today in Coaches Rating Board gave Coa- 10th to seventh.
2,059.
the final frame 27 to 18 in fa- In a 1969 Ford, the best time
Rounding out the top 10 were
the morning round of the 70th ch- Bill Musselmen's Eagles a
The shooting spree also left
recorded so far in the qualifyvor of Heath.
ral State, Puget Sound aad Maravich
annual National Bird Dog Cham- total of 275 points based on a
37 points short of the
Mike Flood of Heath sank two ing rounds.
10-9-8-744
S.
F. Austin College.
-4-3-2-I breakdown,
pionship Field Trials at the AmNCAA two-year record held by
Second fastest time of 189.374
foul shots with 7:38 to go in
Kentucky Wesleyan,the defendes Plantation.
Elvin Hayes of Houston who scorthe game to put the Pirates in was clocked by Donnie Allison
&merlin Johnny was braced ing NCAA College Division chamed 2,095 points in his junior aria
front 29-18 but Darrell Cleaver of Hueytown, Ala., also ma Ford.
with Fast Joe Delivery for the pion and the top-ranked team in
seaior years, Maravich leading
added two points to the Lakers
three-hour afternoon session du- the 10 previous weekly ratings,
the nation with a 438 average,
Other leaders were Bobby Allscore with a layup at 7:21 to go
TOURING TIIAM
ring the third day's running of slipped to second place with 271
has five games left this season.
and two more on a jump shot ison, Donnie's brother, 188.091
points.
the 12-day event,
from the top of the foul circle in a Dodge Charger; LeRoy YarAshland, whose players take
NEW YORK SIPS — The New
Sugar Shack, a Mississippi poto make the score 29-23 with brough, Columbia, S, C., 187.503
inter, appeared the top contender pride in their defensive abilities, York Generals of the North
,
6;3,5 left in the game.
in a 1969 Ford; Richard Petty,
of the four dogs running Tuesday. pushed their record to 20-1 last American Soccer League decidDennis Sears ind Cleaver Randleman, N. C., 183.669 in a
Spencer Harmed, the susSugar Shack, owned by cattle- weekend with a 28-14 verdict over ed Tuesday against membership pended
sank a free throw apiece and 1969 Ford; Bennie Parsons of
University of Detroit
man J. Frank Stout of Madison, Waynesburg. The tremendous de- in the revamped league but said basketball player,
Charles Rushing added two Detroit, 183.012 in a 1969 Ford,
is the ChicaMiss., ati)i handled by Bob Lamb fensive effort in limiting an opp- the dui) would remain in exig- go Press Club selection for the
points from the gift stripe to and Swede Savage, Costa Mesa,
of Concord, Ga., opened the day onent to 14 points and Kentucky ence in some capacity—perhaps 1969 Abe Saperstein Memorial
rut the Pirates lead to three Calif., 182.182 in a 1969 Mercury.
as
a
touring
team.
Wesleyan'
s
61-60 los.s to Gannon
with Fast Fake's Delivery, ownpoints, 29-26, with 3:14 remainTrophy. Hayweed was sused by Cameron McElroy of Mar- apparently convinced the coaches
ing. The Pirates added six more
pended for two of Detrnit's
Belgian grand prix ace Jackie
shall, Texas and handled by John rating board the Eagles belonged
games after striking a referee
points on free throws and held Ickx crashed into a retiring wall
ADDITIONAL RUT
in the top position.
last week...
the Lakers to four points to on turn four in a 1969 Mercury
Rex Gates of Leesburg, Ga.
Ashland, yielding an average
Delivery pointed without birds
make the final score 35 to 30 in CYclone prepared by Junior JoNEW YORK tlPS — The New
Dag Feriae's*, a 20-year-old
•three times in less than an hour of 30.5 points a game, received Tort Rangers Tuesday decided
favor of Heath.
hnson, putting the car out of SunNorwegian, finished strong in
14 first place votes to six for to give ailing Coach
All of Heath's 8 points in day's race but not seriously inand was picked up.
Bernie the
final
race
yesterday
Kentucky
the
at
DeWesleyan. Other schoo- "Boom" "Boma" Geaffrion an
last quarter were scored juring the driver. Ida said the
Sugar Shack weakened toward
at the free throw line.
the end of the run but scored ls receiving first place votes additional rest from handling venter, NetherlancLs and won
car went out of control and pullthe
chamworld
speed
skating
Calloway was led in scoring ed to
two meritorious finds and four were Nevada Las Vegas, Fair- the team and announced he
the right into the wall.
pionship
of
DeZorde
Nevie
.
.
by Darrell Cleaver with 12
more points, two in tha final 15 mont State, Southwest Louisiana, would work scouting and other
Points followed by Charles
Southwest Missouri,Puget Sound, important tasks while General Italy swept the World two-man
minutes.
Fastest qualifier Tuesday for
bobsledding championship YesRushing with 7.
Wayriel Storm and Heir Storm Alcorn A 84 M, Howard Payne Manager Emile Francis remains terday after posting record
Saturday's Daytona - Permatex
Top
mart
for
and
Heath
Eastern
New
coach
Mexico.
as
through the remainder and near-recor times during
was David 300 for the late model sportsman
NO "OUP- HERE Al this moment apPriwuke mittockir Fidel
ran in the afternoon session but
d
Horecarnp with 10 points and
Ron -lost° is 11 ;illy to tare up thc
failed to show well esough to be A series of upsets resulted in of•the National Hockey League the two-day competition at
-cars was Red Farmer of Hueybosine..
business.
Brent
Gresston
and
e biggest shakeup in the rating# season.
Don Coop- town, in a 1966 Ford. He averagrl '41lY by a w.•tilld;t1.bisll but roAnaged to
a listed as contenders
Wgbt
Lake Placid, N.Y. ...
Yid°"goru
er
added
'line points eech. - ed i'8.265
1
tip the borrtei find orottt
m.p.h.
infirm' in Madrid.
V
The Lakers hit only one field
assasta
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
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siligers Lose To Purple
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Defeat Calloway 35-30
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Mrs. Cunningham WSCS Of Shepherd Mrs. J. R. Herning
Hostess For Meet Church Has Meet Presents Program
The Women's Society of
Progressive Club
At Jones' Hons.
. The home of Mrs. Ted Cun- Christian Service of the Good

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. 311011t7
Miss Me13 MerstileMera spas- of IN North 12th West. Mowed her Woe for die onastlelt ree, are tbs parents of a
gbof the New Omura Mmemak tic, Urea
Mn- J. R. Hernias preseated
Methodist
weigMag
United
ningham was the scene of the Shepherd
era ChM heti ss, Teasmsky. moven pease twelve mimes
the program at the meeting of
litsame
Churc
Febley,
,
meeting of the Progressive
h met on
Telierifery 13, at one WSW*
the Aria Dim Cirri* of the
born oa Wethoseisy, Falweary
Homemakers Club held on Tues- ruary 6, at two o'clock in the
Women's Societyet Ogaden
dlimmen.
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MINUTE STEAKS _ lb.'1.29
NECK BONES
lb. 294

'239

GREEN BEANS

10c

TUNA

(Reg. 59e)

'1.39

19*

DOG CHOW

62.79

GRAPEFRUIT

EACH

r

',CELERY

stalk 190 I

Jack Sprat Plain or Iodised - 26-oz. box

SALT

10*

Northern - 4-roll pak

p

INNERS

FAB

394

3

dinner
ll-".s $1

294

Hyde Park - V2 Gal.

ICE CREAM

CERRY PIE

594

Fidodent Denture Creme
$9• Linde: 1. Coupes Per Cleateweer
.
1 0 Coupon Expires Sat_ Feb. 22, 1519
.
Retleese at coorala-maarne
/
1
4117
,

CO U PON

ditt

.4 QUALITY STARS

With This Coupon and Purchase of

Sudden Beauty Hair Spray
IS-... Limit: 1 C•repos Per Ceetemer
it.. Coupon Expires Sat., Feb. 32, 11611
Redeem at COOPER-MARTIN

20-os. CI
pies w I
QUAUT
STARS

Iffyde Park - 20-oz. loaf
Sally Ann

CINNAMON ROLLS

3 for 794
3 pkgs.'1

Riltmore Chicken or Sandwich - 12-oz. cans

LOAF

nter Phone 753-7575

QUALM'

p.

Pet Ritz Frozen

SANDWICH BREAD

;lc lit TV

.4

CATY
STAN

Pet Ritz Frozen - 10-oz. pkg.

29e

COUPON

QUALITY
ITS

41)0i111111111/11111111141PIII'ffill11111111tIntl;

PIE SHELLS

59c

4

5C

With This Coupon and Purchase of

orton Frozen

trar-4*.

CRACKERS
Purina - 25-1b. bag

BATHROOM TISSUE

LWOW timbale/ placed in the
-Traver* Wy
on ewer first wedding anniversary. He is Sgt. Martin J Lickteig of the SOth Logistical

Merit Saltine - 1-143. box

Tender

3for $1.00

(Reg. 83)

49C

can

Pink Seedless

10'

DRINK

litsrairt

2 for 494

SAVE 104

C_Q_FFEE

104

k•••

3 for 1.00

Cloverleaf Grated - 62-oz. can

104

Maxwell House - 1-lb. bag

I()

3-1b.
1 ,1 4-oz.
box

P M

Elm Cut - 16-oz. can

INSTANT COFFEE

Tropi-Cal-Lo (Orange or Punch) - V2 Gals.

Mt•

cans $100

Folger's - 10-oz. jar

Heins Tomato - 10e-oz. can

In
Rip••••• I

5

PINEAPPLE
10'

JEWEL

SKINNERS

'

:`,•1!Iff,•••la

f

Shortening

SOUP

onent-damaging heat
Iformance and lasting
full beauty of musictift-free and noise-free
A radio ... or records
ic power • Exclusive
discernible record and
last a lifetime•Come
magnificent console
ithentic fine furniture:
you money!

All Flavors - 3-oe. box

lb. 89'

Macaroni or Spaghetti - 10-oz. pkg.

CIRCUITRY

l e•

* BEETS
* CORN
* PEAS
* PEAS & CARROTS
Libby - 20-oz. cans

VEGETABLES
JELL-O

tilts

•

5ta-1 •190
'

with this coupon and $5.00 order or
more
Limit: 1 Coupon Per Customer
Coupon Expires Wednesday, Feb. 22nd,
1069
Redeem Coupon at Your
COOPER-MARTIN FOOD STORE

Pork

CAKE MIX

WASHINGTON UPI - The "Honey Fitz" and the "Patrick .1."
are now the "Julie" and the
"Patricia." President Nixon announced the name changes for the
two presidential yachts during
the weekend. The old names were
given the cabin cruises by President Kennedy, in honor of his
grandfathers. Nixon decided to
rename the boats after his daughters.

SUGAR

Beef

J1

DONATES BODY - Dr. Denton
Cooley, who leads in heart
transplant surgery with 17,
signs away his body in Houston, Tex., to The Living Bank
for use In transplants after
his death. He has been truetrued for lack of donors of
vital organs. "We lost four
persona on our recipient list
last week," he said.

HYDE PARK

SAVE WITH
THIS COUPON

lb. 494

FROSTING

50

CLIP .8,4 SAVE.

*

lb. 99'

SMOKED JOWL

Changes Names

Bag

Libby Buttered - Mix or Match

WASHINGTON UPI - More people lost their lives in earthquak- Sliced
es around the world last year
than in any year since 1960,
ccorcting to the National Earth. Beef - Bone In Cut
sake Information Center. The
center said 20 quakes in 13 foreign countries took 12,401 lives.

•

19t

5-1.1).

294

59t

ROUND STEAK

purchase
time you
promilk
tobaccos, milk or

1 IN DI. PARK

BACON

1Z-oz.
pkg.

COVER CARD"
"QUALM STAR
Star. Each
one Quality

you to one
-Martin entitles
given on
Star. (No Stars
purchase at Cooper
Qualit
y
$2.50
another
A
get
Quality Star
$2.50 you
card. Weill
an additional
the
on
Star"
Quality Stromlo
•ality
ducts.)
spaces marked "Q
vvill receive 300
the
you
in
Stars
and
-Marti
n
Stick your Quality
promotion i!
card to Cooper
filled, take your
like while the
spaces have been
times as you
many
card.
Play as
for your filled available at Cooper-Martin.
are
cards
New
in progress.

LUNCH MEAT

NUAL
ALE

AWN••

E 300 EXTRA

FR 12.S11 DR ESSI I)

FOOTBALL puage Tom McCauley
(upper middle) gains
some yardage at the University
of Wisconsin as he lineplunges his way through disside
nt students
entrance to one of the university trying to block
buildings.

COVER QUCAALRD
ITY ST

fOOD DEP/10111.'4NT STOP E5

WIENERS

OR Y AUTHORIZED

Y--9703RUARY 19. 1969

3 for '1

11 'ii

1 il Ili LGEO:U.P,.0,N
FREE! 4 QUALITY STARS

With This Coupon and Purchase of
Breck
ob.

Shampoo

Ilse

Limit, I Compass Par Customer
Coupes Expires Sat., Feb. 22, len
1••••• at COOPER-MARTIN

rt

,„;.; 04111M1111:;0!::11i',

snur...GumrARE...01111...10W. LOW PRICES.
••

..4
p.
•

7

•

•
•
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4.k.P_MIPK"
Hospital Report

Tax 1.11DGEk è

Adults 106
arbitra
ry 144, 1969
Admissions

f1

Paal Gages, Rte. 1, Ahem
Ors. Lillian Oakley
by Girl,
Mrs. Carolyn Stoat, Rte.
Illerray: Mrs. Evelyn Phillips
Ilitisis Rte. 6, Murray:
Ftte.2,11array:
ra. POW_
lirrar Upend Corivrits.
kesy: Terry Odom, Rte. 1,
Penton: Chinas $eneca, 120 Norw111, Marrar. mil Sinclair,
fiew Coecord: Mrs. Aanabelle
Susseil, 1312 Wells Blvd., Murray: James Brandon,Rte.4,Murray: Bot30 Sdiroader, Also: Ms. tame Reeves, Itte. 1, Also.
Illaindon, 400 North 7th,Mar- 115,000 114341.9-Mr& Edna

FKir

U. Holingren of Hopkins,
Minn., holds up her Magic
Marslunallow Crescent Puffs
In Atlanta. Ga.. where they
won her the $25,000 top prise
in annual Pillsbury Bakeoff.

Dismissals

Ernest Barnett, Rte. 3, Marray: Mrs. Novella Veal, Rte. 1,
Mayfield: Maack Cook, Rte. 1,
Murray: Mrs. Dallas Dick, Huai: Mrs. Mu Her, Rte. 4, Benton: Arvada Kelley, 207 WalMurray: Mrs. Allem Claxton, nut St., Murray: Joe Hopkins,
Noe Bluff Stores, Murray: Mas- Rte. 2, Murray: Herman Baron Milby, Rte. 1, Murray: Berle ber, Rte. 6, Murray: Miss Kim(litter: Rte. 1, Murray: Mrs.Otie berly Newton, Rte. 2, Hardin:
14Dougal, 107 N.106St., Murray: Mrs. Patsy Turner, Rte. 7, Bea"Laster Joe Oakley, Rte. 1, Murr- ton: Retie Jackson, Hardin: Charles Sanders, 914 Waldrop St.,
ir
Murray. Mrs. Joanna Adams,
Rte. 1, Murray: Miss DianeCope,
215 S. Ilth St., Murray:Mrs.Carrie Ward, 213 Saadi 16th , Mar,
100
ray: Harry Sbekell, Rte. 3, Mur4
ray: Mrs. Glenda Fortner, Rte.
*ornery 15, 1969
2, Kirksey: Mrs. Carolyn Stoat,
Rte. 6, Murray:
AdMissions
Randall Rasberry, Rte. 2,flu.Miss Lisa Chanotry, Rte. 6,
Use For Rat Tails
ilarray: Robint Kbalt, Rte. 4,
Shelbyville: Mrs. Nettie Clark,
5z.1• Mrs. Mande Matthews,.
MANILA UPI - Legasp! City
Teen.: Wesley Miller, officials have come
ic with an
ZS Lock Lomond Dr., Murray: incentive
for public support of
their rat extermination campaiDismissals
gn: Anyooe showing up with 10
rat tails will be admitted free
Master`Anthony Basso!, Rte. 1 to a series
of dances.

Car Theft Is a New
King-Sized Headache

•

•••1-ta•-"Rr' •

"

e

..•••••

Ise
IMO

OWE.

MON

Mens Dress Shirts

Reg. 3.00

Sale 48* ea.

Mens Sport Shirts
Short Sleeves
Reg. 3.00
Sale 48*

Mens Slacks
Reg. 9.00

Sale 3.22

Mens Suits
Reg. 70.00

Sale 35.22

Mens Sport Coats
Reg. 40.00
Reg. 30.00

Sale 22.22
Sale 18.22

Mens Sweaters ,
Reg. 12.99
Reg.-18.00
Reg. 16.00

Sale 5.22
Sale 12.22
Sale 10.22

Mens Winter Hats
Reg. 8.00
Sale 4.22
Reg. 6.00
Sale 3.22
Reg. 4.00
Sale 2.22
Only One to Sell

Show &Tell Photo Viewer
Reg. 39.99

Sale 12.22

Boys Shirts
Reg. 2.00

Sale 48*

•

Ladies Winter Hats
Reg. 3.99
Reg. 4.99
Reg. 6.99

Sale 48* ea.
Sale 1.22
Sale 2.22

Glove and Cap Set
Reg. 3.00
Sale 1.22
One Groun Ladies

Children* Slacks

Beaded Handbags

Reg. 2.00 & 3.00 __ Sale 1.22

Childrens Slack Sets

Reg. 3.99
Reg. 2.99

Reg. 2.99
Sale 1.22
Reg. 5.00 & 6.00, _ _ Sale 2.22

Sale 2.22
Sale 1.22

One Group Purses

Girls Skirts

Reg. 3.99
Reg. 9.99

Values to 6.99 ____ Sale 222
Reg. 7.99
Sale 3.22
Reg. 8.99
Sale 4.22

Sale 22* ea.
Sale 1.22 ea.

One Group Purses
Reg. 3.99

Chi ldrens Sweaters

Sale 1.22

Ladies Costume Jewelry

Values to 4.99 __ __ Sale 1.88
Values t o6.99 ____ Sale 3.22
Values to 8.99 ____ Sale 5.22

Values to 2.00
Values to 2.00

Sale 22*
Sale 10*

Childrens_ Gloves

Corduroy Overalls

Reg. 1.00

3 to 6X
Values to 2.49 _ _ _ _ Sale. 1.22
Values to 4.00 _ _ _ _ Sale 2.22

Sale 22*

Note Bo*Paper
500 Sheet Pkgst-, Reg. 11 Sale 44*

Ladies Suits

Note Books

100% Dacron Knit
Reg. 45.00
Sale 22.22

Reg. 2.19

Sale 1.22

100% Dacron Knit
Reg. 29.99
Sale 22.22

Sale 10*
One Group

Boys 16" Bicycle

Ladies Dresses

Ladies Shoes

Values to 7.99 _ _ _ Sale 3.22
Values to 9.99 _ _ _ Sale 4.22
Values to 13.99 _ _ _ Sale 6.22
Values to 15.99 _ _ _ Sale 7.22
Values to 20.00 _ __ Sale 9.22
Values to 23.99 _ _ Sale 12.22

Values to 9.99 ____ Sale 4.22

Sale 12.22

REDUCED!!
Stars and Stripes

Unbleached Domestic

by GOOVIR SIONSUNAN
Cenral Press Associatiois Carnesposident
SPFUNGFIBLD, 111-When the ledwa
st Motor Vehicle Theft
Conference was kohl hies recentla.leasjg
ht out,some startling
theta relative tilinTallialias
The porithIllty that inintissie will steal
your car is not as remote as you might think. Or ildevas can
purchase master keys
via mall that will open your]
car door, start the motor.
chasm of your stolen car being
Uhlein drastic rm.'s-wires are • involved in an
accident zooms
Laken now, car thefts will soyUp to 200 times that Of a car
rocket past one million a year
Whig used by RA owner
by 1970.
• • •
In 1957, one of every 21_
EN 1967 for instance."
Aoki
automobiles registered in
ther-of 'the 1160,000 cars stolen were
U.S. was stolen. The regist
ry inivalv
ad in an accident, with
total was 56.917.897, and the
1&000 having injured particithefts 2416.178.
Ten years later one of every pant!. The Justice Department
124 was stolen, to the time of reveals that 33 per cent of all
1150,000. The National Auto stasis cars involve a high
Theft Bureau points out that speed chase before the thieves
mere than 75 per cent at au ars run down or captur
ed.
cars stolen in the nation_kist litany of these chases end in
sudden death for the young
year were left uniocked.
may timer for the police
• • •
AT LONG LAST automobile saber an well
Beat deterrent to auto theft,
manufacturers are assisting
believe, is
the effort to cut down car theft. iinharities now
New locking devices are being 'stricter punialunent. Today.
put on cars. But here again lairs and sentences still vary
there DP a bottleneck. owners very much. For instance one
court record reveals that a first
fail to use them
Some of the 1968 models have offender found guilty of steallocks that cannot be turned by ing several cars got a 15-year
-Master keys Many of the 19111 prison 'sentence In another fedModels have • theft-proof lock- eral case, a repeat offender
lug systems. On some makes, with a record of stealing nearly
the hood locks and the steering a hundred vehicles, caught
column "freezes' when the key while he was driving a stolen
Is removed from the ignition. vehicle, got a mere eight months
The steering lock is a new fed- In jail
• • •
eral requirement. But with all
CURRENTLY. the American
these mechanical helps, the car
Automobile Aissoristbon is seektheft ratio to going up
Here are some more inter, ing legislation that would stop
eating staUstics the profes- the sale of automobile master
sional auto theft rings still op- keys in interstate commerce. exerate in many part, of the na- empt to. authorized users Varition. but even so. 65 per cent ous large automobile insurers
of all auto thefts today are also are concerned by the rising
accomplished by teenagers un- theft rate, and are seeking ways
_
der 18
to stop it.
•
•
•
All new automobiles arid
MANY of these ears are trucks, now being sold
in the
broken into by tense who steal Lf.S.Asive a aerial numbe
r per.
fora pyride for kicks Many manently affixed to the passen
of them don't eVert know how to ger compartment tct help police
drive a car." As a result the detect stolen cars.

Over the Knee
Reg. 1.00
Sale 44* pr.
Ladies

Reg. 7.99
Sale 3.22
Only One to Sell

Suits and Sport Coats

the

19 1469

-1 Table Ladies Hose

Broken Sizes __ _ _ Sale 22* pr.

Note Books

Boys

auricle

Ladies Mesh Hose

Ladies Knit Dresses

Reg. .
39.99

At least sae of 200 periled owes will he steiea

ms NzsDAY-FEBRUARY

Sale Starts Ibursdgy 9:00 No Refunk No Exchang s

MOW
Xi
e

9911114•Y. X.ENTU

GEORGE WASHINGTON TRUTH SALE 3DAByll

Boys Sweaters

111117-

AN"

TIME, -

1.4.4101610111111111111000,
k-

Sale 22* yd.

Diapers
Sale 1.22

Toss Pillows
Sale 1.22 ea.

Boys Blue Jeans
Special 1.22
Mens

Cotton Work Pants
Green - Gray - Khaki
Reg. 4.99
Sale 3.22
SHIRTS TO MATCH
Reg. 3.99
Sale 2.22

Curtain Rods
Sale _ _ 22* ea.
Double Knit Dacron
UP to 60- Wide Sale 3.22 yd.

Corduroy Material.
Reg. 1.49 _ _ Sale 2 yds. 1.22

Values to 6.00 ____ Sale 2.22

Childrens Knee Socks

Ladies Winter Coats

Value's to 1.50

Sale 22*

Broken Sizes
Reg. 45,00
Sale 16.22
Reg. -34.99
Sale 12.22
Reg. 22.99
Sale 8.22

Ladies Sweaters
Reg. 6.99
Sale 3.22
Reg. 8.00 & 9.99 _ _ Sale 4.22
Reg. 14.99& 12.99 - Sale 6.22

Ladies Shirts
Values to
Values to
Values to
Values to

5.99 _ _ _ Sale 2.22
7.99 _ Sale 3.22
9.99 _ _ _ Sale 4.22
12.99 _ _ _ Sale 5.22

ENJOY KING-SIZE COMFORT
UPHOLSTERED RECLINER-CHAIR
SIT, LOUNGE OR SNOOZE

Ladies Slim Jims
Reg. 4.99
Reg. 6.99
Reg. 7.99
Reg. 10.99

Sale 2.22
Sale 2.22
Sale 4.22
Sale 5.22

$42.22

One Group

Recliner Chairs

Ladies Blouses
Values to 3.99

Sale 88*

Console Stereo AM-FM
Automatic Changer - Tun;na Eye

Console Stereo AM-FM

Only One to Sell

Automatic Record Changer
Reg. 269.00 _ _ _ _ Sale 122.
22

Reg. 369.00 _ _ _ _ Sale 222.22
•

4

1 Table Shoes

1

3-Position - Assorted Colors
Reg 79.50
Sale 42.22

Modern Sofa Chairs
Reg. 59.00
Sale 12.22
Only 2 to Sell

el3elk

4

-
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

*The Navy Doesn't Forget,
You SAYE TWO WAYS
ha You SHOP t LIBERTY
Service Pays a Tribute 1—tow, LOW PRICES
z—Yoo fet TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
•To Two Who Died in 1899

1 BIG
BAYS
:chang s

(LIMIT I
DAILY)

[LI:Paper
.eg. $1 Sale 44*
ooks
_ Sale 1.22

PKG.

RATE,

SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and
Answers

;hoes
Sale 4.22

MORT

-CHAIR

NOOZE

2

lairs
,rted Colors
Sale 42.22

Chairs
Sale 12.22
ell

By Charles M. Whitaker
District Manager

unable to week for about two
years. Sena or eight months ago,
I retursed to full time work. I have been told that I may still
an application for disability bow
fits. Is this true.
A. Yes, although you are now
fully recovered, you may still
file an application for disability
benefits. This should be done immediately, because if you wait
longer than 14 months after you
recover you will not be eligible
for any back payments.
5. 9-My wife recently became
disabled at the age of 35. She
worked In employment covered
by social security for about ten
years. She quit working four
years ago when our son was born.
Could she be eligible for disability benefits even though she had
not worked for four years?
A. - Yes. One of the requirements for disability benefits is
that an individual must have five
years of work in the ten year
period prior to the date of disability. Your wife worked six of
the last ten years andwould meet
this requirement. A person under
the age of 31 may be eligible
for (Usability benefits with less
than rive years of work. Your sot
will also be eligible for benefits
based on his mother's account.

me

GOVT.
INS PE CTE D
WHOLE
lb.

11

U. S . PRIME

#

9

FIRST

Ah&

ANS

CUT

ill"'

Fresh Ground

NNW

by JONATHAN IMAMS
Cesdral Press Association Correspondent
TRIESTE, Italy—Recently, the U.S.
Navy turned the clock
back and in a moment of nostalgia paid
tribute to a departed but
heroic era.
As a Navy bugler sounded tape, Vice
Admiral William I. Martin, commander of the U.S. Sixth
Fleet in the Mediterranean,
placed a wreath on the graves of two
U.S. seamen who served
h Admiral George Dewey in the
Spanish-American War of
.4.1898.
They were buried in the Navy cemeter
y at Trieste. then Austrian territory, in 1899 and their
graves were forgotten until an
American historian, John P. Sabec,
stumbled across them.
As recounted in the Navy publication,
All Hands, the two sail-ors served aboard Dewey's flagship, the U.S.S. OLympia, during September 14,
1899, both burthe Battle of Manila Bay and led near this spot."
were enroute to the U.S. where
Old newspaper files and a
triumphal welcome awaited
conversation with a 90-year-old
them
em and Admiral Dewey.
A search through the yellow resident revealed that the two
Wpages of the cemetery's records sailors were buried with great
revealed that the two died of pomp and circumstance.
Rank died July 26 and artuberculosis when the Olympia
visited Trieste July TO. 1899. rangements were made to bury
The inscription on their weath- his remains in the local cemetery. The funeral took place two
er-beaten headstone read:
• • •
days later.
"IN MEMORY of Izak EcUaLindholm died in the hospital
mik Rank, Electrician 2nd Class, Sept. 14 since
the Olympia had
United States Navy, attached to left in early August,
the Amerthe USS Olympia. born May 15, can consul walking
slowly be.1861, died July 26, 1899" and hind the horse-d
rawn hearse.
w-Gustav Alfred Lindholm, Sea- Lindholm was placed
beside his
man, United States Navy, at- shipmate and
an Austrian hontached to the L'SS Olympia, or guard Tired
three volleys
born OCtober 18, 1873, died over his remains.

)up

lee Socks
_ Sale 22*

t
e
9 1i\

COUPON

g
E1l,•1

ALL
A
PET 3

Admiral George Dowiry's Megobie,
U.S.S. Glymeie-U.S. Ivrea, si Ships photo.

ooks

Shoes
__ Sale 2.22

Murray, Ky.

WITH

jP

GIANT

andbags
___ Sale 2.22
_ __ Sale 1.22

Gloves
.___ Sale 22*

S. 12th Street

DETER GE N6

Cap Set
_ __ Sale 1.22
LadiPs

ne Jewelry
_ _ _ Sale 22*
Sale i.o•

Southside Shopping Center

MAXWELL HOUSE

dies Hose
Knee
_ Sale 44* pr.

)Purses
___ Sale 1.22

Li

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TQ LIMIT

B. CAN

)Purses
_ Sale 22* ea.
Sale 1.22 ea.
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FIRST PRIZE
SA1.AD

34r HAMBURGER
9 P1

11.37

ALL
BRANDS

FRESH
GR OUND59

8 0Z
CAN
HARTS

B

LB

TENDER SMOKED

CR E A`M STYLE
BUTT 59c
ION

303 CAN
(

3

MISS L IBER TY

FRESH
S L ICE D
POR K

to 49
LB.

L VE Q.:LAB L E
L B'
CAN

S HOR TE
NING

S
HANKPORT
PORT
ION

7 lb.

rr

LB.

mo A

FRESH CHICKEN PARTS
Chicken Breast
-lb.afri

nkh

GE RBE RS STRAINED
ONLY

4. 3

71AR
RACKERS igkitlEAT PIES
3
1r
11
DIN
NER
SpI
K°G
z
PIES
CHILI 301:1
4LB

4 3/4 oz

I. Q. I had a heart attack over
DIXIE BELLE
a month ago. Why must I wait
6 months before I can apply for
isabllity benefits?
A - Someone gave you some
bad information. While it is true
that benefits are not paid for
the rirst 6 full months of disabilBRENNERS
ity, you can and should file your
application just as soon as it appBOX OF
ears that you may be disabledfor
a year or more. This gives us a
12
.1UIMLS
big head start on the work that
must be done on your claim and
ilheips get your firSt check to you
W LSONS
on time.
2. Q - My husband signed up
for Medicare but never retired.
WITH
Last week he broke his leg and
BEAN
S
can't work anymore. Can he get
a disability benefit?
A - He can start his social
security benefits right away.The
payment he receives will not,
6. Q - I receive disability payhowever, be a "Disability" beneDisability benefits are paid ments but need additional beneto workers under age 65 who fits for medicine and doctor bills.
must stop working because of Can I apply for Medicare?
disability. Since your husband
A. No. The present laeprovid•
Is past 65 he will receive a reMISS LIBERTY
tirement insurance benefit. The es health Insurance protection
amount is the same, the name under Medicare only for people
OUAR TERS
age 65 or over.
is different.
received
' 3. Q - I've
a disabili7. Q.' My husband receives
ALL VEGETABLE PKG.
ty benefit for over two years. My
old emeiloyer has offer6.1 me a social security benefits. I never
tart time job that may turn into worked out and am only age 57
HOW BOA
a regular job at good pay. Troub- but totally disabled. Can I rele is, I'm afraid to take it becau- ceive benefits as a disabled wife'
se I may lose my disability beneT 14 1/2
A. There is no provision in the
fit then won't be able to work
.an
fill time. What can a man do social security law to pay wife's
benefits because of disability. A
about this?
A -We've known for along time wife must be age 62 se mast be
tbst disability may begin sudd- caring for a child wider age 18 WESSON
enly but it almost never ends or disabled and the child gets
way. Many disabled workers payments based on the worker's
48 oz BOTTLE
Alive returned to work by work- record.
ing onlr part time at first. In
each case he was assured against loss of his benefits for up to
sine months in which he tried to
TUR NERS 1/2 GAL
work. You too have a trial work
period in which you will continue
to receive benefits even though
you are working. If your disabilVIENNA UPI - Frio:Irk% El,
ity ends and you are able to work the Roman emperor, was not
main then the benefits will stop. burled in his tomb 1.51.lltagasa's
monow
It your work attempt is unsucces- Cathedral here, tourists visiting
50 TREAS URE CHEST 50
sful, your benefits will continue. the crypt were told today. ExperBy the way, remember to notify ts said the tomb was X-rayed last
STAMPS
social security if you do go back week and no trace of bones was
WITH
COUP
ON and $ 5.00
to work, even part time, and found. The investigation began
additional purchase cigs.
good luck!
, tob.,
when church archives showed
4. Q - I was severly disabled that Friedrich died 20 years
)
and Dairy Products excluded.
in an automobile accident and was before his tomb was finished.
Void after FEB. 26, 1969
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•

BEANS

oz

8oz.
9

FRUIT & APPLE

PS
E

CUS TAR D

CANS

oc

49c'
lb. 29c

Backe & Necks •-•-•-•-•-•-•-•
LB
Livers.,..-..1b. 79c
Gizzards---.1b. 39c
CENTER SLICES

COCONUT

C

Legs
wings

HAM
IG FEET Ll
iF ECKBONE
LB.

MORTON MEAT (EXCL. HA
2
9FRESH
'

MORTON

OLEO
.115

Thighs

c
MO
R
R TE
ON
I
ASSORTED

"

mPIES
SEALD

SWEET JUICE

ORANGE • 5fts,1
TENNE SSEE
FROZE N GREEN PEAS
PEAS & CAR ROTS
MIXED VEG. 20 QZ PKG
MISS LIBERTY

0
5 EAD
m°3°. . ICE MILK4
HYGRADE

I 1/4
lb
CAVES

BANA AS

GOLDE N RIPE
LB.
Iceberg

LETTUCELAIGI
•
ON
IO
NS
9
9 RADISHES
MEDIUM YELLOW

31b. pkg

Freih Crisp

CHEA
ESP2°1Xb
6

50
0
LIBERTY COUPON
TREASURE 'CHEST STAMPS
with coupon and purchase of
3 lbs. or more Ground Beef 59
Void After FEB. 26,
1969

LIBERTY COUP9N
50 TREAS UR E CHE ST STAMPS 50
with this coupon and purchase of
4 lb. bag Red Delicious APPLES 69
Void after FEB. 26, 1969

cell?
bog

LIBERTY COUPON
CHE STNUT BACON
WITH COUP ON $5.00 oddit
ional PURCHASE EXCL .
TOBACCO & DAIRY PROD.
Void after FE-B. 26, 1969
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Child Suicide Rate Called
, Sign Of Extensive illness
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WE'RE CELEBRATING WMI A GREAT SALE
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************ ************
********1
DUROY
Reg. 1.49 yd. - - - Sale 82. yd.

HAT il RAEISI

Designs Via Iceland

Reg. 7.99 - - - Sale 5.95
, Reg. 9.95 - - - Sale 7:99
Reg. 12.95 - - - Sak 10.95
I

IYONLlSLIP
e.S z.W -

MEN'S LONG st•zurilil

SHIRTS

!

SPORT
_
Reg.
'
$30
0 .
349 - SALE

MEN'S SWEATERS
/
1
2PRICE
BOYS' SWEATERS
/
1
2

e Lot - Ladles Dacron Polyester

'SLIPS

.

'

25% OFF

'

,

BEACH GOATS
SALE $2.00

BLOUSES

SALE $1.00
One Lot - Ladles

,

Boys Cotton
. PAJAMAS
, One Lot Girls

--.."

Reg. 2.49 - '1.23

,PAJAMAS

Reg. 1.99-2.99 - Sale '1.22

p.,. Special
' Parc hase

PRICE

Reg. 7.99

,COTTON PAJAMAS _ _ _ _ Reg. 2.99 - Sale '1.22

PAJAMAS

One Lot
LADIES & CIIIILDRENS

other historic patterns are being exported to the l!nited
States exclusively by The Reynolds Yarns Company

- II ONLY LADIES

KNIT TOPS
Reg. 3.99 - 5.99

BOYS' BROADCLOTH

,

GLOVES
/
1
2 PRICE

One
Lot

' LADIES
SHORTS

ONE LOT - LADIES

•

219
Reg..1

I

Sale '1.22

LADIF-S
BRAS
Broken Sizes
and Iota

Keg. 3.109

SPECIAL!

" Sale $2.22

Wool & No Iron
Regular 6.99

.

$2.22

.

SKIRTS

220

TAMES PURSES

•

Reg. 2.99 & 3.99

Reg. 1.29 - Sale 82''

7 Only
BOYS

One Lot
BOYS

, SPORT
COATS

S
SHIRTS

. Sale '3.22

Sale 821

One Lot
C'HILDRENS

° Seg. 649 & 9.00 Reg. 1.99 & 2.99

$122
•

BLOUSF-S
Reg. EN
Sale 82*

One Lot
INFANT

in Iceland. teenagers wear traditional,
ly designed sweaters hand knit of Iceland
ic wool yarn The
attractive styles are boy-and-girl interch
yarn and knitting instructions are availab angeable Both
le in America

SETTLE-WORKMAN CO.
306 -

308

Main •S

Mutt o

*************
******

*********

•

5-

•

-4"
•

CREEP- '
ERS
ult. itil "
Sale '1.22 k

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**

Jr. tt gia.FITSLEING

.

, Boys Boxer

, JEANS

One Lot

SALE

Reg. TM - 9.99

and

/
1
2

deatally. Icelandic wool
sheared from the longest
haired sheep in the world, is
unapun It is simply combed
and carded which gives it a
natural homespun appearance.
The sweaters shown here are
hand-knit of Lop', a 100'l Icelandic wool yam, and the ageold designs. handed down
through generations abut the
Vikbig days, express vividly
Iceland's true delightful flavor.
Both the Loyd yarn which
comes in wen natural shades
and lunttlifit instructions for
the home knitter for these and

LADIES SLACKS
SALE -A. TO I PRICE

Reg. 8.99 - 12.99

One'Lot - ladles

SPORT SHIRTS

Sy TAD ROWADY
ICZLAND, once known to
Air travelers to Burope and
other parts of the world as a
"stopover," has become a
sightseeing and sports mecca
Tourist and sports lovers
corn, to the island to see its
beauties and etkiciy its recreations but invariably all wind
up their stays with a shopping
spree in Reykjavik. the capital
city. The main buying lure'
Traditionany designed. handknit Icelandic wool sweaters
so suited for active and spectator sports.
Warm in Winter, absorbent
Is Summer, these sweaters
have a built-in durability supplied by the yarn that resists
water, snow and sleet Inci_

LADIES SWEATERS

One Lot

One Lot - Ladies

Reg. 4.99 - - - Sale 3.99
Reg. 5.99- - - Sale 4.79

it

•-.

i PLASTIC RAINCOATS -Reg. 2,99-3.99
-Sale 'I.

Regular Price
BOYS' LONG SLEEVE

TEENAGE GIRLS touring Iceland by bele have on cardigan
and pullover hand-knit sweaters featuring Icelandic historical designs and Lopt. an unwise 100.7.- wool yarn from big.
set haired sheep in the world Yarn comes in natural shades

One Lot

d

DRESS JEANS
Good for School Wear
Sixes 2$-38

KEN AND WOKEN not only share the same sweate
rs In
Iceland but participate in the same sports,
Hare Marta
Gudy, a top American model and native or Iceland
Icelandic sweeter symbolic of those worn there , wears
all year

Reg. 2.99 - Sale '2.22

' SALE/
1
2PRICE

Reg. 2.99 - - - Sale 2.00
Reg. 3.99 - - - Sale 3.00

Reg. 1.99- Sale '1.22

One Lot - Ladles Dacron Polyester

MEN'S

,

.22

Reg. 149---SALE SI

„SLIPS

PRICE

•

HALF
SLIPS
82°

SALE Si12

Let - Ladies

JIALFSLIPS

•

One Lot
LADIES
COTTON

e Lot - Ladies

4

•••••...
.4"4.

46
•

410

elr%

•
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• Ways of Adults Trouble
Teens of Many Lands

n passed through, but actuCentre of Sir George Witthan fuzz got the students.

kIONG KONG (UPI) - The
Pain irreseed 2BM amid
!itswigraeits, most of them reugees from Communist China,
n 1968.

RDA1r, FEB. 22
ise.

Some

good,

r yourself!!

By PATIJCIA IleC0111.MACK
own?":
(via).
NEW YORK (UPI) - All
-"We have 10 to 13
sub-"Average Danish teenyou adults, look in a mirror.
jects, and we have school
on ager
lives a 'wilder life'You'll come face to face with Saturdays. The relations
with drinking
beer usually from age
what high school students from the teachers are more
fonnal." 14 or
15; More informal rela15 nations consider the big- (Turkey).
tionship between
gest problem of teen-agers In
-"In Yugoslavia we have
boys and
a
the world.
six-day school week. 10 to 15 girls."
"Philippine teen-ager code
The students from other subjects a
week; a student of conduct
ia fundamentally
lands are enrolled in American chooses the
school of some kind based on
the oriental precepts
high schools through the and has
the schedule prescrib- of respect
and modesty. AmeriAmerican Pleld Service pro- ed; we learn
more facts."
can teens live in a more permisgraM.
-"Our schools are founded sive atmosphere."
1 Phillpinet0.
In a mini survey during •
on the British school system;
New York tour sponsored by
the student council is much -"American teen-agers
Interchentical Corp.. they also
I.
more active in the organiza seem older than we." (Japan).
told how American schools dif- tion
-"They get so pinch attenof the school; the relafer from their own, plus the
tkletehiP between the teacher tion and are considered more
biggest difference between
end students Is much freer and important than teen-agers are
American teens and Wens In
familiar, sometimes bordering In ISOUth Africa. They are outtheir homelands.
spoken, self-confident; yet I
on cheek." (Rep. of South
Af- think they lack inner
Samples of answers to the
security
rica).
question about the biggest
and often depth."
-"Americans have no lesproblem of teen-agers world-"in America, they are
sons on Saturday. We have
wide:
fighting for bigger influence.
--We are too suppressed by more subjects a year. Ameri- In Yugoslavia, they
are hesivalues and models of adult so- cans have better rooms and tating to take
responsibilities
central heating." (Japan).
ciety." (YUgoslavie)
of self-management."
-"Americans have less
-"Generation gap." (AusWhen asked to list the bighomework, are off Saturdays
tralia).
gest problems of American
-"Parents should get rid of and have longer vacations. teen-age
rs, the foreign students
Uttar prejudices about the Also, a better choice of sub- cams
up with an interesting
jects." (Denmark).
young people." (Turkey).
American teen-agers appar- collection: It included-"to ac-"All teen-agers in
the
quire some humility: drugs and
world are looking for better ently are a coddled and privi- the
establishment; too much
leged group, according to
things and more changes:
re" sponses
to a third question- freedom; don't have concepts
4 MIMI&)
of what they want."
-"Youth is the most misun- -What Is the biggest difference
-As to the biggest problem
derstood group in the world. between American teen-agers
among native teen-agers at
So what they are fighting for, and teen-agers in your own
home, the students included:
with all the ferment existing country?" Some of the an-"We don't have to much
everywhere, is not only the swers:
-"American teen-agers ap- pot smoking, so that problem
right to be heard but also to be
parently have more freedom is eliminated in a way." (South
believed in." (Philippines).
Africa.
-"The wars and hostilities from their parents and they
-"Our teen-agers are not
know hot to enjoy themamong men." (Denmark).
revolutionary enough." (Yugo-"Little understanding of selves." (Thrkey),
•
-"Basically teen-agers are slavia).
each other." (Japan).
-"We have really -hare ensame. But Americans are
American schools are either
trance examinations 40 to get
birder or easier than schools very independent and have a, into
college is the biggest prob• In other countries, dependin lack of respect for their eld- lem
g
In Japan."
on which exchange studen ers." (Australia).
-"Philippine youth is very
-"The social relationships
one talked to. Some answers
reserved in its views on crisis
the question, "How do Ameri- between boys and girls is dif- either
affecting them directly
can schools differ from your ferent in America. There is less or
Indirectly, I hope they berelation in my country."(MIcome more noisy,"

LEDGER

New 'ilk's Towering World Trade Center
To Be Globe's Biggest, Tallest Building

e 82* yd.
One Let
LADIES
COTTON

Allk
jg
7%

.82 HALF
SLIPS t
.22 820
1;
Reg. LOS - BALI 71

. 1.99 - Sale '1.22

. 2.99 - Sale '2.22*

.99-3.99 -Sale'

CH
keg COATS
L.0
i21 0
2.99 - Sale '1.22
Reg. 2.49-'1.22

SY TOSti 11134.1N
Central Press Association
Correspondent
NEW YORK In just about
a year from now, the biggest
hole in the ground will be filled
by the biggest, tallest building
In the world- a building that
will dwarf the tremendous Empire State Building.
Right now, the forthcoming
World Trade Center is merely a
huge gap in the ground in lower Manhattan.
However, when it is completed, the $600-million structure will send twin towers soar• ing 110-storics and 1,350 feet
• into the heavens. The towers
will be the focal point for a
multi-building complex on a 16acre site on the waterfront in
downtown Manhattan.
The statistics for this mamconstruction
moth
job are
staggering. Steel requirements.
for example, amount to 192,000
tons. Some 3,000 miles of wire
and 10.000 lighting fixtures will
▪ be used -enough to span the
• country from New York to San
Francisco and to light the way
every 160 feet.
There will be 253.000 square
feet of marble and travertine
and 620.000 square feet of
glass. Covering the outer shell
of the towers will be 5,528
structural
wall panels. the
heaviest weighing two tons.
• • •

a

2.99 - Sale '1.22

NE LOT - LADIES
)01 & No Iron

SKIRTS

•

Regular SA*
SALE.. .

$2.22

1.29 - Sale 82'

iS

ELECTRICAL •requirements
will be of 80.000 kilowatts. The
perimeter foundation reaches
70 fleet in bedrock. And to
make necessary connections,
How the World Trade Center will look when completed. This
some 170 miles of pipe (steel.
overall view of a model of the structure looks toward
the
carbon steel, copper and
northeast, showing the main plaza entrance on Church Street.
wrought iron) are being used.
Total wages for construction existing water, the contractors for 49,000 tons of
refrigeration.
workers doing the job will ex- used an elector system with Seven electric
motor-driven
ceed $200 million.
well points. Based on the Ven- centrifugal refrigeration m
aIt will take about four years turi principle, It forced water chines will generate, the chilled
to complete the World Trade Into the ground. Then it cre- water. They are said to have
Center which In size and splen- ated a vacuum which pushed enough capacity to serve a city
dor, advanced design and effi- the water through the well of-more than 15,000 homes.
• • •
ciency, may well live up to the points.
Piping consisted of one supPort of New York Authority's
THE LAND area for the
claim that the WTC will pro- ply and one return line. It ran World Trade Center cite probvide a glimpse at architecture around the perimeter of the ably best be pictured if you
site and crossed the excava- imagine .an area large
of the "21st Century".
enough
Oddly enough, were it not for tion on bridges at two points for almost 16 simultaneous
an ingenious de-watering oper- where rail rapid transit tubes football games.
on it. further Imagine 'a
ation during excavation, the pass through the foundation.
site of the World Trade Center " As the system picked up building with the combined
might well have become the water from the ground, the ex- weight of 1.25-million tons.
There's no doubt it' When
world's largest swimming pool cess was pumped into the river.
instead of the world's tallest The resulting landfill, valued at finally erected and standing
million,
was turned over to against the now dwarfed
$90
building.
Manthe City of New York without hattan skyline as the
tallest
Removal of some 1,100.000 charge
city.
the
to
building in the world. the World
cubic yards of earth for foun• • •
Trade Center will have been
dations later dumped to form
ENGINEERS Call the World known as a building
project
a 23-acre landfill in the Hudson Track Center
the most stupen- like na other in .size. complexRiver was not without effort. dous construction
feat in hls- ity and revolutionary. concepts
.
surprise and eventual reward tor)f.
Some of the engineering
• • •
Among o t h r superlatives. problems and obstacles
which
MUCH of the area that was the Center will require installa- had to be met
and overcome
dug up originally lay under the tion of 100.000 supply and re- are so fantastic
as to stagger
river, although for about 200 turn air conditioning outlets., the imaginat
ion. They are far
yi nes it was used as dry land. Also to be Installed are about too complex
for the average
This was evident from the 24 000 under-the-window induc- mind to fathom,
amount of water seeping tion units to air condition the
Suffice to say in conclusion
through, the type of soil and peripheral zones of the build- that the
Trade Center
discovery of two ship an('hors, ing
will constitute one of the most
one at tenni 300 years old.
The combined air condition- spectaCular feats of
mechanical
To handle the evacuation of ing load (Or, the orniect calls know-how
on record

-0
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V
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UKE GEORGE WASHINGTON WE'RE FIRST I

FIRST
SEäCE
Field Chestnut
-

BA
CO
N
Field

Field - Fully Cooked

55t
49

HAMS
Shank

FISH STICKS Frosty Acres _ _
iiii
t
ifiesFRIED

r•TURNIi
P thch

-- 8-oz.

POTATOES

FOR
or MUSTARD GREENS -6

29'
890

49e
5ra
)
sc GARAGE
CARROTS
lOrb
CAULIFLOWER _ _ ea. 39' FOOD
ORANGES _ _ d.. 39' 25 lbs.$2"
RADISHES
50
.c) ileiTATOES - - 10

f

lbs

CAMPFIRE

Center Cut
Pork

3 F°. 89'
2 lbs.

1°45F

_OA

CHOPS 690
0EAK
ROAST-- .39
Pork

Swift's Premium ProTen
Sirloin

STEAK

INSTANT COFFEE CAKE MIX
DRESSING
PEACHES

_

990

DEL MONTE
TOMATO

KTACHUP

19*
$1.29

# 300 an

TAMALES

490

4

•
0

AI

Butt

490 590

tOd

*******1
7.0RDUROY

&

"0.- 29*

3 FoR 99(1

PILLSBURY

!airlift - 1,000 Island or French

O'Sage

SPECIAL
C
K
DOUBLE Q

7-oz

SALMON
CHERRIES
TIDE

75'
350
69'
$1.99

1-1b. can

BUSH'S

# 303 can
giant size

YUKON

Fl

our Plain or Self-Rising --- 25 lbs.

MARIO'S

OLIVES -

9-oz.

69'

KRAFr

OIL

32-oz.

59#:.

DELI1 ED BLACKBERRY

PRESERVES ----12-. 29
giLEEfFOTATOES-25
TOMATO JUICE - 4 29*
FAMILY
TISSUE- 4 rolls 39°

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

DEL MONTE - CRUSHED or SLICED

Miss Wisconsin

Kitchen Kraft

PEAS

Blackeye or Purple Hull

FIRESIDE

FIG BARS
DEL MONTE

2 lbs.

39*

-

FRUIT COC
3 e KTAIL _ 25*

HNSONS
•••

•• • • •

-

STORE RHOURS
Mon.-Sat. __ 7 tll
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Income Tax
Questions and
Answers
Q. rim a tanner and
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It Comes Back

Elizabeth 'Mlle Academy
ate was a et:sager le bee ova
Mites at the governor's mem was the first college In the na-ak
Bios La liar yiend became a hon. Uon authorised by legislative"
Behold elan vas provided. Set charter to confer degrees upon
now she's living In a flear-bed- women. The college was charroom head sate tad "Neither tered In 18111 by the Mississippi
Territorial Legislature and was
osee oleeks cooked be two palocated In the town of Washra. bet It comes back le an."
ington.

IlfASHINGTON UPI • The electsubissime crismeskfteks
ion that pet her husband
31inguirert, Gredilmn - gelds
in the
rice presidency also put Mrs.
recant setkie abed Wm in rather flie auk Mao payAllme llegutine - is generally estimated tea When de 1
Spiro T. Agar, back in the
MI*011Parded ma "the Sop Aiwa= to send in my ION net nem?
chin. Judy Agnew said Mosby
Medd M ite ade group." soil
A. The Ming deeSiesthe
lies readied • pconiee of mnle. Samos who have not made RR
_owe reedy accorded ORO artist estimated tan deciendie•
under forty.
tem is Paliwwwry 17.
ERMA NS
mre
- Be hos toured six contbasts. So often a schedele
to year
and le over twenty baupean tons 1000 and pay in full any
lours dories the pest decade tea that is doe.
has played more then two doQ. - I have a stock sale to
ses orchestral eagageneentsin report. Wiest form do 1 is
Sondra alone. In 1088 be van- and where tea I get a ewe
ed Latin America tor the bird
A. - Saadi miss and othar
lime; in UM his third mend- Wei or arkinos or MM.
ebe-worid tour again included should be reported se SelmaSnatheest Ai and New Real- ale D. The net profit or lase
ised; in MN he made a beil- from these sales should be meWet debut tour of the Soviet tered on line 5, Part 11 of year
Union which woe him sei Ia- form 1040.
Copies of Schedule D are
*Laths Sw an isunediste reavailable at local IRC offices
hi bis ova country, the as well as many banks and post
Aniellicaa pianist's meal tours offices.
Q.- My refund was held up
Metal* regular impedances
FEATHERS IN NIXON'S car Chief Redbird. a Cherok
an distinguished recited swiss Iast year. What can I do to
ee India! -Plows off the haaddiess
he fashioned for President Nixon from 32 turkey
and as mind with the major amid the 111211. thing happening
feathers i? Hazel Park. Mich. The
chief has presented every president since Woodr
orrhestres. In New York City this year?
ow Wily. with such a bonnet
A. - FU, a complete, accuaerie( the pint two years Cary
rate
return
and seat it in early. tram 4.4 per
Gretbeen bee been beard as socent to 4.8 per anyway I can get part
of this ceases, stab: and local taxes on
loist with Se New York PUG Refund claims filed now can cent in January This
may ac- back?
alcoholic beverages, tobacco and
hennosie Mader Lamard Rem be processed and the refund a- count for the increaa
ed
with
A.
If
more
than 11341.20 certain tattiest/seems taxes.
dein, the 1,11mblpha Oreilee- wed in Roe to six weeks.
6IRLS - 13 Te Sell
Alfrom your paytheek. was withheld front
A war meson for refund
Year miff so, the emit el eels tags ere de-i
be ender Mk. Oemindy end the
Q. - A W-2 form come last last yaw
WOOL WARTS
for /Mead isenelly &Kieft only te
Sodom Sympbeer under Erick delays led year was incom- week for my son who is now
$LX1
meat thief
taxes, then the memo Aga be are booed
plete
returns
WNW
.
Over
lainedorf.
one
on
and
the
Entremsse 5 Ikons% linen Obis
mevalue of your
mime his Now
in the Navy. Does be have .to claimed as a credit
an your in- car.
Wirt oechesied impedance Ulf million returns were re- file a tax return?
SWEATERS
come tax return. The amount
$222
will be with George SeeR and sauteed with a ennising or an InA. - Yes be does if hie inPresid
•
ent
Hounde
medal security number come was
d
ntett - Mao. -3 T• Sell
the Medea Orchestra
MOO or more last of Use credit should be entered
t•o=lly
denend as a re- Other common errors were fail- year. A return would also have on line 18, page 1 of the form
CAR COATS
$422
meld Gary Graftage ure to Ago the return and hill- to be filed to obtain a refund 1040.
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•
to
N
include W-2 states:walk of
UPI - President Nixis !be oily pianist to he,, reBe sure to attach W.2 forum
tax withheld even if income
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on will be "hounded from place
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deduct for
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My
payche
visit
VEL
next
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VET
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week, stenent organizbeen have an automatic extension contributions to a retirement
DRESSES
Conseareas 1 end
$100
MOW lite Mst few weeks. from April
Gums - Leese Sleeve • Towel* Nock
er Edward Davoren told newswith 'GIMP
lb to June 18 to file plan?
Boa ded th
tams
gene
up?
A.- A sell-employed perton men Monday night.
Candied Orehmelre. bas jean111118 returns. If your son is in
KNIT
.TOPS
•
- Mee Socket Security tax
72c
cel hie SOW eadeele
Vietnam. II/& rates". _teat disa can set aside up In 10 per omit
Aliteldenis increased until 180
of
on Se
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earned
- dialed bedmiliti_
Weems
days elkerhe. leant
in_ WAIL
.
proved plan with-r maxim
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wee sellsoNd es .11114
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141/smete Irldt dhile. len her received
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the fact that my awing, now his return. This is explained in
his album of 7theiluzeskrs raGary Grabble. who has siso makes his home with sae allow Publication SM. "Retirement
LADIES COTTON
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son
of
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3 Ohs arched= is the Philo
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&APIA' conducted by Eugene tour etweed in South
A. - U your nephew also your District office to obtain member SI Poland's Communist'
BLOUSES
Arndt*
a
party politburo, went on trial Mofree
Ormandy) sowed to the top el in MS. The following
copy.
qualifies as your dependent
yew he
SKIRTS
nday for "slandering the Polish
Q. - What taxes can
the batadler chart& rekindl- nterseed to South
then you may be able to file
I
deAmerica sad
Roll-up Sleeve
nation," the government announing public interest in these In. then flew to London
is a head of household. Check duct on my return?
to heels
A. - You may deduct
ced, Zambrowskl, whose father
Val. To WM
expaimblyessagiemed
maim his first tull-aoale Europese your 1040 instructions for do- and
state
$1.98 Value!
local income, sales,
was expelled from the party heiweb&
bur. Kis first rouod-the-worl tails
SW10d
$122 & $222
Ameba. Grotto= 'flyer en tour took place in
Q. - Social Security tax was line. personal property, and rarchy after student riots last
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real estate taxes.
).T ear, was accused of sending
Cohnobis Remade is the slab mime then Mr.
taken out of my pay
both
Graffman
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Three BIG Days
THURSDAY FRIDAY & SAT
COATS
Zipout Lining,
Water Repellant
Reg. Price $29.98

.

a

a

tl
Orton & Dacron
and Or)
&
Wool Blends

Jefferson's School"

College Cleaners
1411 ClInve 11144L
11111Z
and DELIMIT Truly Floe Cleambeg
Mime 713.4012

ricigur

M

*ATOM -

Agr
, a's. •

0
L

NUSSARD SLACKS

$222

PlendsLi

l°

Gale 111 Lett

$222
_
FALL SPORT COATS $12.22 & $1522
sous mann,weft
SPRING SLACKS
$4.00 & $AW
SOTS - Only 3 Left
SPORT COATS

tl
ft

Val. To $13.00

MEN% - a is gen

1University of Virginia to Celebrate
Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary

•

•

•

•

LADISS
IMPtam

.................$7.22

SUITS

Mir 014 FLPECE I INSO

SWEAT SHIRTS

$1.02

Reg. Price $2498

2 • SOTS

SUITS

•

New Spring
Style. &

$022

BOYS WINTER

JACKETS

$3.00 To $7.88

Mains Long Sleeve

Sport Shirts

•

SHIRTS

Button
down and
Plaid Collars

•

NYLON
is410•11)

Plaids-Stripes
- end Solids

Values To $4111

RUGS
Values To $3.08
$1.12

Pick the right day to test drive

a Volkswagen and
you'll have the road to yourself.
Bock when the weather was better, everyb
ody was
inviting yll.su to come in and test drive their
new what.
eVerS.

•

But now that the weather isn't ibkot land
o test drive
is really a testl, the invitations have
dropped afl-sharply.
Now molte yowcon spore o little time to try
out the
sew Vailloweenea.
Nal right We minute. Wait for a nice
lousy day. The
next time it's snowing or slushing or someth
ing like that,
drive down to your Volkswagen deafer. (If
you con
noke it in your car.)
He'll be happy to take you out and show
you how a
Volkswagen works when hardly anything
else does.
How fliti weight of the motor on the rear wheels
makes the VW deg in and go, in the
snow or the mud, or
even on ice.
As you pass oil the :fronded cars that passed
their
test drives in balmier cloys, he'll tell you
about the VW's
other cOld-weattier comforts.
. This air-cooled motor. It doesn't
freeze over, SO it
doesn't need anti-freeze or a winter thermostat.
And if yodhove to leave the car out on
o cold wet
night, it's 901 four coots of point at-id a
sealed bottom to
keep it cozy.
You've even got on edge with a VVV
if the worst
happens ond you get stuck.
What could be *osier to pus117

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
l'hestaiut Street - Murray, Kentucky

.
".
M

MEW - rhov 6

ONLY

JACKETS sk CAR C9ATS

Unique serpentine wall encircle* the eerier 'anion
and The Lawn pa villeins on the Virgin* campus.
Sy SANDO 110t00NA
guages. mathematics, natural
Centro/ Preari A NA,.•ee rum Correspondent
history, net II r al philosophy,
CHAKI.ATTPISVILLE Va. The University
of Virginia, an in- moral philosophy, law and
stitution that sticks to tradition, instead
of giving in to transi- medicine Sciences and other
tion, is observing this year its 150th annive
rsary with appropn- contemporary subjects have
ate pomp and ceremony
been added in recent years
The spirit of Thomas Jefferson . pervades
the
While the enrollment on the
Fun so strongly that the faculty and student picturesque cazn
body still refer t Oedipus is still for
the founder of the university as "Mr. Jeffers
male 'anon." The honor code alog". mostly
from Virginia
and proper dress requirements, set forth 150
years ago, still pre- women are enrolled
in the gradvall Thirty-three secret fraternities flouris
h in the large fratern-: date courses and in
the affiliity houses No honorary degrees are grante
d.
ated _school, Mary Washington
Jefferson was an elder statesman of 73
years of age when he College of Fredericksbu
rg.
influenced some distinguished friends in
Charlottesville to char- which was annexe in 1020
d
ter in 1816 a school, known an Centra
l College.'Three years
•, • •
later, after much planning and ,
fund-raising, the college be-1 half-sized modified
EDUCATORS from many tintcopy of the
came chartered as the [lifter- Pantheon in Rome
The Ro- versales in this country and
sily of Virginia and the first I tondo was used as
the univer- abroad 'will come to the camfive pavilions two-story brick sitd
an y'sthle
ibra
ddrne
ry• until
w lthe
re d( Isrit trenoo
v,dr pus for the sesquicentennial
buildingsi were completed.
isympoodums. conferences, exJefferson was chosen the uni. I by a fire in 1895. It now
hibits on Founders' Day, April
serves
versity's first rector by the as offices Plans are being
14. and the special convocation
mail.
seven-member Board of Visitors to restore the buildin
g to Jr!- events in October.
among whom were two other (arson's driglnal design.
Visitors will continue to be
former US presidents. James 1 The eetrirt&
pressed. as are the faculty
la at the univerMadison and James Monroe.
I Buy hail adhered to Mr Jefferd students, with the hero.,
• • •
son's idealism: "This institution bronze statue of "Mr JefferWHEN the first classes. con- , will be based
on the illimitable son" which dominates the esmisting of 68 students, were freedom of
the human mind , Planade north of the Rotunda.
started on the campus. Jeffer- ' for here we
are not afraid tsf
A marble statue of the tint.
son had completed the design of follow truth
wherever it may versityai founder stands, as a
Academical Village. around The lead, nor
to. tolerat
respected guardian, inside the
Lawn, comprised of buildings in no long as reason e any error
is left free to main section of the Rotunda.
the Palladio style with Greek • combat it
A statue of "Mr Jefferson" in
columns. This type of architec.:
• -• •
a seat in in the format garden
Sure spread to other parts of' THE FIRST
faculty of eight at the west lawn colonnade
Virignia
professors consisted
Thine are but three of the
The heart of the sprawling ! liahmen. one Irishmof five Bog.
an and two many reminders that this is
campus is atilt' Thu- Rotunda ' Americans
They taught mc still regarded as "Mr. Jefferwhich Jefferson designed as a dent langua
ges. modern I.
son's University."
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SPORT COATS
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$22.22

•
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$14.22

15 Metes - Reduced Ye Mere Time

SWEATERS

sell

% Price

MINI LACS 101‘iii Weep
RUBBER BOOTS
ALL OCCASION

Pr&

$3.22

CARDS
as In Wide
HOPE MUSLIN

QUILTS

52c Box
27c yd.

TEArtDa0P -tie, Val.

TABLE LAM
.
4 us n•rwOre aPS
COTTON
POPLIN

Posen«. She
74 x el
Ruffled Edge
C-itton Filled
Bright Patterns
Reg Pri^e 4195

$2.22
Sic yd.

S. 'a

Straight Back
Unfinished

CHAIRS

SHEETS

Only 6 To Sell

Full 4 Twin Sae
Pastel C.ilers

•
MINS
INCH

ROOTS
Reg. Price 511158
Ne'prone Role
Cushion Inner Sole
*Wit Up Arch
Soft Lesther Upper

ERMANS

YOUR

IralAINNICOMI

ACTION GUARANTSID
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•
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•
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both Female Academy
e Brat college in the na-aa
uthorised by legislative"
to confer degrees upon
. 'The college was charm 1819 by the Mississippi
vial Legislature and was
In the town of Wash-

THE LEDGER

DOWN CONCORD Tread Softly 9
wAY
Goblins About!

& SAT

•

ESNS
Pwrpose

OATS
pout Lining,
ter Repellant
Price $29.98

*hardships. None of them enjoyed
luxuries, but their years add to
799. All their children are tired
and retired at 65.
Bob Grogan, 94 , is another of
a big famlly almost gone.
All these have left their footprints on the sands of time and
their influence will live on after
they are enjoying The Great Reunion

MINI
DIEU

LACKS

on

& Dacron
ad Orl-n Is
fool Blends

•

IARD SLACKS

I. To $13.00

$11.22

41

LADIUS
swim.%

;tins

Day.

Price $24.98

2000.

MANAGER no.
- The is-it of
the .400 hitters in baseball
is the manager of the Wash.. ington Senators. Ted Wu,
llama, 50, known as the
Splendid Splinter during his
playing days. revealed that
his pact is "the most fantastic offer I've ever received."

r1.011

110.0

JCS

SPECIALS

V a 1114'
'rIfte 534,99

To help prevent beading in
baked pie meringues, make sure
the sugar is well dissolved. Use
superfine granulated sugar for
best results: 2 tablespoons per
egg white. Adding a little at a
time, beat sugar into the frothily whipped egg whites; continue
beating until peaks are stiff when
beater is withdrawn. •

399
3 lionr. 989
1 Lb.
Pkg.

GWITiCHL
BEANS
SHELF PAPER
BROWNIES
CHARCOAL LIGHTER
uSH
ivirTE HOMINY tyRy
or
BISCUIT
NO

roll

SARA LEE

-

14-eoz. cans

1'

/1-01. cans

•CHOICE MEATS•

STEAK
!STEAK
'ARON
WIENERS
)4TH KEYS
14 MARGARINE

490

lb.

6901-

Tender - Boneless

590

SPRAY

Krey
- Mello Sliced

PRODUCE

LOW PRICES

590

A

COURTEOUS
SERVICE

390 AJAX
39 PUFFTissue
290 FAB

Armour - All Meat
12-oz.

200 ct.

Facial

Detergent

Yellow Solid

*

VAPEFRUIT Fla.seem-.3 Fon 17°._
FRESH CABBAfiE Firm
tirb
RED POTATOES No. 1 _ 20 lbs. 69°
RADISHES Frew, 214,d _ _
lb. bag 2 FoR 19°
Head —

6-0z. pkg.5°

890

FANTASTIC
CLEANER

lb.

Armour Grade"A"
12 to 20 lb. avg

*

HIGH Qi.10-41. ITY

2 Lbs.

giant
size

FRENCH DRESSING KRArr
GRAPEFRUIT UICE

MOON

KIST

•FROZEN FOODS SI

Frosty rces
oz. P
STRAWBERRIES
Frosty Seas - 8-os. pkg.
FISH STICKS
Frosty Acres - 10-os. pkg.
GREEN PEAS
Morton - Peach and Apple - 20-crg.
FRUIT PIES
Frosty Arces - 10-os. pkg.
CUT CORN _ _

3 /190
.
690
4MNI, OEM.

FROSTY

29*
3 for '1
2 for 39*
3 for 89'
_ _ _ 2 for 39.

25e
3tr$1

ACRES

MIXED
VEGETABLES

YOUR DOLLAR

18-oa.

2 F°R 390

BUYS MORE

AT PARKERS

COFFEE

Instant Folger's
—10-oz. jar

s Tilled
Patterns

4'. '499

lb.

Kentucky Lake

POPCORN

U.S. ChcAge
T-BONE

No. 2/
1
2

OW Ilse
•81
NI Edge

39
0

Lean, Tender

U.S. choke
SIRLOIN

PE3ACHES

1LT3

cans
for

PORK ROAST
PORK STEAK
CATFISH
PORK CUTLETS
L Fi
l

POPS-RITE - IN OIL

Stokely Yellow Cling

sagas..

75ENGI
2•5°
3 cans 29
4g0
16-oz.

— — —

t11.22

49

13-oz.

BALLARD

Fresh Texas

Sell

• CHOICE MEATS•

'61
7E0
VIETTI 014'i

For a new look in rutabagas,
halve, pare, and slice them into
half-moon wedges; then cut each
into three even-sized triangles
For a new flavor of rutabaga
add sugar to the cooking water:
about I teaspoon to 4 servings.

ew Spring
ev & (`-.1,
)rs
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Commonwealth of Elves. Fauna
and Fairies" Sir Walter Scott
was also
to believe in them
and held
at Kirk did not die
in 1691 as is tombstone showed, but swooned on a fairy hill
and was abducted.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
creator of the Sherlock Holme
s
mysteries, compiled evidence
that elves and hobgoblins inhabit the earth. And in 1921,
says the company, the "Strand"
magazine
published "photoThe wild goose has about
tographs" of the winged figures
12,000 muscles. About 10,000 of
no larger than butterflies.
them control the action of
its
Tales of elf and goblin riches
feathers.
also have become legend. It's
saiet in Ireland that the morta
l
who catches s,leprechaun
has
his fortune niaBe
In Africa, elves wear combs
In their hair that bring wealth
to the men who can catch
them. However, mischievous
elves often try to trick their
captors The gold and treasure
these mortals receive turns
into dead leaves and rubbis
h
at daylight.

•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

11111

a Presbyterian minister, wrote
his observations of ''The Secret

sr

—

WE CHOP PRICES FOR WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

NEW YORK (DM) The
spirit of Halloween is centuries
How anxious I am for spring old but the efforts to prove
to arrive so I can get outdoors! existence of the "little people"
I could not resist planting some :ome right up to the 20th century.
petunia seeds indoors, Just hopIn England and Scotland, it
ing winter is over.
is still believed that the hobMr. and Mrs. Guy Lovins, now goblin (gobli
n of the hob
out of the grocery business, took hearth) lives in the house or
a long intended trip to Sikeston, sweeps the floor, scours and
the
Mo., recently. They really bad pots and tidies the kitchen.
the red carpet of hospitality roll- But if his supper is not left for
/bed out for them by friends who him on Halloween, he will
• have summer cottages here near scatter the ashes all over and
the grocery, the Lester Poes, upset the cooking.
In
Scandinavia, common
Suckmans, and others.
Cur lake has brought many tine tradition has it that if the
elves haven't been allowed to
people to the communities. Mrs.
take grain and milk, they'll exCurtis Cook of Cypress Creek is chang
e an elf baby for a human example. To know her is to an one
like her. We know we ar e missing
The story goes that .a- farm
much by not knowing more of the couple who refused suppli
es to
newcomers. We hope to visit the the tiny spirits woke one dawn
•Mayftelds and others at Keniana to a great outburst of noise in
the barn They rushed there to
Resort this summer.
We called at the Rest Homes discover a changeling in the
for the aged more than at the cradle. The farmer's wife found
vacation places, and such visits the elfin child so unmanageable
always make us sad. It's so pits- and disagreeable, that-she popped him into the oven.
ful to bear the aged always WantWhereupon the elf mother
ing to go home. February 12 at appeared,
restor
the death of Mrs. Minnie Tucker, child and snatc ed the human
hed up her own
only one of the twelve own broth- saying, "I have
Cared for
ers and sisters of a Lovins ram- babe better than you haveYour
for
Qpily now is left. She is Mrs. Harry mine."
Utterback, Murray. But of the
These and other legends of
twelve, nine lived to be past 80 the elves and goblins of Halloween
come from the Crayola
years old. Mrs. Mattie Owings
died at 82, Mrs. Emma Nance 83, people, whose crayons help
Will Lovins at 87, Lee at 92,Tony make some of the modern
at 92, To(rs. Lula Miller at 94, "scare" costumes children create.
Edward 98, Mrs. Minnie Tucker
The
88, and now Mrs. Utterback at83 legend company, looking into
, _ says. lhat_.1n.this..1,7th
still
Century, the Rev Robert Kirk.
All

kespritee-usvirb011ed.
Seer UVIS wore filled with

$141.22

TIMES

-Or Are They?

By Estelle Spiceland
February 13, 1969

41,

&

$1.29

FOOD STORE

Kraft

L22

SNOWDRIFT
MIRACLE
Qt WHIP 490
CORN

Pride of Illinois
Cream Style

S1 LIE
I Sole

ner Ste
Arch
pr Upper
LLIC:HOwl

NO NSW OHM AT
Here is New York's noted
German rwitaurant. Luchow's. sold to the Longchamps chain.
The new ON11111111 say they will keep the "gemutlichkeit."- an atmosphere of goOd cheer and frivolity The establishment was founded 87 years ago by August Luehow, a German emigrant. on 14th Street
•

Vegetable Shortening
3-1b. can

2

No.303

590
350

pARKERs FOOD MARKET
cans

a

,

•

,

-
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at

LADIES'
ALL PURPOSE

/ SHIRTS

COAT
22

VI

Reg.
12.44

92c

Swinger and dig& type bill.
Weis. 6 Styles is theses frees.
2.00 yeltres

ELECTRIC
CAN OPENER
422

Rain or shine the,, 65% Dacr
on
•35% Cotton Permanent Press
coots
are the answer to Spring weat
her.
We have thi—Ciree most want
ed
styles: Balmacoan, Benno and
Boys
Coats in the favorite colors
Navy,
Powder, Maize, Brie and Peacock

25%-40%-50%
OFF

922

1S9.7.98
An electric can opener that's a
reel value. The price has been
chopped down to the lowest

BOY'S
TRADITIONAL
1

92c

BILLFOLDS

• to 19.89

WESTERN

DENIM
JEANS

II

Rog. 10.99

Pole, table, tree and
swag lamps. All styles
not in all stores. Look for
the special tag.

WSW.

IVY SLACKS

MANY GREAT
TO TELL
THE TRUTH
VALUES
Prices GoodThurs., Fri.,
Sat.
Quantity
Limited

Center Pieces

12
Perma Press 65% Combed Cotton
and 35% Polyester. Sizes .28/38
Colors: Navy, Dark Olive, Whiskey.

45 RPM

6-PIECE
OFT SIDE

GOLDEN HIT

2?2

RECORD

With belt loops and square
p I y. 50% Dacron 50%
Combed Cotton cuffed.
Color: Burnished Gold. In
Reg., Slim and Husky. Sze,
6/12 and Preps 25/30.
Block buster special.

LUGGAGE

100s to choose from

3, 82c

16" to

22-i

3640 Print Thermal Crib
Wanness
Itt ansored
patterns and colors.
vol.., to 299 and 399

SCHICK DOUBLE
EDGE STAINLESS

Pkg.
4.10

Rag. $1.59

82

tñb Bkithet

172

for

BLADES

THERMAL

384's
For The
Low, Low
Price of

Florals, Stripes
and Solids
CLEANSER

Reg.
$1.98

CLEANSER

MIRACLE
WHITE
10 TRANSISTOR

Rag. 5.95

-oreansterne:090.....

•

1'

,

Ceases wislto be/terry, ear
p It•is ir end carrying
sem. It Is highly tenet
Sy* wilt wide rang.
AM orsoirders.

SUPER
CLEANER
Quart
Size

(3

lab

,00-IfoOoo
ro-o-

;+01,-

'',"or•o•
o " •

'
FACIE TEVErillet

TM LEDGER A

PUEBLO.• •
(Caseeismed Front Fees 011)

TIMES —

Superlatives Letter To Editor Planning
le.sallolood Prow Poo Ono)
at
Commission
Murray High
a Has Hearing

came prisoners of war. It
for.
bids any form of collaboration
with the enemy and requires a
servicemen to tell his captors
only his name, rank, Nereid
A number and dote ef kith.
4. Harris said he receiv
ed no
more instructions after he left
00S, even when he wee assigned to the Pueblo, an electronic espionage veasel. His testimony paralleled that of
U.
Edward R. Murphy Jr.. the
Paw
We's second in command, and
Lt. .i.g. Frederick C. Schuma
cher, the operations officer.
Agreed To Men
All three said that after violent beatings by the Koreans
they agreed to sign "confessions" the Pueblo entered Xorean waters and engaged in
espionage.
The only variation to their
stories involved the length of
time they held out.
Harris and Schumacher agreed that:
W —News conferences at
which
Pueblo men appeared during
their ceptivity were
Waged,
with the men who took part
Miss Debbie Steele
. . . Meat Depowdabie
memorising their answers to
advance.
—They got good meals with
beer and wine on Korean holidays, but Korean propaganda
represented these as everyday
events. Actually, the food generally was dirty and the men
often contracted dysentery.
—They contradicted Murphy's
testimony the Koreans gave
Pueblo prisoners no medica
l
attention. Harris and Schwas
• cher said major Illnesses were
treated by a Korean doctor.

-

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Home Nursing On
Channel 21 ETV
Is Set For Monday

WEDNESDAY—FEBRUARY 19, 1989

Hendricks Rites
Scheduled Thursday

Hospital Report

&PW Club Plans
Dinner On Thursday

Census — Adults .... Ill
Bost* distributed to each of
its present a copy of a ResolutThe funeral for Orville Hend- Census — Nursery ...
The Business and ProfessionHome nursing by television ricks of
ion be proposed to present foe
Hazel will be held Ashisis
is in view for channel 21
sions, Febnowy 17, 111111 al Women's Club wilt hold its
action at the neat meeting
ETV Thursday at two p.m. at the
Mrs. Debris Lee and baby monthly dinner meeting at the
audience at T p.m. on Februa
the Calloway County Board.
ry Hazel Baptist
when the station telecasts B. R. Winche Church with Rev. boy, Route 1, Benton; Mrs. Cla- Murray Woman's Club House on
Mr. Parish indicated his keen
ster and Rev. IL ra Paschal
the first film of a new Ameri- M.
l, Route 4, Murray; Thursday, February 20, at 6:30
Interest in the problems a t
William E. Dodson withdrew
Hampton officiating.
Miss Sharon Elicit*, Dexter
can
Red
Cross
hand and urged us to careful- his application for approval
motion picture
Burial will be in the Hazel
;
Mrs. Sadie Nell Jones, chain.
Mrs. Mary HendricIts, Route 2,
ly consider the resolution; to preliminary plans for a pro- series.
Cemetery with the arrangeman, Miss Ruth Lassiter, and
Hanel;
Mrs.
Entitle
d
Molloy
"The Home Nursing ments by the Miller
Collins
show it to our neighbors; and posed four unit apartment
,
602
Funeral
to encourage all interested cit- building at North 17th Street Story", the series of ten films, Home of Hazel where friend Poplar, Murray; Orville Hend- Mrs. Ethel Ward, members of
s ricks, Route 2, Hazel;
Earl Ly- the world affairs committee,
izens to make known their re- and Dodson Street after dis- each 30 minutes in length, will may call.
ons, 212 Erwin, Murray; Mrs. will be in charge of the proactions to the members of the approval was registered at the be shown in conjunction with
Hendricks, age 64, died MonMelville Vied, Route 1, Almo;
County Hoard.
public hearing held by t he practice sessions under the dir- day at the Murray-Calloway
The president, Mrs. Odelle
Mrs. Ople Turbyfill, Route 1,
ection
of
a
Red
-Cross
County
trained
Hospital.
It is my feeling that this wort Murray Planning Commiasioa home
Hazel; Miss Trace Walker, Rt. Vance, urges all members uo
nursin
g
instruc
tor.
The deceased is survived by
of beginning ought to be wide- on Tuesday evening at the CIO
4, Murray; Mrs. Betty Housden, attend.
"For maximum training be- his wife,
ly read and considered by all Hall.
Mrs. Mary Hendricks; 1711
Farmer, Murray; Willie
Dr.
Thomas
the citizens of the town and
Hoganeamp, nefits from these films," Mrs. two sons, William Melton and Collins. 225
North 2nd Street,
NOW YOU KNOW
county, because time is wast- chairman of the commisideo, Lorraine Hayes Red Cross Home Ralph Melton; three sisters,
Murray; Mrs. Florene McCuising. our children ere growing, said the property owners in the Nursing Instructor for Callo- Mrs. Gladys Raspberry, Mrs. ton. Pine
Bluff
Shores, New by United Press International
interest is rising, and building area mid they disapproved of way County Red Cross Chapter, Mignon Morgan, and Mrs. Chris- Concord;
William Pittman, Rt
The word carnival derives
COALS are up by the hour. There- the four unit complex, but Mid, "Home television view- tine Ashton; one brother, Wil- 1, Murray.
from a Latin expression meanfore, I am imposing upon your would have no objections of a ers are encouraged to attend liam Hendricks.
ing "farewell to flesh" — a
kindness to enclose my copy two unit building.
weekly workshop sessions in
Dismissals
Jackie Burkeen, local build- which they will practice
reference to the Lenten fast
of the resolution with the hope
The
prirr of a loci4h• iti
home
Mrs Diane Robertson, Route
which
follows the
that you will publish it in its ing contractor, presented his nursing..techniques under the
annual
2, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Jackie
ofikt
aiuoird
preliminary plat of his proper- guidane! of a Red CrosshO
Shrove Tuesday fete, best
entirety. To wit:
Soo
rgraMalvin
,
Route
2,
Murray
\ot
iona
;
Miss known in the United States
i
RESOLUTION OF BOARD OF ty on South 4th Street, the for- ed instructor", She will'be
as
Cheryl Hill, Coldwater Road.
Ceoprapliio
EDUCATION OF CALLOWAY mer location of die Sykes Bro- sisted by professional resourc
Murray; Master Charles Dun "Mardi Gras."
thers Sawmill.
es in the community.
COUNTY, KENTUCKY
an at the library by telephon- can. Route 1, Farmington;
John
Burkeen has requested that
The practice sessions, Mar- ing 753-22138. or
the members of
Mrs. Jean Sinclair, Sonny Parkhill, Now
a
part
of
garet
the
proper
the Calloway County Board of
ty be reTrevattran local librarian. Blankenship at the Red Cross Concord; Ignati
us Mattingly, A new drying stand folds flat
Education are elected to pro- zoned from Residential 2 to said, will be conducted at 7:00 office 753-1421.
401 North 12th Street, Murray; for storage and can fit into the
Busine
ss
2. The front part of pan. beginning Thursday,
vide the best possible educatsmallest apartment bath. The
Red Cross home nursing cer- Buford Brown, Box 491,
FebMurional program for High School the property is already in the ruary 27, at the Murray Callo- tificates will be issued
ray; Emmett Washburn, 408 dryer stand is designed for use
to
viewanywhere in the home. It is
and Grade students they serve, Business 2 zone and he requests way County Public Library. ers who have attended
practice North 4th Street, Murray; Gar
that the portion behind be also Persons interested in
and
attending sessions and who have been re- Cope, Route 1, Benton; Orville made of a sturdy square steel
frame and stands on scratch"Whereas, it is the duty of zoned in that same category. these sessions may make ar- commended for certifi
cation by Hendricks, (Expired), Route 2. proof plastic feet
A public hearing on Bur- rangements with Mrs.
Which help
this Board to. do all in its powHazel.
Trevath- the instructor.
grip a floor or bathtub firmly.
er to improve the educational keen's application will be held
program in this county, and to et the next regular meeting of
be aware of all opportunities the Planning Commission to be
that may afford improvement held Tuesday, March 18, at the
in facilities for all students of City Hall.
At the meeting last night a
the county, both in the county
and in the Murray Independent hearing was held on the Couptry Club Estates owned by Jack
School District, and.
-W hereas,
A
vocational Blackwell. These are on the
school is sorely needed for both Oaks Country Club Road. The
students of the county and Zoning commission acts on subcity; an early need for addit- divisions which extend three
ional High School facilities for miles outside the city limits.
the City in particular and the There was no objection voiced
county before long; an urgent by the public on the estates.
The funeral for Bonnie Newt
Dr. Hogancamp said the Comand present need for an imAdams was held today et two
proved elementary facility in mission is presently „reviewing
p.m. at the chapel of the RobOwn ICssight
he ourity school system, and and studying a revision of the
erts Funeral Horne, Mayfield,
subdivision regulations. This
• • • Mot ponsoilofole
and
with Bro. Paul Poyner officiat"Whereas, Results of a sur- will be on the agenda for seving. Burial was in the Bergen
vey made 'under- the auspices eral meetings, he said.
Cemetery.
Yandall Wrather and Bob
of the State Department o f
• Adams, age 78, died Monda
y
Education bring recommendat- Billington were sworn in by
at the Fuller-Morgan Hospital,
ions for the merging of two Mayor Holmes Ellis as new
Mayfield.
systems, the construction o f members of the Planning ComSurvivors include his wife,
elementary schools, and im- mission. Dave Willis, whose
Mrs. Ida M. Adams; two daughDr. J. E. Choate, graduate of provement of certain high three years term on the comters, Mrs. Gaylord Brewer and
mission had expired, was reMrs. Linda Thomas; six sons, Murray Slate University and school needs,
NOW THEREFORE BE IT elected to the commission. a former resident of Wingo,
Clayton of Colchester,
Officers of the Planning Comwill conduct the Gospel Advo- RESOLVED BY THE BOARD
rord, Andy Biebard.
EDUCATION OF THE mission were elected last night.
and Lynn Adams; two Miter% cate Bible leas Tour for
The 21-dry tour will include COUNTY OF CALLOWAY AS Dr. Hogancamp was reelected
Mrs. Gernie Bissell and Mrs.
BUSH'S
chairman, Robert Moyer as
*Lexie Lamb; brother, Harley Italy, Greece, Egypt, Transjor- FOLLOWS:
vice-c
hairma
dan.
n,
Israel,
and
Syria
Bob
and
Lebanon
BillingAdams, 20 grandchildren; eight
1. That this Board go on re- ton as secreta
and will leave New York June
ry. Other memgreat grandchildren.
3 for Cairo. Egypt. Return will cord in pledging patronage andIben of the board are Wrather.
student support to the Murray Harold
Hurt, Willis, Mayor Elbe from Rome, Italy, June 24.
Independent District Board in lis, City
Engineer I. H. Key, and
Dr. Choate is professor of
,
WELCH'S
their
applica
tion
for
the
author
City
philosophy at David Lipscomb
Councilman
Leonard
ity
to
constr
uct
and
operat
e
a
Vaughn.
College, Nashville, Tenn., and
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL.
an evangelist serving churches
2. That this Board go on reFederal State Market News of Christ. He is widely
known curd
as willing to join the MurService, Wed., Feb. 19, 1989 throughout Kentucky
as a Chrisray City Board of Education Is
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog tian educator and author
. His a mutual
ARMOUR'S
*Market Report Includes 10 Buy- Latest book, publis
request to the Calhed by Garing Stations.
in.' Advocate Co., Nashville, is loway County Fiscal Court to
impose a 3% utility tax for
Receipts 1430 Head, Barrows "Roil, Jordan, Roll:
Boxes
A Biogra(Continued From Page One)
the school year of 1969-70.
and Gilts Steady. Sows Steady. phy of Marshall Keeble
."
3. That this Calloway County tracts for the four parkways
US 2-3 190-240 lbs $20.00-20.50; The tour director is includ
ed Board
of Education take imUS 2-4 200-240 lbs $19.50-20.00; in the latest edition
However. Nunn said any leof the
mediate steps to do all that is gal flaws in the contract
US 2,4 230-280 lbs 319.00-1920; "Dictionary of Interna
could
tional
necessary to fund and construct be corrected later.
US 3-4 250-280 lbs $18.25-19.00; Biography," and other
refer- the
SOWS:
type
of
elementary facilBreckinridge
ence books listing educators
also
recomities for the county as recom- mended against the sale
US 1-2 270-330 lbs 316.7517-25: authors and scholars.
B
H
ush
'smi
o
today
;
n
3 can
He has
mende
US 1-3 300-400 lbs $15.75-16.75; the M.A. degree from Peabo
d by the State Survey because of current high interdy
and necessary /sr mer child- est rates, predicting
•US 2-3 400-800 lbs $14.00-15.30 College arid
a IV in
both Use B.D. and
txtess of 6 per cent.
PhD. degrees trait:Vanderbilt ren.
4. That the Calloway County
The bonds were sold on the
University.
Board do all that is necessary negotiated bid of a
BUSH'S
national in.
Tpree previous trips abroad
have taken him to Ireland. Scot- to fund and provide additional vestment syndicate headed by
High
School
faciliti
es
recomDillon Read & Co. and Blyth &
land. England. France, PortuSWEATERS
gal, Spain. Germany, Polanfi, mended in the survey with a Co.
view
to
immedi
ate and near
The rate was the highest in
Russia, Humpy, Austria sad
future needs of Calloway High recent state history
N.:rth Africa.
.
RUNT'S
School
studen
ts; and with a
SLACKS
State finance officials pointed
view to possibilities of a mer- out, howeve
r,
that
the syndi
I
4::: $
TROUSERS
SB
iS
EH
d POTATOES
ger with the school system of cate's discount
rate — 2.3 per
Murray Independent District cent — WAS the
Round Trip
lowest of all
as soon as is feasible and prac- toll road
For Hitchhiker
bond discounts since
CLEARBROOK,
England tical.
1981.
h That the Calloway County
(UPI) — Howe Watts., a DartThe discount, totaling $201
moor prison officer, was on his Board of Education invites and million, goes to the fiscal agway to work when he stopped urges any and all possible for- ents and bond salesmen to comto pick up a hitchhiker on the ums for discussion of the edu- pensate them for the risk of
cHoc.tiff
cation problems of Murray and buying the
PIE
road.
entire issue and
Callow
ay
County
, and stands selling costs.
The hitchhiker turned out to
be Thomas Lee, 41, who had ready and willing to participate
National and local bond atat
all
times in any constructive torneys also are
Ac ross from Post Office escaped from a prisoiLuusek sang
paid from the
approa
ch that may be made
KEAFF IS-ox. Glass
the day before. Watta_droye Lee
discount figure.
interested citizens of the tows
back to jail.
Franklin Hays. of Louisville.
and county."
was the local bond attorney fo,
It is my belief that we must the issue. Citizens Fidelity
whip this school problem if our Bank and Truet Co., Louisville.
was named trustee for bond istown and county is to contin
ue sue funds.
to grow and our own childr
en
Breckinridge objected to the
have a decent break for
an "percentage of costs" method
education. Thank you.
of setting fees for consulting
engineers for the four parkway
Sincerely,
projects.
LIQUID1AIN
Reg. Sizse
Richard P. Nesbitt
"A comparison of the costs
under the fixed fee method used in some earlier projects and
the percentage-of-costs method
results in exorbitantly higher
Reg. She
fees." Breckinridge stated.
•
iCeetietred Peeve Page Owe)
Nunn responded that the con
tracts have been public since
to head them. We should not last fall and that-the attoriwy
be however because leadership general should have raised his
is at a high level here ui Muro objection at that time.
ray and Calloway County.

for

"Whereas,

4

1 S ANN&

•Bonnie N.
Adams
Funeral Is Today

WASHINGTON -

M,A KE

-

BIRTHDAY SALE

.1

Dr. J. E. Choate
To Conduct Tour

Bair
Toddy.%

.,

SPECIALS — $1.00 •,„..
, ,,. ...

191111;,or

Pie Cherries

. ..

Market Report

po MILLION IN...

Chocolate Cherries 2 11.xes$1.

Jell-o

10

Vienna Saus,
ae s-•.- can. 47-nr" $1
'171Si
.
1--::'
:- 5 11
DogFood
.
irrzsi
Green Beans
3

si

10rmf:$1

ERNIAL

lianiet

-wrs.. It-.
Corn Flakes

SPECIAL!!
SKIRTS anj

72

Nomad Crib Mankato
pattarns and cedars.
I and 399,

I

$1.2

9
Pleats - 41141 Extra
FOUR SEASONS
CLEANERS

3'',.::'$1 TOMATOES

SHELLS

oy

3/$1

312a $1
,..... 2-lb. b.
4
' FRENCH FRIED POTATOES391 2Z,.." sl 2'eft.weAk.)
•
SUNSHINE airrisa or
PE-r-lurz
3 F°.$1 COOKIES
4 boxes$1
*

-

GRAPE JELLY _ _ 3'pi $1 ....
Picnic Hams

GEORGE WASHINGTON

CLEAN SWEEP SALE

All Winter and Holiday Merchandise
DRASTICALLY REDUCED

SEEN & HEARD ...

OXYDOL---

Sale Begins Thursday at 9:00 a.m.
Biggest Sale of the Year,
Don't Miss This Onel

•

at the

Mademoisell
So, 4th Street
49.4,

ow.rolo*".'

MEATS

*

PRODUCE

TOMATOES

Mrs. Levi's Dick calls to say
awe The Kentuckian will be
down oa ABC tonight. Burt
stars in this movie,
which was taken from the book
"Gabriel Horn" The book was
written by -Felix liolt. brother
of. Mrs. Dick.
•

learorter

IRESSYTIRIAN NUT
The Cumberland Presbyterian Women of the North PleaSan t Grove Church will meet
Thursday. February. 20, at one
p.m at the home of Mrs. Johnny Hill& This meeting was postponet last week.
o.

TURNIPS
GRAPEFRUIT

lb. 35'

3 Fc."'1 Rib Steak

at 89c

3 F°F,$1 Chicken Breast

N. 59'

*

6 PAM 390
IF Pork Chops
5-lb. 49#

TA-7.
OB-R"0
E COOKIES -

ti

......, .7.

lb. 39'

bag

huck Roast'
c„:::
s

PILL 39C

Slab Bacon__ tu=1)-

'C.49'
49'

•I

-

•

--4111111MINInpailw
•

5-

PAOR POURTRIN
LEDGER
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He Keeps Track
Planner Boosts Down
to Earth
Educational Park

▪ XIIIPL/1

111111_11 &X. LINTU IT

$35 Painting
May Be Van Dyke

ST LOUIS 4UPI) — Edward
H Torbeck, a retired barber, is
LEV/ISBURG, Teak UPI.A
a gardener at heart He has
STANFORD, Calif UPfl — It will disappear,
Lewisbur
g art and aktiqns dealthe
teacher turned his blooming plants into
An eskIeStintial park container Wrested $35 In a painting
will fill a different niche, and a day-to-day calendar.
ing proddredergarten through
four years ago. His profit on the
The 67-year-old Torbeck has
Anise college classes in one the student will receive mast
painting, if he decides to sell,
location could
end
ghetto of Isis information from a com- manicured a portion of his
could be $250,000.
schools and smaller suburban puter." said the school planner. lawn for his permanent calenCowan Caughren, who makes
school systems, a school planNova High School at Port dar. arranging more than 1.700
a practice of trying to find barnerMfgekves
Lauderdale. Fla has developed plants in •display which forms
gain itetns, may have the find
Robert CI Limn of the school the nation's first educational a gentle slope on his front
of a lifetime in the painting
planning laboratory at Stan- park Similar parks are plan- lawn.
For example, on the perimwhich be purchased while lookford University predicts great ned for urban centers of pittsurban centers in the United burgh. Philadelphia. Chicago. eter of the arc are the abbreviing over a boatload of furniture
Staten may turn to the educe- Cleveland, Los Angeles arid ated days of the week, shown in
and art items brought to this
yellow alternantheras
Th e
none] park before 1970 due to Quebec Province. Canada
country by C. B. Arnett of Murrising school population and
Smaller cities such LS East months and year 1967 are
freesboro.
diminishing tax revenues
Orange, NJ. and Mt. Vernon. fashioned with living blue san- CONG FLUSHER
Holding a
Gus Baker, Nashville art exWriting in the California N.Y., also are planning similar tonna& and the date in red flashlight and pistol, an
pert and teacher, says the paintalternantheras
Teachers Association Journal. parks.
American -tunnel rat" eming of a bearded gentleman is
Torbeck swaps the plants
Lamp said such a centralized A Ant
erges fri..m hole leading to a genuine
Van Dyke,
around daily to change the day
educational campus could take
an underground cache of
COLUMBUS Miss UPI) — of the month
The painting has survived a
one of many forms.
Viet
Cong
weapons
and
Mississip
docu- rinsing with a garden hose and
pi State College for
Torbeck has a hobby-size
"It can either be located in
ments during an operation 20 a colvie
of nights sitting out
the blighted heart of a big city Women, founded here in 18845 greenhouse, and said he spends
miles
southeast of Chu La! side in the weather.
or on its outskirts It may as the Industrial Institute and anywhere between two to 17
This came
in South Vietnam.
either be high-rise or ranch- College, was the first state- hours a day with his gardening.
about atter Caughreo discoversupported college in the nation
type sprawl." he said.
ed the painting was on wood
"But its main .purpose is to set up exclusively for women.
and not a paper copy. He rinsgather all educational opera- It was later designated by the Wasted
ed it to get off some of the
Paintings Stolen
nickname. MSCW.
tions from
pre-kindergarten
MADISON. Wisc. 'UPI) —
grime.
through high school and junior
There's too much emphasis
Caughren, who loves art, says
Iron-on tape can be used to
college in one spot, while a
placed on time in education.
LONDON UPI - Thievessmash- he could be persuaded to sell. He
serving as a community library. achieve a professional looking a University of Wisconsin edued through a rear SWIM of a Is waiting for a bir price.
art gallery. recreation area and hem. Test the tape on a scrap cator believes.
of fabric before applying to the
Portsmou
th Mumma Mashy and
activity center."
"Schools and prisons are
garment to be sure the adheLamp said the Dark "looms
both based on time on the as- stole palidlags wined at $240,large as a means of abolishing sive doesn't come through tc sumption that something good 000 includbg RimahriUadt's"Nrghetto schools through collec- the right side or show an un- will happen if you stay in them trait of an Old Yu%OW Mative integration and may spell sightly ridge.
long enough," says Dr. John ck."
the end of smaller school sysOuy Powlkes, director of the
law
suit
A
filed
1839
in
gave
tems in suburban America."
Wisconsin Improvement ProMississippi the lead in the
Education will have to abangram 4WIP). Fowles told a
English-speaking
world
in meeting
don its traditional concepts to
of teachers and adcope with the new technolog- legislation protecting the prop- ministrators t ha t students
To Cement Relations?
rights
erty
married
of
women.
ical age and keep "a school
should be allowed to Progress
The suit was that of Barry
BOURBON; %lo. (UN) - A
open from 7 a in. to midnight
at their I own learning rates.
with subjects of interest pi Allen, a Chickasaw. and wife of Some children are ready
cement
compam plant sign in By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER
for
John L._ Allen. concerning her
UPI Financial Editor
ages 3 to 93." he adde(
school by the time they are town reads: "Rourix
m Ready
"The textbooks as we know rights to title to a slave under three, he said.
NEW
YORK (UPI) — The
Indian law She won.
first woman elected vice president of a trust company inYork believes more women
should get into the business of
high finance but she doubts
that they will.
"Men make money, but women want to keep it," says Alice
Jones, vice president of Fiduciary Trust Co, an institution
which specializes in investment
management for persons with
more than 8200.000 to invest.
For this reason. Mrs. Jones
has more men as clients than
women. The women who use
her services seem to be oblivious of her sex.
"Only two women asked use
to handle their Investments
purely because I am a woman,"
Mrs. Jones said
Mrs. Jones had a brief encounter with Investment counseling after being graduated
from Bryn Mawr College in
1928 She settled down in this
rofession in 1933 when she
joined Fiduciary Trust. In 1949
she was elected vice president
and today Is responsible for
more than $150 million of investment accounts
She feels that since she has
become successful in investment accounting, more women
should try their skills in this
field
It is not an easy job, Mrs.
Jones said, because each investment account she handles
- algtpoint
Les-Care Kitchen,
A HAPPY HOMMAILIM gives a flick of the millat and
runs into six figures.
DINETTE BENCHES are geared for storage.
Bases are
cubes pop right out of a new easy-release tray that has
"The investor generally has
a
cabinets to hold centerpieces and occasionally-used
utensils
special non-stick surface It's featured in a new refrigerator
no understanding of how a busiSmall unit above the table stows salt, pepper, sugar
-bowl
ness works." she said. "His
business background is lacking.
You hate to take this into account when you want to invest
for them"
Her
responsibilities
cover
agency accounts, trusts, charitBy JOAN CYSIKUVAN
able
foundati
ons,
estates and
MODEL kitchen--eise nee
ment-house beige cabinets are
—little gangs I'd like to have
corporates a blackboard for other matters.
my kitchen - definitely o-u-t. Decoratively
in my own kitchen, such as:
memos
Even
and
a
bulletin
though
Mrs. Jones is
board
Mu built - in conveniesee but 1st- are cabinets in wonderful
• A dinette set with bench- for recipes and store lists.
concerned
with
comparably
buillt-in glamour It le actually
wood finishes that have
es, the bases of which are
wealthy
investors
, she is aware
• A butcher block table
a thing of beauty that all but
warmth and charm and make storage
cabinets
roomy
enough
of
the
problems
which conthat triples as a work counmakes pot-walloping a joy.
the kitchen look more like a
to hold holiday dinnerware. ter,
front persons wit h lesser
but, then, who wallops pots In
desk and dining table
room than like a food lab.
centerpie
ces
and
other
seldom.
means
such a wondrous setting'
• But, all things consid•Paint, except for trim, is
used but treasured accessories
She does not believe there Is
ered, the single item I most
That's what streamlined dishpretty well passe. Instead, The dinette table to
the
set
is
yearn to possess was featured such a thing as complete prowashers are for.
walls are covered with colorful
cantilevered and can be easily
in a new refrigs -ator. It is an tection in the financial market.
A recent viset.to the Kitchvinyl - coated papers, tiles Of
raised for access to the under- honest
"Not In any market, savings
en Showcase '09 show, winch
- to - goodness easy - repanelling
neath bench cabinets
lease ice tray; that eliminates bank or stock market," she
the AltblifiCin Institute of
Floors look fabulous, too,
• A email. handsome _spice
the need to run hot water over said
Kitchen D.alrs staged at for carpets the
storage cabinet to mount on
easy -care
When asked what she thought
cubes, virtually melting them
New York's Coliseum, left me
kind that taiga plenty of wear
a wall or under a cabinet knd
were the most serious mistakes
away, to loosen them.
colorfully depressed: green
and tear) are an exciting new
over a counter
with envy and blue about what trend
With this tray, all it takes an average Investor makes, she
419 A doulAg oven with, for
is a flick of the wrist and replied: "To listen to tips from
my kitchen lacks—it's decor'
Like
women, I was once, a panel that puts aide
cubes are released instantly' the hairdresser or the elevator
•Hospital white and apart- impressed
little things
space to work The panel inModern design is great'
She also was asked what she
considered the most attractive
form of It-rig -term Investment.
"That's
easy, corn m on
stocks," Mrs Jones replied
As an investment counselor.
Mrs. Jones must Judge companies and their performance
before putting
her clients'
money into them
"The most important quality
I seek in Judging a company is
management." she said
She considers new performance business as one of the
most significant developments
In the investment world
"By this, I mean developments of new companies you
never heard of before"
Mrs Jones has this advice
to the little Investor'
-Buy management through
a mutual fund

Money Matters
Speed Her Along
Success Road

•
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THEY'RE OFFICIAL--The White House isves these three "official** portraits of President
Nixon, with the one at left designated as ',preferred" The portraitist was Phillipe Halsman, and the photos were made in New York on the President's 50th birthday.
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%% IV SHOULD the exposed Mae of • double oven be waste
.F4,.ce. Here it's put to good use as• memo center Top halt'
.• bulletin board berttoeft half Is blackboard for reminders
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Muir Moiti.1
PLANK TREATMENT 6f cabinets
in red, white and black
kitchen is dPf OrAtIV, change
from flat, finishes Shingle
wallpaper is black and whit.
vinyl flooring red and White

WASHIN6TON UPI - The Senate has voted to spend $3.6 million to investigate various things.
oat of the money goes to pay
re then 450 employes listed
y Senate committees and sub.
ofnmittees as "investigative st-
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COOKED
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CHICKEN Food
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Drift
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Del Monte

. 20 oz. Bottle

29C
Tomato
Juice
Del Monte

46oz. can

290

Detergent
Get Extra
Free Glass

1

Del Monte

_
FCmoitcktail PgleaPil'
le
4/89C 3/$11.00 '
Aluminum _TUNA
FOIL
5/$1.00 3/990
Crape "JUICE
Jelly 1
31t1,10 690
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0303 Can

/3 Can

IGA

25'

,

Del Monte

Chunk Style
6 2 oz. can

Roll
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Tropicana
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2

ORANGE

Gol.
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Jar
18
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CHOCOLATE COVEREDi

FLORIDA

BUZ CHERRIES ORANGES
$1.21
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ERY
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.
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mem.
Fresh, Crisp

Investigate Various
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m. Steak
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Shortening
Snow
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Box
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A. 1

Bag

'Open 24 Hours Daily - - Closed Siinfiavg
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Quick Action
Shrimp Spread
Flavorful
NEW YORK I UPD
ImShrimp party spread can be
mediate action is the best when
made easily - if necessary,
there's a spill on carpeting.
Orange marmalade adds after your guests arrive Slice
Don't give the spot or stain
a chance to 'set' for the longer sweetness and flavor to or- I stick of butter and combine
you wait the more difficult the ange-lemon tea treat. Place 2 it with 1 tablespoon of anchovy
REAL ISTATI FOR SALO
probl
em, says one carpet ex- family size tea bags in a pre- paste, 1 tablespoon of lemon
ItIAL [STATE FOR SALR
juice. 1 garlic clove, chopped
AUCTION SALE
pert.
Clarence Sigler. Don't warmed 6-cup teapot. Pour
POR RENT
2 BEDROOMS:
POI *ALI
wait till the party's over, for over 5 cups of boiling water very fine, and 2 (4 Li-ounce
5-ROOM cottage, gas furnace, AUCT
ION SALE Thursday, Feb- 1967, 10' x
A TASTEFULLY redecorated 2- showe
instanee, but go get the damp- and stir in /
1 2 cup of orange cans of shrimp, drained. If but42' house trailer, CLEAN carpets with ease.
r, hardwood floors, on ruary
20, 10:00 a. M. at the electric beat
Blue ened
ter is hard, work the mixture
bedroom home located within blacktop,
$75.00 per mon- Lustre makes the job a
sponge or clean white marmalade. Cover and steep 5
lot 75' x 125'. Full Rid Simmo
breeze. cloth
In the early stages with a
ns farm, 5% miles th. Phone 753-62
1 block of the Southaide Shop- price $6,900
minute
s.
Remov
e
tea
bags,
31.
7-20-C Rent electric shamp
stir
immed
.00. $2,000 cash re- east of Hazel,
ooer $1. are that iately and chances in 2 tablespoons each of
pastry blender, then finish with
ping District. Situated on
2 miles southeast
lema
a quired.
Western Auto Store.
of Providence on state road. In
a wooden spoon, blending it inF-22-C !pot can be potential trouble on juice and sugar. Serve
large tree-covered lot.
5-ROOM block home on blackin
remov
ed easily and
IF YOU would like a nice quiet
to
3 BEDROOMS:
top, lot 50' x 75' not modern. case of bad weather, sale will place to live, you should see 12' z 60' EMBASSY Mobile permanently. This is particu- cups or mugs with garnish of richa smooth paste. This is a
spread and a little goes a
lemon
or
larly
orang
Home,
e
slices.
true
be
Saturd
Makes
held
17
of
Sale
ay,
olefin
March
Modal,
price $3,900.00, terms.
1. Will this three room furnished cotcarpets beA BETTER than average 3-bedlong way. Makes 1'-i cups, firm8
servin
gs.
cause
of
room,
sell
their
all
farmi
allng equipment, hand tage. Electric heat and air-co
resistance to
room brick almost completed 5-ROOM older type home on
ly packed
n- ing throug electric, birch panel- moisture. The spill
hout. Good condition.
remains on
in Keeneland Subdivision. Large 1 acre, 1 block off blacktop, tools lots of antiques. 1963 ditioning. Two blocks from Unithe
surfac
e.'
Phone
Jubile
Sigler
e Ford Tractor, plow, versity.
is director
Puryear 247-3949 after
rooms tiwoughout, formal din- shower, oil best. Sale price
Couple
preferred. 4:00
dlag,, cultivator. Ford mowing Shown by appoin
p.m. or 753-5348. TINC of marketing in Uniroyal's fiber
$5,000.00., terms.
ing area, attached garage.
tment. Phone
and
textile
divisi
on
A WELL {dinned 3-bedroom 5-ROOM frame in Benton, Ky., mirchine, new Ideal one-row 753-1589.
F-20-C CARPET colors looking dim?
IOUS Mari 00E1
ACROSS
3-Mountain
brick loested in the Robertson on lot 270' x 270'. Home not corn picker, seed sower, rotary
DUO =TB
Bring 'em back-give 'em vim. Relish Spread
(abtor )
hoe,
good
moder
rubber
n,
1-Gob
tire
has
wagon
well
,
and
cister
MCC= 0100 9f3
n
4-Seied
School district. Private patio.
THREE-BEDROOM house with Use Blue Lustre! Rent electri
Liverwurst relish spread is a
5-Blemosh
corn
c
drill.
1956
Full
Chevro
5-fresle
price
27,250
let
rt
ORG
pick.00,
terms.
Located on a choice corner lot.
9-Re
attach
shamp
sort
ed
blend
ooer
garage
of
.
$1.
pound ol liver6-Qurtters (slang)
13
Available imTidwell's Paint
DUO MOP
12-Preposdoon
ALSO IN the Robertson School 90' x 300' VACANT lot in Ben- up truck, new overball job. In mediately, $125.00 per
7-Prepos
ttoon
Store.
wurst,
Li
cup
of sweet pickle
OUR
month.
13-Evergreen tree
F-22•C
8-Spread for
district, a Colonial style 3-bed- ton, Ky. Sale price $2,800.00, teal good shape. Power saw, Phone 753-5870.
*Kish, 1 teaspoon of dry musUN CILMIIKEIR
14 Meadow
1-30-C 1968 MOBIL
dryong
hand tools, tin, electric saw,
room brick featuring an at terms.
E HOME, 10' x 40' tard and 14 cup each of finely 15-Delorium
MED MOU GEO
9-Slumber
tremens (abbr.)
Set up in trailer Court. Call
10-Hebrew letter
tractive entry hall, extra lam 85 ACRE FARM with modern grinder, vise, 2-wheel trailer,
753- chopped onion and 'mayon- 16-Frail
11-Cooled are
•
UOU 011M
hying room and dining area 6-room frame, full basement, pipe wrenches, log chains, pres- ONE-BEDROOM furnished a- 8112 after 5:00 p. in.
naise.
M-Eapw
e
Chill,
sprea
d on buttered
7-19-P
17.Babylonwn dedy
VII
sure
partme
spray,
nt.
electri
furnac
Phone 753-5579 or
c box and
e heat, good well and
20-Bone
;;,,) well pleaned kitchen, lots o.
bread
19-Prepositoon
to make sandwiches
IMMO 01610151 MUD
22-Die sweetsop
2I-Take one's part
F-24-C CARPET a fright
closet epee., carpeting, central stock barn. 12 miles from Mur- wires, roll of barbed wire and 489-2363.
t1!10 IHUgg 1330
2 cups.
24-Promontory
? Make them Makes about 15,
23-Poses tor
20 chickens. Antiques: dog
27-Landed
best mad air-conditioning, large ray. Sale Price $16,700.00.
09
a
portrart
FURN
beauti
ISHE
ful
D
sight
apart
ment
with
for
irons,
29-I
Blue
reland
2 side saddles, tables,
160 ACRES with modern 525-Science of
patio, &min link fence a
35-Rner on Arizona
Lustre
couple
.
58-Algo
31
Rent
or
nquoan
studen
Strobe
electri
ts.
Herber
c
Phone
t
shamp
hygienic
753Hoover's father was 32-Goves
ooer
room frame, plenty water, all chairs, jugs, dinner bell, iron
38-Cease
Indian
the back yard.
up
6229 or 753-8012.
conddlons
40-Death rattle
TIC $1. Big K.
1-22-C a village blacksmith in West 34-Antlered
60 Nahoor sheep
KEENELAND Subdivision of fenced, 12 miles from Murray ware, dressers, corn dialler,
26-Declares
43-Football team
-Pronou
61
anomal
n
-Branch, Iowa.
trunks, gocking chairs, lamps,
46 Long for
27 Admittance
fees a 3-bedroom brick with 2 Full Price 228,000.00.
62 Teutonoc dedy
36-A contment
48-Dens
radio.
Lots
UNIT
of
TWO
househ
ED
28-A
64-Brot
old
-ROW
items
FARM
bound
her
(abbr
TWO
of
)
Ford
AGEN
-BEDROOM furnished trailcorn drilL Call
CY,
baths and a completely equip5I-Note of scale
Won
37-Craeds
30-Back of neck
ped kitchen. Beautifully decor- Phone 753-5067, Walter E. Many other Items to numerous er, adults only. Utiilties paid. 492-8729 after 5:00 p. in. 1-34-C
53-Prefox: ag,ain
66-Symb
39-Enthusoasm
ol
for
33-Quarrel
56-Knock
tantalum
41-Babylonian
F-19-C to mention. We are going to Phone 753-7233.
ated with expensive drapes in- Duke, Rep.
F-22-C PIANO IN STOR
start having sales through the
derty
AGE: Fine
cluded. Central heat and air
6 -7 8 ,•:•;:?9 10 II
42-P
artner
Spinet
-Conso
le,
week,
stored
so
come
be
locally
with us. 1967
.
j Back yard has chain link fence FARMS FOR SALE - 160 acres
44-Puff up
TEN FOOT wide 2-bed- Reported excellent. Respon
12
sible
45-Vessel's curred
,
,,•.,1 A
I ABOUT 4 MILES from Murray on highway 1814 about 2 miles Reason for selling, sold farm. room mobile
person
,-.......",
can
home.
Auctio
1.....,1
take
plankong
neer,
at
Marri
Terry
big
ed
Shoemaker.
saving
on a paved highway, a well northeast of Tri City.
15
%"•
Yilito 17
,,
couple. Private. Phone 753-4481, on low payment balance.
..
?
,• .
.3 18
47-Fee
19
Write
F-20-C
constructed 1% story, 3-bed 350 ACRES on Highway 140 be49-Word of scam
Ann Rose, Route 2. Covey Drivii, M. I. A. C. Mgr., 431 Virgin
20 2t-V 22
.,
50-Slalk
mom brick with a formal din tween Puryear and Kentucky
ii4r424
23 24,
...
Joplin; Mo.
Murray.
52-Fruit
1-21-P
lug room. About 4 acres of land Lake.
'
'-s":'
"
27
343
20
..,:"..<29
••
1
54-Laton
1411LP WANTIO
"4%
partly wooded. City water.
208 ACRES near Millers ChaV
contunction
M
4-BEDROOM brick house, util- THREE REGISTERED German
j3-**::::434
A NEW brick bomb near Almo pel in Graves County.
55-Ventnate
SAV-RITE is taking applications
.::::•
-•
i-.
Sheph
ity
erd
room, electric
57-Contends
puppies. Contact ThoHeights. 3 bedwasems,_
490. ACRES on the Central Road for the new More in
37
* Service
36')
"
,f.f,e 39
Bel-Air munity water. On heat, com- mas Banks. Day phone
59-Earsts
area, central heat, and 'carpet moth of Mayfield.
753-16
Coles
13.
CampShopping Center. Applications
•1-Pronoun
41
gy
.
:$ 4
ground Road, 100 yards off 641. NIght phone 753-2294.
Mg throughout. Ready for urn- 1000 ACRES near Paris in Hen'
43
..
.....44
1-21-P
are available at the Say-Rite
63-Declare
Call 753-2347 or 753-8584. 1-21-C
Mediate occupancy, p..)ssession ry County Tenn.
65-Solar dab
-45
Store, located at the corner
16 ..,'...%/47
CUB
FAFLM
ALL
tracto
r with
!Arith deed.
WE HAVE others to choose of So. 4th and Maple
67-5ea eagle
4-BEDROOM brick house.
Street.
4 BEDROOMS:
Large mower, $750.00. Call 753-8778
611•Wrdes
from.
51'q,34
,
after
7:00
family
p.
V.6
in.
F-19-C
room, modern kitchen
1-25-P OFFICE SUPPLY STOR
69 Scene of first
.....
'../:.%
A HANDSOMELY landscaped CARL RAIDT, Phone 328-8161,
E
47:,,i,.
,
:,-;:55
36
miracle
F:
,
......37
with
seperate dining area, elec- ENGLI
58
'59 60
4-bedroom brick. This spaci
James Majors, Phone 328-8418.
SH
SADDLE, gaited
io:-'-'
Telephone 753-1916
home consists of a beautiful ex- MAJORS REAL ESTATE, Phone WANTED: Curb girl or boy. tric heat. On Coles Campground bridle, English pad,
DOWN
61 ei
..-->:.63 64
-......65 66.4
also westo'...
0......,
Day shift. Apply in person, Road, 50 yards off 641. Call ern saddle. All new.
tvioidesign, _large kitchen, sep- 376-2223, Wingo, Kentucky.
Phone 7531-Help
67
t'e!'4'
H-F-22-NC
Jerry's Restaurant, So. 12th St. 763-2347 or 753-8584.
arate family room. The patio is
2-Manifesting
1-21-C 5649.
F-21-C
aocessible from both the famibigotry
1-20-C
Distr. by United Seater, Syndicate,
Inn. 19
lly mom and the master bed- THREE-BEDR
OOM brick. Air
room. Also contains a 2-car ga- conchtioner, drape
WANT
ED: K-N ROOTBEER
s and carrage. very large utility, all
pet. Near University, 214,500.00. Drive-In opening soon. Help
rchen appliances, central
Phone 753-7580 after 5:00 p. in. wanted: Car hostesses and short
and air-conditioning,
F-24-C order cooks. Call 753-8858 be_.____, _
throughout.
tween 5:00 p. in. and 8:30 p. in.
SPACIOUS 4-bedroom
brick
F-20-P
2-14
with formal dining area, fully NEAR UNIVERSITY and kobI DON'T THINK ,ebu SHOULD BE
OHAT
.
equipped kitchen, carpeting ertson School, 5-bedroom brick,
DO YOU THINK?
INHAL
ING ALL THAT CHALK
throughout, central heat and Large lot. For information call WANTED: Woman that can do
house work and take care of
DUST, CHARLIE BROWN..
sir, double garage. Located near 753-3123.
F-22-C
small children. Call 753-4998.
the new city high school site.
A 4-BEDROOM tri-level almost 53. ACRE FARM with coinipleteF-21•C
fit
completed. Has 2% baths, for- ly redecorated 2-bedroom home,
,ornal dining area. This spacious with electric heat. Burley and
whouse is well planned, carpeted Dark Fired tobacco base, corn
NOTICK
throughout. If you need a lot crib, hayshed, and tobacco
of room and privacy, you sho- barn. Excellent cattle farm, with DISGUSTED
with
painting
uld see this bargain priced about 34 acres of clear crop walls? We are known
for betLand, 9 miles from Murray
house.
'
ter
qualit
y paneling at reasonon
I
A 4-BEDROOM brick located black top. Clean, friendly com- able prices. Ken-T
en Buildin
AV'aa
North of Murray on a paved munity. Very reasonably priced Supply, 207 Maple
.
Street, 753highway with approximately 1 Phone 492-8580 or 753-2388
af- 6683.
F-21-C
acre of land. Has electric heat, ter 5:00 p. in.
F-21-P
NMICE: We repair all makes
utility room. Newly decorated
vacuum cleaners, toasters, mixand priced at only $13,000.
ers, irons, heaters, all small
1FUST IMAGINE a 4-bedroom,
es. Y 1 No 00-• .• • ••••••«1
POR SALO
•I MC 5. U... ',M.,
appliances. Ward & Mos, 409
2 bath house for only $21,000.
YOU ARE
Excellent transferable loan set SPECIAL! 1959 Chevrolet Bel- Maple.
WHY DID YOU
March4C
WHEN A SCALE
up on this brick veneer; in an Air with automatic transmisBEA
UTI
FUL
PUT
,
IN
ANYO
ANO
NE
THE
HAVI
sion.
NG
R
Priced
inform
ation
SAY
at
only
S SUCH NICE
excellent neighborhood.
$75.00.
/, TALENTED
4-BEDROOM brick home locat- Parker Ford Used Car Dept. regarding an automobile hitPENNY?
THINGS, IT
ting
a
black
Phone
and
753-52
green
73.
1969
ed just off 641 North. Has ap1-21-C
AND WITTY
Buick in the White Hall parking
DESERVES
proximately 1 acre of land, 1967
)
FORD Fairiane 500. Two- lot on Saturday night, Febru
ary
modern equipped kitchen with door hardto
A TIP
p
with
power
15,
during
steerthe
Murray-Eastern
separate eating area, large fam- ing, automa
tic transmission, 289 game is requested to call
ily room, double carport. Clieck engine
Ron
. Beautiful yellow with Moubray St 753-8788
F
p9n this price.
black vinyt top and black inA 4-BEDROOM, 1% story frame terior.
It's a local car you'll 'BELTON! factory fresh hearhouse near the MSU campus. want to
own. Parker Ford Used ing aid batteries for all make
Kitchen has a large dining area. Car
healing aids, Wallis Drugs.
Dept. Phone 753-5273.
Price has been reduced to $12,H-ITC
F-21-C
600.
FARMS:
CHEVROLET 2door Im- ELECTROLUX SALES eg SerJUST WEST of Hazel, excellent pala VA standard transmission vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
Investment opportunity. A 30 1986 Chevrolet 2 door 6 cylin- IL Sanders. Phone 382-3176
acre farm with beautiful build- der, power glide transmission Lynnville, Ky.
March-134
ing sites, well, excellent tar- 1960 Falcon
tion wagon, 6 KITC
HEN
LOOK
old and drab'
cylinder, standard transmission,
Slats
GE FARM located close to 69 license. Call 753-3103 after No fuss. No mess. Just pull
your
old
cabine
ts out and have
le; priced at lees than $100 5:00 p. m.
F-21-C beautiful new
cabinets. Kenan acre. Excellent well, 72
acres
THE QUEEN THINKS I'M
cleared. Come in and talk to us 1964 RAMBLER American 220. Ten Building Supply, 207 Maple
WITH YOU FAR AWAY, AS
Street
, 753-6583.
Economical 6 cylinder with
about this.
CHARLIE DOBBS! HAVING
FLEE, C:HARLIE C088S, BECAUSE
"CHARLIE- DOEISS"I WILL
straight dilft. A local oar that's
North of Murray on 641, a
FAILE
HER
IN
PLOT
D
QUEE
TO DIS BE ABLE TO INFLUENCE HER.
N RNDS OUT `kw
JONES PEST Control Serieke. IF THE
30 extra nice inside
acre farm. An extra nice
and out. Park- Guaranteed
POSE OF DOBBS, SHE'LL
HELPED ME DUPE HER-,
FOR THE GOOD OF THE
brick er Ford and Car
results. Unmarked
ACCE
Dept. Phone oar. Ply contro
home with • full basement,
PT
HIM •
VOUR LIFE WOULD 8E
PEOPLE ,f
2l,
'bedrooms, dining room, attach 753-5272.
FORFEITED ,'
1-21-C spiders and etc.roaches, ants,
Phone 461.W garage. Will trade for
house 1948
CHEVROLET
March-13-P
pick-is = or 489-3021.
mid lot in Murray.
trlick, deluxe cab, 6-ply tires.
IN ACRE farm
near South Looks and runs good. Inspected TIRED OF mopping floors?
Shop Ken-Ten Building Supply
Pleamant Grove. L5 acre dart for 1969. See
or call Bill Killer for
all your carpet needs, 207
flied tobacco base and 18
753-2907.
acre
, corn base, $12.800.
Maple Street, 753-8563. 1-21-C
I DUPLEXES:
ALMOST NEW duplex. Both 1967 FALCON Future 2-door GET RID of pests, they wool
leave on their own. Termites
sports coupe.
sides are rented, good neighb
go
or- and Is sportyHas bucket seats tight on aiding if you
!! hood. Excellent return
Ignore.
in
every
way.
on the You'll
them.
Kelly'
s Pest Control is the
love it. Parker Ford
, investment.
Used Car'Dept. Phone 753-5273. sneerer, locally owned mid op.
1 BUSINESS PROPERTY:
'rated for 20 years. We can
be
F-21-C reach
A THRIVING, growing business
ed 36 hours a day. If it's
tested at Stella. Owner will
a pest call us. Phone
753-3914.
sell with terms or lease. At- 1962 BUICK Skylark. Real
nice, Member Chamber of Commerce
tlee/led 3-bedroom dwelling. Ex- with bucket seats. Phone
753- and Builders Asiocon LCPcallent income. Proven profit- 1568.
1-20-C 1911. Kelly's Pest Control, 100
maker.
So Lath Street, phone
AN NOW -A
#PATRIOATV? I'M IN
1968 FORD XL, 2 door hard753.4914.
LOTS:
SMALL WONDER!! ONLY
FINGER-LICKIN;
H-F-111-C
THE BREAKFAST
WE HAVE numerous ideally top. Power brakes and power
PLACE IN TH'HULL
EsEC-Ls4-BUSTI N1' BOWL
located building lots, some are steering, with airooncktioninv
FOOD GAME -AND
DANGED WORLD THEN/
THEY'RE
300 automatic. Red with hint
wooded.
0'"PACRIOATS*1!
I NEVER HEARD
'GROWS IS IN
SICK
CALL OR SEE us today to dis vinyl top. A local one owner
OF
that's a real beaut. Patter Ford
cuss your Real Estate needs
Used
Car
Dept.
Phone 753-5273.
!DICKER REALTY & Insurance
from
C.i., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
F-21-C
Ky. 7534342, Home phones:
Donald R. Tucker 753-5020.
Bobby Grogan 7534978, W. Paul
MIRVIC1111 OPPIRID
Dailey. Jr., 753-8702.
DUNRTTE ROOFING Co. Inc.
In
Complete new and recover
1 THREE-BEDROOM house with &tingle roofing service. Specden and lit baths, on large lot ializing in repairs Guaranteed
f 19 c
Call 753-1698 after 5 00 p in. workmanship. 489-2156 Kirkeey,
F-21-P X.Y.
TIC
*

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Anii-""ess-daY'sPuzz's
unma

com
• aunm

mina nma momo
um =moan

OFFICE MACHINES
REPAIRED

* Fast
* Economical

--

LEDGER & TIMES

SO il:>.:.:452 45r.,

Peanuts®

Del Monte

by Charles M. Schulz

T

2 CAN

Del Monte

-TUNA
3/990

:hunk Style
1/2 oz. can

Tropicana

JR E ORANGE

MICE

2 Gal.

690
FLOR IDA

resh, Crisp

CS.

Nancy

surosiositas

ism

Abbie 'N

by R. Van Buren

I

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp

XOTIC GIFTS

Sunday

IEY ORDER

•ITITIES

by Ernie Bushrniller

"The Wishing
Well"

Western Auto

SICK!!

DOGPATCH!!

010
.
4 -

•

••

'

-4410.000.00110•••••...---_

0.0

Till LEDGES 11 TIMES —

PAW! 131=21124

MURRAY. ILINTUCKT
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Competitors to our right,

Competitors to our left . . .
We know not how much pain they have felt . • •
But they are now sending price checkers
With pad and pencil in hand . .
Because these low, low prices at
Uncle Jeff's they just can't stand!
Oh my!oh my!oh me!!!
Look you fellers from Tennessee
UNCLE JEFF has listed some more
Prices below for thee.
(Competitors welcome to make purchases
but Please leave your pad and pencils home)

SCARYES
so inviting

SKIRT

SUITS

"OH, I WISH I WAS IN THE LAND OF COTTON" doesn't seem

when you look at these ice-covered cotton
plants -near Monroe. Ga.

LADIES

LADIES
SLACK

APACHE

LADIES NEW SPRING

LADIES

NEW PERMA-PRESS

3 PIECE

-SUITS
Denim Blue, Stripe or Plaid

SHIRTS
4
•

"PINKLY IN CONTROL"- S. I

Hayakawa, acting president of
'-'going to be firmSan Francisco State,tells reporters he
ly in control" when the, college reopens for the spring
semester Behind him are boarded up spaces which were
windows before a homemade bomb blasted them out earlier

MENS FLEECE LINED

Reg. 10.95

Boys

High Tap or Low

Black ot:White
BASKETBALL $

SPECIAL PERMANENT

TOOTHPASTE
G.E.

Reg. 65c size

Reg. 1.69

Cambridge University scientists Dm Patrick
Steptoe and Robert Edwards smile as they announce in London that they have prc-duced the beginning of a baby by
fertilizing a wovrisn's ovum at a test tube The foetus was
destroyed, they said

CREATE uee

STEAM & DRY

'°°an LIGHT BULBS s TOOJHBRUSH
G.E. CORDLESS

When completely soiled. the
cloths are thrown away. The
cloths come, six to a package.
(Quickie Manufacturing Corp.,
1315 Vi. Cumberland St..
Philadelphia. Pa.).

When vapor lock. eta or
fldt bre disables your auto. a
fast warn* to other motorists
may keep a minor accident from
becoming a alarm tragedy. The
rimed mignal at the ready:
kitting truck and engine hood
pferrioratly sprayed with Rao'hoist. The long-lasting
is accomplished by a
aerosol Rourescent paint kit.
The paint is based on a weather.
resistant acrylic formula.
IKerr(liemsrals Inc . Des Plumes,
• • •

ELECTRIC
Reg. 15.95

A British firm is marketing
a nine-position baby at which
converts from swing and high
chair to carry chair. car seat and
potty chair. Also available. as
an optional extre. is a frame
which converts the seat into a
two-wheeled stroller.
(Baby Relax Ltd., Wennington
Road, Rainham. ESOPS England).
(Rekose Wed.. Feb. I2,or after)

BATHROOM

••410•4

PRESTONE

SCALES

Pink, White. Blue
IN 5 GALLON CANS ONLY
Reg. 1,50

5.49

FASHIONETTES

•,

..

per Gallon

44

By limited Press International
1,Ise good
way to judge
placement of false ey elashe.
comes from Ron Buchardt.
makeup designer fur Charles of
the Rita. Start the inner corner
of the lash one finger depth from
the nose. he 011 A. In other
woe& leave about one-half inch
from the inn* corners without
the fakirs. rather ex tending them
toward the outer lids. Buchardt
offers another makeup tip to
the woman wanting to make
her hands look longer and
slimmer I se very pale p.•114
matead of the deep time.

Gas Line

SIM •

8-FOOT

Anti.Freeze

BOOSTER CABLES

— /84s VALUE —
67

New dust cloths are chemically
treated to make dirt adhere to
not lease
then:. yet they w
an oil residue on the
.1ing
mew,to cab+ and caret more
• • •
art. the. manilla, tweet sari.
Krtau*e the cloth. chi not spread
Beirut. Lebanon. flourished
' t from one t•urface 10 the
r the sn.urc the 1.1tutti.t, as a Phoenician seal.ort Se radiiy
in sanitan dusting and ..lea g a.12100 B.C.
0410•••••

$

RECHARGEABLE

• • •

By United Press International
A lightweight compact
steamer is capable of removing
%winkles from virtually all types
of apparel and fabric the manufactures says. The device is about
the size of a typical flashlight.
No ironing board is necmany.
The appliance was designed to do
its job while the pnnmit or
article to be refreshed is hanging.
(Modern Merchandising, 1R3
%Aeon Ave., New York, N.Y.).
•••

DOOR MIRRORS
367

011.'4

for

0
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67
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